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Mon. /Tue.
• Accounting for Planning &
Control of Not for Profit
Organizations

CHICAGO
OCT.24 -28
MARRIOTT
(AIRPORT)

• Developing and Using
Standard Costs
• Management Accounting
for Executives and Managers
• Operational Auditing
-Management Science for
Budgeting and Profit
Planning
• Marketing Fundamentals
for the Management

o

• Management Accounting
for Hospitals

0%

• Inventory Management
and Control

Wed. /Thu.
• Zero -Base Budgeting

• Behavioral Science
Implications for
Management Accounting

• Problem Solving Methods
for Accountants and
Administrators
Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
• Flexible Budgeting and
Performance Reporting

*Effective Cash Management

Thu. /Fri.
•.Management Accounting
for Banks

•Communications and
Report Writing

Ac c o u nt a n t

... the knowledge gained from NAA's
Continuing Education Program!
Registration Inf ormatio n
To register f or any Course listed, f ill
out and return the registratio n f orm
to gether with yo ur check to :
Natio nal Association o f A ccountants
919 T hird A venue
New Yo rk, N.Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
■
(212) 754 -9758

(Please type or print)
Name
Title

Social Security No

Division, P lant or Off ice
Company

Fees

Street Address
City

State

Zip Code

Firm's Principal P roduct or Service

Business Phone

NA A M e mber (C hapter)

(A ccount No.)

Dates

Nonmembers*

luncheons, refreshments, and all
technical materials.

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or type co mplete name of each Course

Members

2 day course
230
255
3 day course
345
370
The fee for NAA Courses includes daily

Lo cation

Fee

1.

$

2.

$

*Nonmembers: The $25 diff erential
per co urse for nonmembers may be
applied to NA A membership; o r the

$25 may be applied against the dues of
an NAA member of the same firm
(organization). The differential may
be used anytime before June 30, 1979.
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No organization
is immune to problems.
What are yours? Budgeting? Cost
control? Making the right decision on capital
investment? Determining optimal pricing for
product lines? Setting goals and attaining
them? Utilization of cash? Managing
inventories? Computer security? Data
collection and evaluation? Writing reports that
really communicate?
Or is your situation simply that some
members of your accounting and financial
management staffs have knowledge gaps or
need a refresher?
NAA established its In -House Program
specifically for organizations where employees
can't be spared the time away or where the
expense of travel, accommodations and meals
proves too costly for training budgets.
If we bring a course to you, it means it
will be conducted on company property, or
wherever you choose. You'll set the time
schedule,�too�—�daytime,�evenings,�or�a�weekend
A sampling of organizations who've used
NAA's In-House Program.
American Optical Corp.
Anchorage Borough School District

1 23 Courses we

can bring you

1
'
'

1

'
1

1
'

� �DEVELOPING�AND�USING�STANDARD�COSTS
� �FLEXIBLE�BUDGETING�AND�PERFORMANCE�REPORTING
� �DIRECT�COSTING�AND�CONTRIBUTION�ACCOUNTING
� �MANAGEMENT�ACCOUNTING�FOR�BANKS
f-] MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING FOR HOSPITALS
� �PROGRAM�BUDGETING�FOR�LOCAL�GOVERNMENTS
AND NONPROFIT INSTITUTIONS
0 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING FOR EXECUTIVES AND MANAGERS
� �LONG�RANGE�STRATEGIC�PLANNING�AND�ANALYSIS
� �ACCOUNTING�INFORMATION�FOR�PRICING�POLICIES�AND�DECISIONS

Ernst & Ernst
Girard Bank of Philadelphia

Green Giant Corp.
International Harvester
Ohio Hospital Association
Oregon Society of CPA's
Republic Steel Corp.
Sperry Univac Computer Systems
The Social Security Administration
The State of Ohio
These firms are representative of a broad
spectrum of manufacturing companies, service
organizations, educational institutions, food
companies, financial establishments and
governmental operations which have found
NAA's In -House courses valuable.
What has been beneficial to their
professional staffs, would undoubtedly be
useful to yours.
If you're interested, please contact
Norman Hadad (212) 754 -9575. He'll talk
cost', time and place. And give you any other
details you need. Or send the coupon.
For example, a Iwodey course for 20 employees would cost
approximately $2.200 for the insVuctor and all course materials, a
three-day course would cost about $3,000.
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PARTICULAR SITUATION
Name
Company
Address

:7 MA NA G ING B Y O B JE C T IV E S F O R T HE F INA NC IA L MA NA G E R
O P E R AT I O N AL AUD I T I N G

City
Telephone Number

� �MANAGEMENT�SCIENCE�FOR�BUDGETING�AND�PROFIT�PLANNING
7 LINEAR PROGRAMMING ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS
.r] STATISTICAL SAMPLING FOR ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
r] MARKETING FUNDAMENTALS FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT
� �COMMUNICATIONS�AND�REPORT�WRITING
� �BEHAVIORAL�SCIENCE�IMPLICATIONS�FOR�MANAGEMENT�ACCOUNTING

1

�
PLEASE SEND ME MORE DETAILS ON THE
I HAVE
�COURSES
PLEASE
CALLCHECKED.
ME SO WE CAN DISCUSS OUR

� � E C O NO MIC� E V A L UA T IO N� O F � C A PIT A L � E XP END IT UR E S
� � E F F E C T IV E � C A S H� MA NA G E ME NT

CONTROL
� �FUNDAMENTALS�OF�MANAGEMENT�INFORMATION�SYSTEMS�DESIGN
� �COMPUTER�SECURITY�AND�INTERNALICOO
N ROL ION SYSTEMS DESIG

'

NORMAN HADAD
NA
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
NEW
919 Y RD AVEN UE
NEW YORK, NY I0022
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SEC REPLACEMENT COSTS: SUGGESTIONS FOR FULL
DISCLOSURE
By Donald A. Corbin

Cover:
Looking over the
inventory of small
engine parts at G -E's
Aircraft Engine Group,
Lynn, Mass, See
page 33.
3.
Photo courtesy ol General
Electric Aircraft Engine
Group.

Under the requirements of the SEC's ASR 190, readers of annual reports may naively
calculate lower profits when they simply increase the cost of goods sold and depreciation
The author suggests th at additional information be disclosed regarding the effects of
changing prices along with the replacement cost information required.

19

MATCHING FUTURE CASH PAYOUTS TO CURRENT REVENUE
By Nathaniel Slater
Starting with the premise that capital expenditures for the acquisition of fixed assets are a
charge to earnings in the year made, the author argues that the principle of matching
should be restated to conform with the continuing trend of accounting thought.

21

EMPLOYER - SPONSORED LIFE INSURANCE: WHAT IT REALLY
COSTS
By Terrance D. Paul
Discounted cash flow analysis is suggested as a method for determining what employer sponsored life insurance really costs. Using a step by step illustration, the author
compares several types of insurance plans.

30

AND NOW WE HAVE . . .
By James S_ Worthington
There are definite signs, according to this author, that the FASB may be attempting to
operate under a set of conditions that will prompt a repeat of the charges that led to the
dissolution of its predecessor, the APB.

33

PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING THE ANNUAL
PHYSICAL INVENTORY
By Raymond B. Jordan
The annual physical inventory need not be a traumatic and disrupting experience. With
exact planning and the cooperation of manufacturing and financial functions, the inventory
can be conducted quickly and efficiently.

37

TWO YEARS ON THE ROAD
By John C. Adams
To a burgeoning number of enthusiasts, the best exercise in the world is available —for
little or no cost —on the nearest road, path, or trail. Accountants especially, because of
their high level of mental strain and low level of physical activity, would do well to
investigate.
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41

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS AND THE TRUE RATE OF RETURN
By Harold E. Wyman and J. Edgar McFarland
A capital rationing technique which uses a true rate of return based on estimates of future
prime rates is explained and illustrated in this article. The objective is to maximize the
return on reinvestment opportunities for the original investment's yield.

47

NAA IN CHICAGO
Speakers at Annu al Co nference warn accountants that they m ust defend them selves and
business from govern ment bu reaucracy's fatal em brace.

49

5 AUTHORS WIN LYBRAND AWARDS
Three co- authors get Gold Medal for outstanding article in 1976 -77 competition. NAA
presents 13 Certificates of Merit and 9 Certificates of Recognition.

53

WINNERS ALL: AKRON, SYRACUSE AND CUYAHOGA VALLEY
Records lie shattered in the dust as two top chapters in Stevenson and Warner Trophy
competitions repeat their performance of last year.

60

LENT ELECTED PRESIDENT OF MCLEOD SOCIETY

DEPARTMENTS
8
9
10
51
57

LETTERS to the editor
DATA SHEET items of interest for the businessman
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
CHAPTER /MEMBER NEWS all about chapters and members

Views expressed herein are au thors' and do not represent Association policy unless so
stated. Reprints of articles appearing in any issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
are available from NAA's Special Order Department.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Vol. LIX, No. 2. Published monthly by
National Association of Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
Price $2.00 p er copy. Second class postage paid at Lancaster, Pa.
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CMA's, the New Type of Accountants

Published monthly, for members only,
by the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF ACCOUNTANTS
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 754 -9700
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In a byline article by Elizabeth M Fowler, The New York Times on
June 1, 1977, published a detailed description of the Certificate in
Management Accounting program. The article quotes Herbert Knortz,
executive vice president and comptroller of the International Telephone Telegraph Corp.; Robert Morgan, controller, Caterpillar Tracfor Co., Stanley M. Hunt, director of corporate accounting at General
Mills, and John Hastings of Monsanto Co., as well as Or James Bulloch, director of the Institute of Management Accounting. Because the
article demonstrates the growing Importance of the CMA program and
widening interest in it, we reprint excerpts here.
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"While many people still equate the term accountant with being a
certified public accountant, a growing corporate trend in the last five
years has been the encouragement of a different type of accountant
who does not have a C.P.A. after his name.
"The n ew typ e hol ds a certifi cate of man agemen t accountin g, or
C.M.A. To date, there are only slightly more than 600 C.M.A.'s, compared with the 110,000 members of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
"This year 300 more candidates will receive C.M.A.'s, an indication
of the increasing acceptance of the certificate's importance, according
to the organization that grants the certificate, the Institute of Management Accounting, a unit of the National Association of Accountants.
"Herbert Knortz ... recently cited the 'revolutionary changes in 25
years that have brought a shift in emphasis from budgeting and reporting to the role of [the] management accountant in planning and forecasting.'
"In the 1950's, Mr. Knortz said, an accountant working for a company dealt primarily with auditing financial statements, while today his
company's performance has become a major concern. `He is a business systems director, not an auditor,' the I.T.T. official insisted....
"Robert Morgan ... reports that at his company ... 'We do not look
for C.P.A.'s when we're out recruiting management accountants.
C.P.A. training is not too relevant to management accounting.' ...
"The philosophy about accountants at General Mills is much the
same. Stanley M. Hunt said: `Most accountants hired by corporations
are not C.P.A.'s. We find the C.P.A. appropriate for a few selected
specialties in the corporate auditing and tax departments, but that's
about as far as it goes.' ...
`A C.P.A. is the last thing we look for when we hire a management
accountant,' said John Hastings of the Monsanto Company. Mr. Hastings, director of accounting operations for the company's industrial
chemicals division, said the chemical company provided a six -month
formal training program ... to prepare its accountants for the C.M.A.
exam."

V
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Advertisement

DP Dialogue
Notes and observations from IBM that may prove of interest to business planners.
Through APL, Baker business planners with little knowledge of programming can interact directly with the company's IBM System /370 Model 158 by
using conveniently located computer
terminals.

Effective Planning
Headquartered in Orange, California, Baker International Corporation is a
multidivisional company with sales of
$553 million in 1976. Baker services the
petroleum and mini ng industries
throughout the world by manufacturing
and marketing a wide range of products,
and performing services utilized in the
extraction, recovery, and processing of
oil, gas, and other minerals.
Baker's success in effective planning
is reflected in its long -term growth rates
of revenues and profits, and its high return on shareholders' equity.
"Baker uses the Baker Planning System (BPS)," Myers says, "an interactive
computer program which lets our management ask the necessary "what if"
questions, such as those used to develop
sales forecasts under various business
and economic conditions. In addition
to financial planning, the system is currently being used in market modeling
and manufacturing planning."

Meets Special Needs

Baker International Corporation, a world leader in the manufactureofoil exploration
and petroleum production equipment, uses interactive computing to help
its business planners look ahead accurately.

Interactive Computing
Sharpens Planning at Baker
"We have complete control of our financial planning reports. We can change
the format of a table —add or delete, consolidate or restructure the entire presentation.
"On occasions when our corporate
executives needed revised plans or more
details, we have been able to respond

with a modified version of an existing
report within two hours."
The speaker is Douglas M. Myers,
manager of corporate financial planning
for Baker International Corporation, describing the company's use of APL, a versatile programming language used to
solve problems interactively.

Baker, in developing BPS, utilized
the APL Financial Planning System
(FPS), a ready -to -use program available
from IBM. Because FPS is implemented
in the APL language, the program was
easily altered.
"Within three months, the Baker
Planning System was up and running,"
Myers notes. "The ability to quickly
structure reports for our specific needs
enhances the responsiveness of the
planning function.
"We believe interactive computing
has enriched our planning, allowing us
to handle much more information than
ever before. We have more options in
entering data and displaying it. Our
operating statistics are accumulated automatically for corporate planning and
for use in detailed reports for each of our
operating units.
"The ability to experiment, to try various approaches interactively, will help
us look ahead more effectively and realistically."

Advertisement

TWA Computes $24 MillionYegrly Fuel Saving
An IBM com pu ter is h elping Trans
Wo rld Airlin es con serve mo re than 70

million gallons of precious fuel a year. At
current prices this means a yearly saving

of $24 million. Key to achieving this are
an online flight planning system and a
preferential fueling program.
With online flight planning, information on aircraft performance
and routes is stored in the computer.
The system analyzes payload, fuel
I
requirements , allowable takeoff
weight, flight time, weather and up to
five different altitudes . The system
then displays fuel consumption, flight

"Manually calculating the best flight
plan once took hours," says Roger R.
Fischer, staff vice president, application
development and maintenance for Trans
World Airlines. "Our System/370 Model
168, located in Kansas City, does it in
seconds, with accuracy unl

f

t

obtainable any other way.
And we plot over 1,500

�

flightTWA's
plans worldwide
a day for
operations."

time and operating cost for every possible route/altitude comb ination. Th e
system also determines p ower settings
for climb, cruise and descent.

A dispatcher reviews the alternatives
and recommends the optimum least -cost
route and altitude to the flight captain.
The flight plan can be revised at the last
minute should the weather or other con ditions change.

Preferential fueling helps TWA allow

for wide variations in fuel costs at different points. The program helps TWA
find the least -cost location to take on fuel
along the route. Even though it takes fuel
to carry fuel, the computer will show if it
pays to carry enough to avoid refueling at
stops where costs are high.
"We've adopted other economy
measures, such as flying at higher altitudes, flying slightly slower and taxiing
on fewer engines," Fischer points out.
"But the computer has been a big factor in
our economv drive. With fuel bills running over $380 million a year, both the
dollars and the precious fuel saved have
been vital to us."

N 31001

An IBM computer, which plots
over 1,500 flight plans a day, helps
TWA conserve more than
70 million gallons of fuel yearly.
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Put the Computer atYour Fingertips
Interactive computing allows you to
literally sit at the keyboard of a computer

penses. Determine the effect on the balance sheet of variations in a given line

terminal and develop answers to "what
if" questions. The answers are available
instantly on a visual display screen or as a

item. Analyze the downside risk of a new

printed copy.
Fo r ex amp le, y ou can examin e th e
impact on the profit and loss statement of
increm en tal changes in any key ex-

ven ture.
Rela tively straightfo rward projections for any given tim e period, or
highly sophisticated statistical routines
such as the Box Jenkins method, as well as
Econometric Planning, can all be per-

formed interactively. You can enter, retrieve and analyze data needed to make
decisions . Cumbersome procedures
need not be repeated . You do them only
once and it becomes a simple matter to
substitute different figures and see the
new results for yourself.
Two advances in technology have

combined to make interactive computing practical for planners. First, the relative cost of computing has decreased,
making access to a comp uter economically justified for more people in
more companies.
Second is a series of developments in
computer software including the three

discussed in the box to the right. They
allow a planner to interact with his company's computer in his own language,
with little or no programming training or
experience.
Interactive computing has reached
the point where it puts the power of the
computer at your fingertips. With it, you
can expand horizons for more creative,

yet more accurate predictions of trends
and direction for your company.

Advevttsentent

First Chicago Analyzes
Financial Information in Color
The bank officer pushes a few keys
and six superimposed lines in sharply
contrasting colors extend across the
screen.
"This," he tells the customer, "is the
ratio of deferred income to average loans
outstanding for your company and your
five major competitors, quarterly for the
last three years. You can see just how
your trend relates to theirs."
"We seem to compare very favorably," the customer responds. "But let's
look at chargeoffs versus average loans
outstanding."
The banker pushes keys and a new
chart appears. "Here it is on a quarterly
time scale. I can show you a longer span
by switching to a yearly interval."
The scene is The First National Bank
of Chicago. The officer is operating the
Executive Information System (EIS),
which permits bank executives to
evaluate information stored in the bank's
System /370 Model 168.
EIS uses an IBM program product,
Trend Analysis /370, to format numerical
data in graphic form such as bar charts,
curves or histograms, and display it in
contrasting colors on a television
monitor. Users can spot and analyze significant trends in seconds, rather than
painstakingly evaluate large tables of
numbers.
"Trend Analysis is a tool we use for
consulting with our customers," says
Robert B. Loveman, an assistant vice
president in First Chicago's commercial
lending division, which provides banking services to finance companies.
"For example, we monitor a number
of financial and operating ratios, such as
total debt to tangible net worth, or loss
reserves to receivables outstanding.
Using basic data on an industry already
stored in the computer, EIS calculates
the time series of any required ratio for a
company. And Trend Analysis creates industry composites and displays them as

Officerat The First National Bank ofChicago creates a color displayof
financial data by pressing a few keys. IBM'sTrend Analysis /370 automatically converts
numerical data to graphic for►n.
charts or graphs superimposed on the
customer's own data.
"Organizing and displaying financial
data in this way is a powerful sales and
analytical device," says Loveman. "It
helps a customer see how he measures
up against his industry. And it shows
management how a loan prospect is performing. With EIS as an addition to our
analytical capabilities, we are maintaining our leadership position in lending to
the finance industry."
"Bank officers use Trend Analysis to

IBM Program Products
These three program products are
powerful computer aids for planners.
End - user - oriented, they require little
or no computer training:
1. Planning System Generator
H/VS —TSO Interactive facility for
business and financial planning
through a computer terminal.
2. PLANCODE Planning, Control
and Decision Evaluation system. A

user - oriented facility for building, testing, and evaluating financial models.
3. APL Financial Planning System. A facility forplanningandevaluation using the powerful APL language.
For more information on these IBM
Program Products, contact your local
IBM branch office or write to the Editor
of DP Dialogue at the address on the
right.

manage liabilities, examining market
breakdowns, for example, by industry
and geography," adds David R. Nash,
assistant vice president.
Much of the required data, he points
out, is already stored in the bank's computer. The system automatically aggregates it into the decision elements of
interest and then puts them in the EIS
data base.
"Trend Analysis /370 does more than
present data. It communicates," says
Nash.

DP Business Planning Dialogue is designed to provide you with useful information about data processing applications, concepts and techniques. For more
information about IBM products or services, contact your local IBM branch office, or write Editor, DP Dialogue, IBM
Data Processing Division, White Plains,
N.Y. 10604.

1BM6

Data Processing Division

L e t t e r S

TO THE EDITOR

financial reporting. Cash automatically punctuality fo r th e in te rvie w an d su gcopes with inflation since it represents gests arriving ahead of tim e. As one
In his article entitled, "Benefits of "purchasing power" and is either suffi- who conducts a fair number of job interImmediate Writeoffs," in the December cient or insufficient for the needs of the view s, m ay I ha ste n to sa y th at the ef1976 issue, Professor Schiff's proposal business. In the final analysis, isn't the fect of arriving too early can be as negato use 100 percent depreciation at- availability of cash and how it's utilized tive as arriving late. Rather than impose
tempts to "kill two birds with one the paramount concern of management, yourself on the interviewer's time, delay
stone." He would (1) close the gap in stockholders and creditors.
anno unc em en t o f yo ur arrival and use
financing capital investments and (2)
To conclude, while I agree with Pro- such early time to follow another of Mr.
end the confusion associated with re- fessor Schiff's basic premises that we Half's suggestions —read any literature
porting depreciation. Ah, but were life must be concerned about encouraging abo ut the co m pa ny tha t is a vailab le in
that simple.
investment in plant and equipment and the lobby. Som eone in the organization
The additional cash generated by the the morass of current accounting meth- selected the lobby literature as most
tax savings on the immediate writeoff of ods, I feel his proposal for 100 percent pertinent for com pany visitors, therecapital expenditures would neither depreciation does not go far enough in fore, it will serve you well to read it.
"overcome the impact of inflation," as coping with either problem.
I would offer one other suggestion for
he states, nor in and of itself close the
job
candidates. Do un de rs ta nd t he j ob
Jack Woolf
gap, if indeed one exists.
you ar e inte rview ing fo r, bu t don't ask
Suffern, N. Y.
It is true that permitting an immedifor a deta iled descr iption of your daily
ate writeoff is of greater cash value than
work schedule. Any position that well
present policies allow, regardless of the
structured is boring and not worth your
inflation rate used . However, in addi- Read the Company Literature
consideration.
tion to the availability of cash, a busiMr. Robert Half, in his article, "A
Elmer E. Heupel
nessman must forsee the possibility of Better Job — Your's for the Asking," in Novi , Mi ch.
Continued on page 18
greater opportunity for earning a return the December 1976 issue, encourages
on his investment before he commits his
funds. One without the other does not
encourage capital investments.
An additional problem with Dr.
Schiffs proposal is that he ignores the
"Since 1960, I've built 13 shopping centers and still manage eight
impact that the immediate writeoff
of them. In 1972,1 decided to build my first hotel —a Ramada
would have on reported earnings per
Inn in Jamestown, North Dakota.
share. Adopting his suggestion would
Originally I planned to sell my Ramada Inn after completion,
lower earnings for rapidly expanding
but when I found we had booked $835,000 in business, before
we opened the doors, I decided to keep it and operate it.
companies in spite of increasing their
With the help of Ramada, my sales have continued to climb.
cash flow and would likely further agIn
the
seven months we were open in 1973, we did over half a
gravate their ability to finance their acmillion dollars in total sales. And, as I mentioned, revenues
tivities.
tripled in 1976. Based on this performance, I plan to build and
A greater stimulus would seem to be
operate two more Ramada Inns in the near future, perhaps in
to lower income tax rates , in general.
combination with a shopping center.
If you think you'd like to team up with Ramada like I did, talk
This would not only increase cash flow
to Banks Henward about putting a hotel in your future developfrom new expenditures but from prior
ment plans. And ask him to send you a free copy of my success
investments as well.
story,'Shopping Around:"
While he indicates his proposal
(Paul Bjor nson,
� !
would end the confusion regarding the
reporting of depreciation, he seems to
C o mm e r c i a l D e ve lo p er &
add a new problem by not describing
O wner
. ako ta ®
JRamada
am est owI nn
n, No
r th D
1 how the written -off assets would be porBOO
-2
I®
trayed on the balance sheet. Would they
be identified at zero residual value, apWerebuilding a reputation,
praised value or not identified at all?
not nesting on one.
As a means of ending the confusion
Ramada Inns, Inc.
caused by accounting, why not go all
"
License Division De Pt . MA 8,
the way and end the shibboleth of
P. O. Box 590
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
"matching cost and revenue" by adopt(602) 273 -4311
ing a strict cash basis for both tax and
Not Far Enough

"Last year I did $1,575,433 in business
with my 125 room Ramada Inn:'

8
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Troubled Debt Standard Issued

Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

FAF Changes the Rules
And FASB Sets Standard
A statement on Prior Period Adjustments has
been adopted by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board after it failed earlier to approve the standard because it could not obtain
the necessary five affirmative votes among the
Board's seven members. Subsequently, the Financial Accounting Foundation adopted recommendations made by its Structure Committee,
one of which allows Board standards to be
promulgated after approval by only a simple
majority of the Board's members —four.
Statement No. 16 on prior period adjustments, with certain exceptions, requires that all
items of profit and loss recognized during a period, including accruals of estimated losses
from loss contingencies, be included in the determination of net income for that period. Corrections of errors in the financial statements of
a prior period and adjustments that result from
realization of income tax benefits of pre- acquisition operating loss carryforwards of purchased subsidiaries will continue to be reported
as prior period adjustments and excluded from
the determination of net income for the current
period.
The FAF trustees also voted unanimously to
amend the Foundation's By -laws to provide for
meetings of the Standards Board and the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council
to be open to the public. Meetings of the Foundation trustees and the FASB's Screening
Committee on Emerging Problems and FASB
task forces also will be open to the public.
The trustees also eliminated the requirement
that at least four of the FASB members be certified public accountants principally experienced in public practice and replaced the
Board of Directors of the American Institute of
CPAs as the sole elector of the Foundation's
trustees. Under its new structure, one representative of each of the six sponsoring organizations (including NAA) will comprise a panel to
serve as electors.
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Statement No. 15 establishing standards for financial accounting and reporting by the debtor
and by the creditor for a troubled debt restructuring has been issued by the FASB. Although
bankers feared that the rule would be applied
retroactively to billions of dollars of renegotiated loans, the Board announced that the statement will be effective for troubled debt restructurings consummated after Dec. 31, 1977. Other than the effective date, the statement is essentially the same as an exposure draft issued
by the Board Dec. 30, 1976.

Liability Costs Contribute to Inflation
When inflation pressures are analyzed, costs of
materials, labor and distribution come in for
their share of the blame. Little attention, however, is given to the mounting costs imposed
on companies and institutions obliged to protect themselves against a spreading array of
liability risks. Delbert A. Betterley, senior consultant at D.A. Betterley Risk Consultants, Worcester, Mass., says these liability protection
costs are hidden in the price of almost every
product and service we buy. "While these
costs, not too many years ago, were small in
relation to a company's sales or an institution's
revenues, today's liability protection costs can
amount to a significant percentage of revenues," he said.

Government Intervention in Business
Has Reached `Danger Point'
Growing government controls are stifling investment, creating chaotic business conditions,
fueling inflation, and damaging the individual
citizens they are designed to protect, according
to a Conference Board survey of 86 business
leaders in 33 countries. The business executives say the overriding need is for government
to create programs that stimulate rather than
discourage private investment. Discontent with
government intervention is widespread, the survey shows. "It exists in the developing and underdeveloped countries and in the democracies as well as in the junta- directed economies
of Latin America. What is especially alarming is
that so many business leaders express doubts
that business- government relations will improve under current conditions," observed
James Greene, director of international man -

Continued on page 52
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Committee Approves
Statement No. 9A
NAA has published another section of the Management Accounting Practices Committee's
Statement No. 9, "Management Accounting
Terminology." The latest part approved by the
MAP Committee includes the category of terms
and definitions that comprise Managerial Accounting and is being released as Statement
No. 9A.
The terminology project will encompass,
when completed, seven broad areas. The first
two sections, Management Accounting Systems and Auditing, were published July 1976 as
Statements 9C and 9D respectively. As stated

previously (MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, October
1976, p. 62), the categories are being published
out of alphabetical sequence depending on
dates of completion.
NAA members may obtain one free copy
of Statement No. 9A by completing and returning the coupon (or a photostat thereof)
found on page 52 of this issue by November
15, 1977. Thereafter, copies may be purchased through the Special Order Department at 750 each, with quantity price reductions as noted in the publications catalog.

The Conceptual Framework

will

As a prelude to presenting oral testimony at the
FASB's public hearing on Part I of the Conceptual Framework project, the MAP Committee
submitted written comments on the Tentative
Conclusions on Objectives of Financial Statements and the discussion memorandum, Elements of Financial Statements and Their Measurement. MAP Committee member Robert L.
Shultis, vice president and controller of Technicon Corp.,
represent NAA at the public
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hearing, which begins August 1.
The Committee's comments on the "Objectives" stressed the following points:
• The designated audience should be broadened beyond the investment and credit communities to include others with present or future
financial interests, such as customers, employees, and governments.
• The project scope should be broadened to
include not - for - profit organizations.
• Financial statements should involve the accountability for the past, including the disclosure of sufficient data to enable the reader to
discern historical trends in order to project future prospects.
• Disclosure of financial information such as
management's analysis and discussion of earnings is desirable but provision should be made
for the explicit differentiation between factual
data and interpretative data.
Some of the more critical issues in the discussion memorandum evoked the following positions by the MAP Committee:
• The revenue and expense view is the approach that would, on balance, provide the
soundest basis for financial accounting and reporting. The emphasis is on objective and verifiable transactions between independent parties and on revenue - producing activities of the
enterprise rather than on incidental holding
gains or losses that would result from adoption
of the asset and liability view. The loss of control implicit in the non - articulated position is unacceptable.
• Assets comprise cash, rights or claims to
receive cash, goods or services, and other
items whose costs are to be deducted from
revenues or future periods to measure earnings
for those periods. Liabilities are financial representations to transfer economic resources to
other entities as a result of a past transaction
or event. Balance sheets should include, besides liabilities, certain "deferred credits" and
"reserves" representing "incomplete allocations of resources and obligations."
• Earnings are the result of matching revenues and expenses for the period and adding
gains and deducting losses. Should measures
of periodic earnings result in balances that do
not represent economic resources or obligations, those balances should be reported in a
balance sheet, but not as assets or liabilities.
• Gains and losses should be clearly distinguished from revenues and expenses on financial statements and should be defined as separate elements of the financial statements.
Copies of MAP Committee comment letters
may be obtained by written request to Manager —MAP Development, at the national office.
Continued on page 52
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SEC Replacement Costs:
Suggestions for Full Disclosure
The additional disclosure recommended is equivalent to the
information that ideally would be included if complete, articulated
financial statements were prepared during inflation.

By Donald A. Corbin
The potential understatement of net income, as a
result of SEC Accounting Series Release (ASR)
190, has caused great concern among accountants
and businessmen alike.' The understatement
comes about when users of financial statements
naively subtract from revenue the extra- replacement cost of sales and depreciation expense without taking into account any of the other effects of
changing prices and inflation. The situation is
caused primarily because of the piecemeal approach by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in not requiring full disclosure of all
economic variables when prices change. In addition to suffering extra accounting and auditing
costs, and the difficulties of implementing the SEC
regulations in the absence of clearcut guidelines,
firms are likely to have the partial information regarding "inflation" misused and misinterpreted.
The adoption of replacement cost disclosure
comes on the heels of an even more costly and
potentially more misleading proposal of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) (deferred as ofJune 1976) called "Financial Reporting in Units ofGeneral Purchasing Power," 2 Curiously, one of the main objections voiced by practitioners to this proposal was in just the opposite
vein —the possible "overstatement" of income —
primarily because of the reporting of unrealized
gains on net monetary obligations. Fortunately,
accountants and users offinancial statements have
been spared the FASB's potentially misleading reMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1977

ports. Its approach, using only general price -level
adjustments, is also a deficient piecemeal approach to inflation reporting. It ignores completely some of the most useful information to readers —fair market values of assets and liabilities,
and the current costs ofusing assets.
Unlike the FASB which deferred its unsatisfactory approach to financial reporting during inflation, the SEC decided to require its partial solution as scheduled. Continuing to present only
GAAP -type financial statements will no longer
meet the SEC's broadened concept of full disclosure, The conventional accounting model, albeit
simpler and less costly, is now considered to be
potentially misleading, with its "illusory inventory
profits" and mismatching of current revenues and
historical expenses. The SEC requires disclosure
of what it considers to be the two most important
inflation - related deficiencies —depreciation and
cost of goods sold.
However, the SEC apparently was content with
a partial solution to inflation reporting and omitted general price -level adjustments. Most theoreticians and a few large CPA firms have recently
argued that both adjustments are definitely superior ifprices change significantly.'
An important question may be posed: If during
inflation historical cost reports alone are unsatisfactory, if the FASB has deferred implementing
the partial solution of general price -level adjustments, and ifthe required footnote disclosure of
replacement cost may lead to calculations which
are incomplete, can anything be done to prevent a
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firms
should also
disclose all of
the other
economic
changes brought
about by
inflation. "

possible understatement of net income? The answer to this question is "Yes, with additional disclosure." The accountants' principle of full disclosure and the SEC's basic philosophical approach
(also full disclosure) both suggest this solution. In
addition to disclosing the required replacement
cost information, firms should also disclose all of
the other economic changes brought about by inflation, Fortunately, the additional items are usually positive during inflationary periods and will
tend to offset the potential understatement of income. Chief among them will be gains from being
a net debtor (both realized and unrealized), gains
from holding nonmonetary assets (both realized
and unrealized) and gains from having fixed obligations which decline in market value whenever
interest rates rise. Neither GAAP nor SEC regulations prevent footnote disclosure of this additional information which is needed to properly
assess the impact of increased prices and replacement costs.
Some Recent History
Double -digit inflation accompanying the energy
crunch and increases in oil prices by The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
gave added impetus to changes in reporting during inflation. During 1974 it appeared that the
FASB might actually require supplementary disclosure of comprehensive price -level adjusted financial data. Hearings had been held in April on a
February Discussion Memorandum, and despite
many objections to the insufficiencies of using
only a general index, the Board proceeded to issue
an Exposure Draft dated December 13, 1974, calling for mandatory supplementary disclosure. The
title of the draft was "Financial Reporting in
Units of General Purchasing Power."
After a long silence, the FASB announced in
November 1975 that a final statement on purchasing power accounting would not be issued in 1975,
explaining that it was analyzing the field tests of
84 companies. It also announced that it had the
tests of 20 petroleum companies and had received
476 letters of comment on the Exposure Draft.
Again, after a long silence the Board announced
in its June 1976 "Status Report" that it had deferred action. Although originally having accepted the APB's unsupported statement that general
purchasing power supplementary information was
useful, the FASB now had not reached a conclusion about the merits of the approach.' Additionally, it felt that "... general purchasing power information is not now sufficiently well understood
by preparers and users ... to justify imposing the
cost of implementation ... at this time. The current effort being undertaken by the largest corporations to provide the current replacement cost
data required by ASR 190, . . . were important
factors in deferring further consideration ..." 6
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At the hearings, in April 1974, two "Big Eight"
CPA firms, several academicians, the Dutch Institute representative, and the representatives of several industrial accounting firms (primarily public
utility and petroleum) expressed reservations regarding the usefulness of adjustments using a single index of general price movements. Their primary concern was that replacement costs (some
used a term such as fair market value) of plant,
equipment, investments and inventory items had
increased significantly more than had prices in
general. Similarly, the costs of using these assets
had also risen so that cost of goods sold and depreciation figures based on a general price -level
index were still insufficient and resulted in overstated profits (and income taxes). General price level adjustments would fall far short of reporting
the "true" state of affairs. Some pointed out that a
comprehensive solution to the reporting problem
during inflation should take into account both
types of price changes. First, general price -level
adjustments would permit the use of a measuring
unit of unchanging size. (This would eliminate unreal gains due solely to change in the size of the
monetary unit and would reveal gains from being
a net debtor during inflation.) And second, specific value changes (such as replacement costs)
would reveal current up -to -date measures of
wealth in balance sheets and the current costs of
assets consumed in income statements.' Various
possibilities exist for determining current values,
such as replacement costs, net realizable values,
discounted values and the like; and whichever is
chosen as the most realistic, will give information
much more useful than adjustments based on relatively minor general price -level changes. In spite
of similar reservations, some accountants at the
hearings did favor general adjustments as a first
step in the learning process of reporting during
inflation. They also regarded some change in reporting as a necessary step and were willing to
start with a general index, then work for improved
information later. There is evidence that this is
also the approach of the SEC.
The SEC issued Accounting Series Release 190
Oil March 23, 1976, after a short period for experiments with the proposed rules for disclosure of
replacement costs (Release No. 33- 5608). This finalized the reporting requirement. The information regarding both balance sheet and income
statement aspects of current replacement costs
may be disclosed in footnotes or in a separate section of t he financial statements following the
notes, and may be designated "unaudited" in either place. The staff of the SEC acknowledged
that the requirement was an experiment aimed at
developing techniques which did not presently exist. Staff Accounting Bulletin, SAB 7, was issued
concurrently with ASR 190. It defined some of
the terms and answered some of the questions
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raised in response to the SEC's original proposal.
SABs 9 and 10 were issued later and provided
added interpretations. An advisory panel of 30
members was appointed in May to aid the SEC's
chief accountant on complex technical questions.
ASR 190 applies primarily to corporate 10 -K
reports, and, according to the interpretation, all of
the replacement cost data does not have to be included in the annual reports. Further, it need only
be a generalized description and need not contain
any specific quantitative data. Although not required, it would seem that it would be wise for
parallel quantitative data to appear in both 10 -Ks
and in annual reports. As herein recommended,
both should also include additional relevant inflation data, so as not to be misleading.
The reaction of accountants and business firms
to ASR 190 was not initially a happy one. In the
August 1976 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, NAA reported on its special survey of 1,000
chief financial officers of the country's largest corporations, to which 28 percent responded.' Although not statistically tallied in any comprehensive way, and based on a fairly small response, a
large majority of the respondents were still in the
dark regarding costs of implementation, about the
effects on readers and security prices, and of ASR
190's usefulness. Perhaps, in anticipating an adverse response, the Commission admitted that it
was requiring companies "...to make disclosures
of costs which cannot be calculated with precision. Nevertheless," it continued, "the Commission believes that such data —even though imprecise —are important and useful to investors ..."
and that "... the benefits to investors outweigh
the costs of preparation." 9
In response to fears of lawsuits arising from
such estimates, the Commission proposed a "safe
harbor" rule which would recognize "... that if
such data have a reasonable basis, are prepared
with reasonable care and in good faith and are
presented with adequate disclosure the data do
not constitute 'an untrue statement of a material
fact' or a 'manipulative, deceptive or fraudulent
device.' " "' This was not considered effective by
many and is still pending.
Meanwhile, "back at the ranch," the literature
on inflation accounting was flowing freely. Of particular note was a series of articles by Davidson
and Weil in 1975 in Financial Analysts .Journal
which analyzed the possible results of applying
the FASB's general price -level adjustments to various firms in various industries." In addition to
monumental statistical adjustments to large samples, they also reviewed various theoretical approaches and concluded with their own preference
for the SEC approach over the FASB approach,
but with a final preference for a combination of
both —consistent with the type of additional informational disclosure recommended here.
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Davidson and Weil also came out in favor of
presentation of long -term liabilities in the balance
sheet at current market value with any gain or
loss to be recognized in the income statement. To
conclude that holding gains on debt need not be
reported in the statements is, according to the authors, to ignore the speculative aspect of longterm borrowing. They also concluded that replacement cost reporting is not as revolutionary as
general price -level adjustments because the latter
changes the amounts, but not the timing, of income. The former is just the reverse. In choosing
the replacement cost approach, they argued that
this information is harder to estimate as an outsider using conventional statements than is general
price -level adjusted data, and that ideally, they
would prefer financial statements prepared using
both price -level adjustments and replacement
costs.

"...many
companies
originally
overestimated
the costs of
calculating
replacement
costs.

Brief Analysis of Objections
A list of some of the adverse responses to the
SEC rule, followed by brief comments, is given
below:
1. There is an absence of SEC guidelines for calculating replacement costs.
This may prove beneficial in the long run because it permits experimentation. The NAA
survey found out that "...few companies had
experience with either replacement cost accounting or current value accounting ..."
Since replacement costs are only surrogates for
current values, it is probably wise not to be
straightjacketed before a consensus develops.
(It is important to note in this connection that
the first company to report under the new rule,
The Rouse Company, got approval from the
SEC to use estimates of current values of its
properties. The method involved capitalizing
expected cash flows. Although unique, Rouse's
approved method probably is quite different
from the strict guidelines the SEC might have
originally issued. It is also considered much
more relevant by both Rouse and the SEC.)
2. Costs of implementation would be excessive.
Apparently many companies originally overestimated the costs of calculating replacement
costs. Their own engineering, purchasing and
insurance departments already had much information. Davidson observed: "I don't know of a
company whose actual cost of determining replacement costs has not been a tenth to a third
of what they first thought it would be." '' In
addition, much of the added cost is a one -time
thing. As stated above, the SEC is convinced
that the added disclosure is worth the extra
13

"The effect on
the market may
not be as severe
as it is feared. "

cost. Regardless ofcost, one "Big Eight' CPA
firm is convinced that management will have
offsetting benefits: "... the data ... therefore
may be helpful in assessing pricing policies,
dividend policies, and financing plans for future growth." "
3. Disclosure of replacements costs will aggravate
the equity markets.
This is a difficult idea to prove or disprove, but
to the extent that the efficient market hypothesis holds (that all public information is already
incorporated in security prices) readers are already aware of the facts of "illusory inventory
profits" and "out -of -date depreciation." It follows that SEC disclosure should merely sharpen previous estimates. The effect on the market
may not be as severe as is feared.
4. The disclosure is not complete; it is likely to be
confusing or misleading, especially if used to
calculate (and understate) profits; and it will
not be useful.
These objections are analyzed together because
they all have strong elements of truth and because the solution proposed here is the same
for each ofthem. The disclosure of replacement
costs alone reveals only one important aspect
ofchanging prices. It is likely to be misleading
if used to increase expenses without also taking
into account holding gains on nonmonetary assets and possible gains on net debt. Usefulness
under these circumstances is open to serious
question.
Suggestions for Full Disclosure of the Impact of
Inflation
Using the footnote replacement costs of inventories sold and of depreciation expense in place of
the historical cost figures will certainly lower profits materially and should be of concern to accountants and businessmen. However, the fault
lies not with making this calculation. It will give
an improved picture of current operating profit.
The fault lies with stopping with this figure.
A firm with $100 million in net income, for example, operating with $300 million of inventory in
a $500 million plant might have a cost of goods
sold figure of $900 million and depreciation of $50
million based on historical costs. If replacement
costs of inventories are up 15 percent and the
turnover rate is several times, the cost of the
goods sold might be increased by (say) $45 million
to $945 million. Similarly, the historical cost depreciation of $50 million might be nearly doubled,
depending upon the age structure of the plant.
This would just about wipe out the operating net
income, lowering it to $5 million ($100 million
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less $45 million less $50 million). However, ifadditional inflationary effects on economic well -being are taken into account, both the inventory and
plant have increased in value (say 15 percent each
during the year) giving rise to holding gains.
These holding gains would properly be calculated
in what the economist calls "real terms," by first
eliminating any increases in the general price level
(say 10 percent). The excess ofthe 15 percent specific asset price increases over the 10 percent general price -level increase gives rise to a $15 million
real holding gain on inventories ($300 million
times five percent) and to a $25 million real holding gain on the plant ($500 million times five percent).
Additionally, assume that the $800 million assets (also assume that current monetary assets and
liabilities exactly offset for simplicity) were financed with 40 percent debt having an average
interest rate of eight percent. If interest rates had
risen during the year, the market value of the debt
might have fallen from $320 million to $300 mil lion—a gain of $20 million. Further, since the
general price -level has increased 10 percent on a
net debt of $300 million, a $30 million gain in
purchasing power was experienced because the
market value of the debt could now be repaid with
cheaper dollars.
If all of the additional information regarding
the effects of inflation on the changes in the economic well -being of the firm are taken into account, net income will be found to have decreased
only $5 million from $100 million to $95 million
in the above illustration, as follows:
Net income on historical cost
basis
Deduct: additional costs of
replacement:
Cost of goods sold
Depreciation
Operating income based on
current costs
Add: real holding gains
On inventories
On plant
On debt, due to increase in
interest rates
On debt, due to increase in the
general price -level
Total net increase in wealth

$100

$45
50

95
5

$15
25
20
30

90
$ 95

It is not recommended that the above information be presented in income statement form at this
time. Although it might be desirable at some future date, if all of the items become generally accepted, the idea here is that the SEC requirements
concerning disclosure of income statement data
are far from complete and should be supplemented so as not to be misleading. (Format is a topic
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for another time and is not discussed here.) Specifically, in addition to the current amounts of cost
of goods sold and of depreciation (which makes
possible the calculation of relevant current operating performance —the SEC's goal), the footnotes
or supplementary statements should include the
following information so as to give full disclosure
of the effects of inflation and changing prices.
1. Include holding gains (or losses) on inventories, plants, and other nonmonetary assets.
Some of these will be realized and some unrealized, but there is no need for the distinction.
Real increases in wealth make the firm better
off and appear to be sufficient realization. In
addition, adding realized and unrealized dimensions may make the statements too complex and confusing.
2. Include gain (or loss) on debt due to changes in
market value, such as when interest rates
change in the market. Again, these are usually
unrealized, but nevertheless are real. Failure to
recognize them is to ignore speculative market
realities and changes in interest rates.
3. Include gain (or loss) on net monetary items
when the general price -level changes. This is
primarily a gain on net debt during inflation. It
is both realized to the extent debt has been retired during the period and unrealized on the
average balance of debt still outstanding.
Again, both are real and need not be separated
unless desired for additional information.
In sum, the above suggestions and analyses
demonstrate that the impact of inflation in reality
is several fold. The change in the general price level (the change in the purchasing power of the
measuring unit) is a composite of many changes in
the prices of various specific assets. The latter often vary widely from the composite average.
Therefore, both types of price change should be
revealed. Similarly, liability values may change,
and in addition liabilities become easier to repay
as inflation progresses. These effects also often
give rise to significant gains or losses. Since the
SEC saw fit to require disclosure of only what
they considered to be the most important items —
increased costs of replacement for cost of goods
sold and depreciation —an indirect resultant is the
discovery of overstated operating profits. However, the additional effects of changing prices during
inflation often are positive and should be reported
also. Holding gains on nonmonetary assets and
purchasing power gains on net debt usually occur
during inflationary periods. Full disclosure of all
of these is suggested for relevant use of the SEC
replacement information.
Precedent for More Disclosure The Rouse Case
Some accountants might fear that disclosing the
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information suggested above may not be acceptable to the SEC. Some of the items have been suggested before and are controversial. It appears,
however, that the time is propitious for revealing
more than just replacement costs if the information adds to realism.
Recall that in 1962 the Accounting Principles
Board called suggestions for reporting current figures, like the SEC's replacement costs, "too radically different" for acceptance at the time. 10 Now
disclosure is required. Recall also that the FASB
came very close in 1975 to accepting the reporting
of purchasing power gains on net debt during inflation as supplementary information. Some of the
Board members in public hearings also toyed with
the idea of adjusting debt for changes in interest
rates.' S
Now on May 31, 1976, the Rouse Company, a
public real estate developer, met its asset replacement costs disclosure requirement with SEC approval by disclosing current values instead. This
was done by presenting its balance sheet with two
sets of figures side by side; the first column was
headed "Current Value Basis" and the next "Cost
Basis." The independent auditors attested to both
columns, as did an independent real estate appraisal firm. Assets increased $113 million or 29
percent, and owners equity 705 percent, from $16
million to $128.9 million.
Here we have precedent for more and better
inflation information —even ifdifferent from the
apparent SEC rules. Instead of using one of the
experimental methods for estimating replacement
costs, it was recognized that an estimate of fair
market value is even more relevant. The actual
method used was to calculate the capitalized value
of the expected future cash flows of the next year.
This approach is a simplified version of the discounted cash flow method of valuation, although
it is often considered to be the most controversial
and least objective method of valuation of assets.
It has only been accepted in GAAP for long -term
notes when nominal interest rates are unreasonably low."
Here in the Rouse case we have a revolutionary,
highly controversial method being accepted by
both the auditor and the SEC, in order to get
more realistic numbers than either historical costs
or replacement costs. With increasing prices over
the years, Rouse had found (as this author had
discovered and reported in another case in 195 1) "
that its mortgages exceeded its related collateral
(reported at historical cost) by some $3 million.
On the opposite side, Rouse found that the replacement costs of some shopping centers might
exceed their values because of faltering cash flows
from rentals. Hence, neither original costs nor replacement costs would be relevant. The current
value approach using capitalized cash flows was
chosen. It is an accepted method used by many

"... both types
of price change
should be
revealed. "
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purchasers or major real estate to estimate value.
"Investors In this case Rouse was considered to be a solid
might
have company with demonstrable cash flows. This add...
ed credibility to the results and gained acceptance
received less
by the SEC.
useful
Thus we find the Rouse Company setting preceinformation. " dent for variations from the expected footnote disclosure of replacement costs in two respects. The
format is not the expected one, and the figures
were calculated in an unorthodox manner, This
writer concludes that SEC approval for his suggestions regarding additional information about
the effects ofinflation might reasonably be expected on the basis of relevance.
One SEC staffer who was involved with the
Rouse proposal is quoted as saying, "Speaking for
myself, I'd like to see more companies come down
here the way Rouse did and say, 'We think there's
a better way to present our financial information
to investors.'
A concluding thought on this case: Had the
SEC originally required the specific guidelines
which many accountants complained about not
receiving, Rouse would have been stymied both as
to format and valuation. Investors might also
have received less useful information. The SEC's
cautious, experimental approach, using hindsight,
appears more preferable than regimentation.
Illustration of Suggestions: Proctor & Gamble
In the January 1, 1976, issue of Forbes, the editors applied the Davidson -Weil method of general
price -level adjustments, using only public information, to the earnings of Proctor & Gamble for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1975.19 They estimated a general price -level increase of 10 percent,
an inventory turnover of six,and an average life
for plant of 7.3 years. Some of the results (in millions) compared to reported figures were:

&

Cost of goods sold
Depreciation
Inventories
Plant equipment
Net income
Earnings per share

Reported
$4,330
97
744
1,650
334
$4.05

Price -level
adjusted
$4,629
148
756
2,500
253
$3.07

To estimate the replacement figures under the
new SEC approach is more difficult and less accurate than estimating general price -level adjustments. Proctor and Gamble's annual report under
GAAP did not disclose any replacement cost data
in 1975. However, for the sake of illustration, let
us assume that inventory prices rose 12 percent
during fiscal 1975 and that the replacement cost of
plant and equipment (allowing for technological
improvements) would cost 75 percent more to replace than the original figures. (No information is
16

available regarding P &G's interest rates, so this
factor is omitted from consideration.)
The replacement cost figures (in millions) comparable with the Forbes estimates based on the
Davidson -Weil approach are as follows:

Cost of goods sold
Depreciation
Inventories
Plant and equipment
Net income
Earnings per share

Forbes
price -level
adjusted
$4,629
148
756
2,500
253
$3.07

SEC
replacement
costs
$4,685
170
760
2,890
(94)
$(1.13)

Because the general price -level adjustments included common dollars for sales and a $31 million
gain on monetary items, the Forbes figures are
much less disastrous than the SEC partial approach. It is no wonder that many firms are seriously concerned about misuses such as the above
(showing a loss) when in fact full disclosure would
reveal that P &G was better off overall, in spite of
an operating loss.
The approach suggested here, applicable until
such time as complete adjustments (involving
both general and specific price changes) are in effect, would include the following additional P &G
disclosures (in millions):
1. Gain on monetary items during inflation, as calculated by Forbes
2. Real gain from holding inventory ($760
replacement cost less $756 general
price -level adjusted cost)
3. Real gain from holding plant and equipment ($2,890 replacement cost less
$2,500 general price -level adjusted
cost = $390
per
Forbes,
and,
$390 = 7.3 = $53)

$31

4

53
$88

These figures, when added back to the operating
loss of($94 million), reduce the overall loss to ($6
million).
The results ofthese suggestions, compared with
the original figures and the SEC's limited disclosures, follows:

Report
Cost of
goods sold
$4,330
Depreciation
97
Inventories
744
Plant and
equipment
1,650
Net income
334
Earnings per share $4.05

SEC
Suggested
approach approach
$4,685
170
760

$4,685
170
760

2,880
(94)
$(1.13)

2,880
(6)
$.075
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In an interesting pamphlet recommending experimentation with current value accounting, a
"Big Eight" national CPA firm illustrated replacement cost reporting which is actually used by
one of its clients.20 Excerpts were given from the
1974 Annual Report of Barber -Ellis of Canada,
Limited, who for the first time in 1974, showed
two columns in all financial statements -one for
"Current replacement cost" and one for "Historical cost." This was equivalent to the new SEC
approach as used by Rouse and Company. It was
described in the pamphlet as being "Limited Supplementary Financial Information." The limitation is that no general price -level adjusted information was included. The main results, as expected, were an increase in balance sheet assets and
shareholders' equity, and a considerable decrease
in net income, as follows (in millions):
Current
replacement
cost
$51.4
1.1
10.36
29.8
2.0
4.22
$

$

&

Cost of goods sold
Depreciation
Inventories
Plant equipment
Net income
Earnings per share

Historical
cost
$50.4
0.8
10.12
27.9
3.3
6.96

The company noted that income taxes paid
were encroaching on needed capital replacement.
It also noted that the totals did not represent the
current value of the business as a whole because
intangibles such as goodwill and human resources
were not included. Also, replacement costs might
not be realized if assets were sold.
Again, if the general price -level had increased
10 percent during 1974, if the inventory turnover
were six times a year, and if the plant and equipment had increased ratably over say the past ten
years, several important effects of inflation have
been omitted by Barber- Ellis.
The total liabilities of $17.9 million less cash
and receivables of $12.1 million would have given
rise to an approximate gain of $0.58 million on net
monetary items. A real holding gain of $0.07 million also took place on the inventories (Inventory
replacement cost, $10.36, less price -level adjusted
cost, $10.29). In addition, the plant and equipMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

Cost of goods sold
Depreciation
Inventories
Plant and equipment
Gain on monetary
items
Holding gains
Inventories
Plant and equipment
Net income
Earnings per share

Replacement
cost
approach
$51.4
1.1
10.36
29.8
omitted

2.0
4.22

may be
drawn... "

Suggested
approach
$51.4
1.1
10.36
29.8
0.58

$

Final Illustration: Barber -Ellis of Canada,
Limited

"misleading
conclusions

ment show a real gain of $0.17 million during
1974 (average increase in replacement cost during
10 years, $0.19 less 10 percent general price increase for 1974).
Translated to the now familiar format illustrated above, the calculations using the additional information as compared with the SEC figures are
(in millions):

$

It follows that using the suggested disclosures
should prove more satisfactory than the SEC approach, yet the suggested approach is consistent
with the SEC's goals. They should also help prevent misuse of the information and provide more
realistic estimates of real income. (Note: It should,
of course, be remembered that the above figures
for P &G were hypothetical.)

0.07
0.17
2.82
5.99

Note: Recall that reported earnings were $3.3 million, and $6.96 per share.
Conclusion
Under the ASR 190 replacement cost approach,
many readers of annual reports may naively calculate lower profits for firms by simply increasing
cost of goods sold and depreciation. Misleading
conclusions may be drawn because the SEC requirements for inflation reporting are not complete. Also similar is the incomplete and even
more deficient approach of the FASB (now deferred) which was based upon general price -level
adjustments only. To meet the goal of full disclosure and in order to prevent misuse of information
disclosed under the SEC rules, we suggest that
additional information regarding the effects of
changing prices be included along with the replacement cost information required by the SEC.
The SEC rules call only for footnote or supplementary disclosure, not complete, articulated
statements based on replacement costs. Thus, for
the present, statements fully showing the effects of
inflation are not permissible. However, disclosure
of additional information beyond the basic replacement costs is not precluded. It is therefore
suggested that the additional disclosure be implemented immediately, along with the required replacement cost information.
Specifically, in addition to SEC replacement
costs the following disclosures are suggested:
1. Gain (loss) from being a net debtor (creditor)
during inflation -(This is often referred to as
the gain or loss on net monetary items.)
2. Real gains (losses) from holding nonmonetary
17

assets such as investments, inventories, and
plants which increase more (less) in value than
the general price -level adjusted cost of these assets — (Replacement cost is the surrogate for
value recommended by the SEC.)
3_ Gains (losses) from holding debt which decreases (increases) in market value —{This is
often due to changes in the market rate of interest pertaining to the company's debt.)

" . . . complete

disclosure
involves both
general and
specific price
adjustments of
all items."

The additional disclosure recommended is
equivalent to the information that ideally would
be included if complete, articulated financial statements were prepared during inflation. These
would first take into account changes in the general price- level, so as to use a dollar of constant size
at all times; and so as to eliminate the unreal element of gain in operating profit which is due solely to changes in the purchasing power of the dollar. In order to make the statements articulate, the
gain (or loss) on the net balance of monetary items
also would be included in this first step. Then general price -level adjusted figures would be compared with current values (or with objective replacement cost figures used as estimates of values,
if appropriate) and all figures would be revised to
the level of these relevant current values. In this
second step, current costs would be matched with
current revenues so as to compute real trading
profits and to reveal real holding gains on assets
which rose in value more than prices in general.
Finally, if gains or losses on liabilities were calculated, such as when interest rate changes cause
market values to change, the complete spectrum

of the effects of changing prices would be reported. In sum, complete disclosure involves both general and specific price adjustments of all items.
This will result in a complete picture of the
company's profitability, except for errors, changes
in the value of human resources and in goodwill,
Accountants probably will never attempt to measure the latter two. The above disclosure, then,
will tend toward the best that is possible at this
stage in history.
❑
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Recognizing that FAS13 Statement
No. 13 had been issued in the previous
November, the article in the January
1977 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
entitled
"Capitalizing
Leased Assets," by Jonathan D. Pond,
raises certain points which deserve to be
answered. Mr. Pond states in the beginning of his article that"

to the lessee at the end of the lease
term at no cost or for a nominal
cost.
The fundamental similarities in
leasing transactions fortunately
make the controversy over leasing
fairly clearcut. There are two basic alternatives, each strongly supported by various groups:
1. Leases should be capitalized.
2. Leases should not be capitalized. Instead, footnote disclosure is sufficient."

.. a great majority of leases currently entered into by corporations have several common characteristics: (1) the leases are non cancellable; (2) the terms of the
leases equal or substantially equal
the estimated useful economic
lives of the assets; and (3) the
terms provide for transfer of title

Probably no one will challenge the
concept that a lease which includes all
of the above three characteristics is economically and legally similar to an installment. sale. However, it is our experience that "a great majority of leases
currently entered into by corporations"
do not have these characteristics. For
example, many leases provide for a rela-

LETTERS
Continued from page 8
Oversimplifies A Complex Issue
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tively short non - cancellable period and
prohibit the lessee from taking title to
the property for less than its then fair
market value. To assume that the vast
majority of leasing arrangements fits
Mr. Pond's categories ignores substantial lease activity.
With regard to leases in general, Mr.
Pond's arguments with respect to capitalization fail to recognize the basic nature of an executory contract. While the
lessor has acquired the equipment and
placed it in the hands of the lessee; for
the lessee to continue to be obligated to
pay the rents, the lessor must continue
to make the property available for the
lessee's use. In short, neither lessor nor
lessee has a completed transaction except for each period in which the equipment is available for use. Further, the
lease often provides significant limitations and restrictions on the lessee's use,
Continued on page 45
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Matching Future Cash
Payments to Current Revenue
Any obligation to be paid in the future which is applicable to current
income is still a proper accrual in the current year. However, any
expenditure, regardless of purpose, which does not avoid a future
diminution of cash is a proper charge in its entirety to current
operations.

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1977
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If we were to accept the premise that capital expenditures for the acquisition of fixed assets are a
charge to earnings in the year made then with one
stroke we would eliminate some of the biggest areas of controversy in accountancy today.' Accounting Series Release (ASR) 190, issued in
March 1976, calling for the "Replacement Cost of
Productive Capacity" would no longer be necessary. The proposed FASB Statement of "Financial Reporting in Units of General Purchasing
Power" (withdrawn in June 1976) would not have
to be reconsidered. How to deal with inflation
would become a minor problem (already solved
perhaps by LIFO). And, purchased goodwill and
other intangibles would be charged off immediately. In fact, the balance sheet would represent cash
and cash equivalent items only and Liabilities
would be considered to be negative cash equivalents.
We are taught that "current assets" are to be
shown in the order of supposed liquidity, i.e.,
cash, notes and accounts receivable, inventory,
prepaid expenses, etc. We are also taught that
these latter items can be considered cash equivalents, since they become cash or avoid the payment of cash in the future. But when it comes to
fixed assets, we are taught that we do not use up
in one year the buildings, machinery, etc., acquired in that year and, therefore, only a portion

of the cost should be charged to earnings for the
year. Sterling has stated it well:
"The idea that accounting is a process of
allocating costs crystallized in the 1930's.
We made the concept of 'asset' synonomous
with 'unexpired cost' and the concept of expense synonomous with 'expired cost'.
There were various methods of calculating
expired and unexpired costs; we could allocate the costs by different conventional
methods. This cost allocation idea is now
firmly entrenched. Our textbooks talk about
little else than 'matching costs and revenues."' Z
But such matching is purely arbitrary and Sterling goes on to say "... there is no way to empirically determine whether a cost is properly or improperly matched." ' And, he repeats his challenge as to the significance of "unexpired costs ".
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"Other than taxes, unexpired costs are irrelevant to all decisions. I have previously
made that statement with the accompanying
challenge to readers to demonstrate just one
case where the unexpired cost is relevant to
a decision. No one has provided such a demonstration so 1 will repeat that challenge
here.
If we apply the same criteria as used for current
"'

By Nathaniel Slater
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Exhibit 1
FIXED ASSET ACQUISITIONS
(Thousands)

—

—

Land and
buildings
$2 00

150
—

Year
This year
Last year
2nd previous
3rd previous
4th previous
5th previous
6th -1 0 th
11 th -20 th
Prior years

—

the reader
can note
whether the
enterprise has
been expanding
or whether it
has become
static. "
"...

300
175
25 0

Production
equip ment
$1 50
125
175
50
75
200
325
275
500

Other
$2 0
10
15
5
10
30
50
35
40

assets, then there can be no "fixed asset," since
"fixed asset" is neither cash nor cash equivalent or
avoidance of future cash payouts. In truth, we
have already made our cash payment whether in
cash or in incurring of debt, and no further payouts will be necessary. Thus our so- called "principle of matching" should be restated to "future
cash payouts are to be matched to current revenues." Any obligation to be paid in the future
which is applicable to current income is still a
proper accrual in the current year. However, any
expenditure, regardless of purpose, which does
not avoid a future diminution of cash is a proper
charge in its entirety to current operations.
Revolutionary as this may sound, it conforms
with the continuing trend of accounting thought.
The requirement for a third financial report, "The
Statement of Changes in Financial Position," is
evidence of this. The present day emphasis on
"cash flow" reflects this thinking. By requiring the
immediate charge off of research and development
costs and other items, such as deferred opening
expenses, etc., the FASB has in effect started to
adopt the principle stated above.
Critics will say that the adoption of the new
principle will destroy the balance sheet, elimination of fixed assets would reduce net worth drastically, and credit grantors and investors would not
be able to evaluate the strength of an enterprise.
In truth, the net worth as shown on the present
balance sheet is a meaningless number. The worth
of a business enterprise is what a buyer would be
willing to pay for it as a going concern. That
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amount would be determined by some multiple of
the stream of earnings dependent on the buyer's
desired return on his investment and in no way
does balance sheet "net worth" enter into the calculation.
But isn't information about fixed assets important? Yes, and, therefore, as part of the footnotes,
a schedule of fixed asset acquisitions covering
many years would be given. The schedule could
be in a format similar to that shown in Exhibit 1.
This schedule provides more information than
that available at present. The comparative age and
rate at which fixed assets are acquired are immediately available. At a glance the reader can note
whether the enterprise has been expanding or
whether it has become static. In addition, as is
done in some foreign countries, insured values, or
assessed values, adjusted by equalization factors,
should be indicated. Thus, although not part of
the balance sheet, all the necessary information
about fixed assets is available.
The revised statement of earnings would show
income from operations, extraordinary items and
capital expenditures and would represent the current cash flow. An enterprise pays for its fixed
assets only through earnings, debt, or new capital.
The earnings flow in cash or equivalents must be
sufficient to repay debt and recoup capital.
The investor is concerned with the dividend
paying ability of an enterprise, which is directly
related to the cash and cash equivalents generated
through earnings. Therefore, the return to the investor would ultimately determine the market
price of the company's stock.
Conclusion
No comments have been made as to how this concept is to be implemented nor to its tax considerations. The purpose of this article was to point out
a new direction and to stimulate discussion. As
Sterling points out, "Accounting is always at the
crossroads; there are always alternative routes
❑
that we can take." 5
' See Michael Schiff. "Benefits of Immediate Writeoffs," MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING, December 1976.
' Robert R. Sterling, Accounting at the Crossroads, Journal of Accountancy,
.August 1976, p. 85.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 82.
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Employer- Sponsored Life
Insurance: What It Really Costs
Only by accounting for both the employer's and the employee's
cost of capital can the true total cost of employer- sponsored life
insurance be calculated.

By Terrance D. Paul
It's not uncommon after having been "sold" a life
insurance policy to sit back after the insurance
agent has left and wonder what it is that you just
bought. While the basic idea of life insurance is
well understood, all those options that come with
it and the insurance jargon itself can be quite bewildering. And the insurance industry, not to be
outdone by the auto industry, adds a new gadget
every year or so to keep you on your toes. Then
even after you've taken the time to fully understand the product, comparison shopping can, in
itself, be maddening. You suspect that life insurance policies are purposefully engineered to be different. On top of all this is the insurance agent's
sales presentation. It seems like you're getting
something for nothing, but you've been around
too long to be comfortable with that thought.
This article attempts to increase your comfort
level in dealing with decisions involving life insurance. The article suggests a method for determining what life insurance really costs, a method that
you can use to realize significant savings. Employer- sponsored life insurance will be used to illustrate a step by step application of the suggested
method. Besides applying the analysis to the familiar group term life insurance plan, particular
attention will be given to two currently popular
employer- sponsored permanent life insurance arrangements, which in the trade are called "split
dollar" and "Section 79" plans, The generalized
approach suggested for examining these various
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

insurance plans is based on that old standby, discounted cash flow analysis. But before getting into
the details, a brief description of the three types of
plans to be examined seems warranted.
Group Term Life Insurance
Group term life insurance is the most common
form of employment- related life insurance. Group
term life insurance is sometimes referred to as
"pure" insurance since there is no build -up of
cash values or paid -up insurance protection as
there is with permanent insurance. In the typical
group term plan the amount of life insurance each
employee receives is a multiple of his salary and
coverage after retirement is dropped entirely or
sharply reduced to a fixed amount. The employee
may contribute to the cost of the insurance or the
employer may bear the entire cost. At retirement
the employee generally has the right to convert his
insurance to a permanent individual policy. However, most retiring employees do not convert because of the high premium rate applicable at retirement age, reduced post- retirement income,
and, of course, the need for life insurance is usually not as great in post- retirement years.
With group term life insurance, employer premium costs vary considerably depending on the
size, average age, and mortality experience of the
group. Premiums for most group term life insurance policies are calculated annually. The insurance carrier will provide quotes based on schedules which show the monthly premium for $1,000
of coverage for each age. Carriers will typically
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"'In effect, the
employer is
lending money
to the
employee,
interest free

grant a discount from the schedule rate for medium to large groups with any further discount (or
upward adjustment) depending on the group's
mortality experience. Premium payments for
group term life insurance are fully tax deductible
to the employer, so the net after -tax cost will be
approximately 50 percent of the gross premium.'
Of course, if the employee contributes for his or
her coverage, the employer's cost will be reduced
by the amount contributed. The employee's contribution is usually stated in terms of cost per
thousand dollars of coverage per month. For example, if the contribution is 60 cents per thousand
per month and the plan provides life insurance
coverage equal to two times salary, an employee
making $20,000 would contribute $24 ($40,000
$1,000 X 60¢) per month. Besides an employee's
contribution, if any, there is also a potential tax
cost to the employee.
The value of group term life insurance for coverage in excess of $50,000,less any amount contributed by the employee, is taxable income to the
employee.' The value of the insurance is derived
from the IRS Uniform Premium Table.' For example, if an employee age 45 has $75,000 of total
term coverage, the amount subject to tax is
$25,000. The IRS Uniform Premium Table value
factor for an employee age 45 is $4.80 per thousand annually. Therefore, in the example, the employee's imputed income for the year would be
$120 (25 X $4.80). If the employee made contributions for the life insurance, the amount contributed would reduce the imputed income dollar for
dollar. After retirement, if group term life insurance coverage is continued, the entire amount is
exempt from tax even if the coverage exceeds
$50,000.°
Split Dollar Life Insurance
Split dollar insurance is the insurance industry's euphemism for an employer - sponsored program whereby ordinary cash value life insurance
policies are bought for employees (usually key employees) to provide insurance protection over and
above the employee's term coverages, and the premium cost is "split" or shared between the employer and employee. The portion of premium
paid by the employer can vary depending on the
type of plan adopted. The employer could pay a
level premium amount or, as in the case of the
more conventional plan, the premium paid by the
employer will approximate the yearly increase in
cash value of the policy. Regardless of the actual
split, the employer will usually be reimbursed for
the amount which he has advanced whenever the
plan terminates, either at death or retirement,
whichever comes first. In effect, the employer is
lending money to the employee, interest -free, and
the employee is using the money to purchase an
ordinary life insurance policy. The employer usu-
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ally "owns" the cash value of the policy during
the employee's pre- retirement years and can,
therefore, borrow the cash value during such period. At retirement, since the policy will have substantial cash value, the employee will be able to
borrow the cash value and repay the employer (or
take over the employer's loan if the employer has
already borrowed the cash value). This will result
in a drop in the net coverage after retirement by
an amount equal to the loan.
When split dollar insurance is being sold as an
alternative to additional amounts of group term,
the features of a split dollar plan which are emphasized are: (1) split dollar insurance is permanent insurance which can provide substantial
post- retirement coverages, (2) unlike group term
policies where a "group" must be covered, split
dollar plans allow an employer to single out key
employees for participation, and (3) because the
employer's contributions are returned, the plan is
billed as a low or no cost item for the employer.
Of course, there is a hidden employer cost to
split dollar insurance. The hidden cost is the employer's opportunity cost for not having the funds
which were "loaned" for the purchase of permanent insurance. One way of reducing the lost opportunity cost is for the employer to borrow the
cash value of the policy during the employee's
pre- retirement years. The interest rate is likely to
be six to seven percent, which means a net after tax cost in the three percent range.' To the extent
the employer's cost of capital is greater than the
net after -tax cost of the cash value loan, the employer can reduce its actual cost by borrowing.
Besides the employee's "split" or contribution
for premium, the employee may also incur an imputed tax cost. Like employer- sponsored group
term life insurance, split dollar life insurance is an
economic benefit to the employee and is, therefore, taxable.' However, the calculation of the tax
is different. First, there is no $50,000exclusion as
in the case of group term insurance. Second, the
amount of reportable income for an employee under a split dollar plan is: (1) the IRS "PS-58" cost
(which is higher than the comparable Uniform
Premium Table cost applicable to group term),
less (2) any premium paid by the employee.' The
term "PS -58"derives from a reference to the procedure statement in which the IRS first published
the imputed income tax table for permanent life
insurance policies. Third, besides the employee's
premium and PS-58cost, if the policy is a participating policy, the employee may also be taxed on
policy dividends! In addition, at retirement, if the
employee borrows the cash value to pay of the
employer, interest will be payable on the loan incurred.
Section 79 Plans
Section 79 plans, or "group permanent plans"
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

as they are sometimes called, are a combination
group term and permanent insurance type of policy.' The name "Section 79" is taken from the Internal Revenue Code section which deals with the
taxation of group term life insurance. Most Section 79 plans which have been marketed have a
decreasing term coverage and increasing permanent coverage, with the total coverage remaining
level. It is sold as an alternative to additional
group term insurance or split dollar plans. The
cash value which is built up on the permanent
insurance portion is owned by the employee and
can be borrowed. (Remember, for a split dollar
plan the employer owns the cash value before retirement.) At retirement, the employee ends up
with an ordinary life policy. Premium paid by the
employer for a Section 79 plan is fully tax deductible, which is the same as group term. 10
The employee may or may not contribute to the
Section 79 premium payment. If the plan is noncontributory, the employee's only cost prior to retirement is the tax cost. The coverage attributable
to the term insurance portion is taxable in the
same manner as discussed for the group term insurance (i.e., $50,000 exclusion, imputed value using Uniform Premium Table) " but the premium
paid by the employer attributable to the permanent part of the coverage is ordinary income to
the employee.12 Section 79 plans are said to have
the advantages of both group term insurance (lower initial premium outlay and lower tax costs to
employee) and permanent insurance (build -up of
cash values and post- retirement coverage).
Non-Out -Of- Pocket Costs
Before turning to the actual costing of employer- sponsored life insurance plans, there are several
factors in addition to the employer and employee
out -of- pocket costs detailed above which deserve
mention. The first thing is the employer's cost of
capital. Obviously, the cost of capital will have an
important impact when comparing group term life
insurance (for which the premium gradually increases until the employee dies) to a permanent
type plan (where the premium is usually fairly level or decreases over time and ends at retirement).
Second, just as the employer has a cost of capital,
the sometimes neglected party in an employer sponsored plan, the employee, also has a cost of
capital (his after -tax return on personal investments) which should be considered. Only by accounting for both the employer's and employee's
cost of capital can the true total cost of employer sponsored life insurance be calculated. You can't
determine the employee benefit without measuring the employee cost. A third factor which
should be explicitly recognized is expected mortality. A point often stressed when permanent insurance is sold against group term insurance is that
the cost of group term insurance, while low iniMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

tially, becomes prohibitively expensive at older
ages. Of course, in order to know whether the cost
is truly prohibitive, the probability that any given
person will live to such a ripe old age must be
taken into account.
Costing the Alternatives
With these introductory comments behind us,
we are now ready to discuss the actual methodology for costing life insurance plans. As already
mentioned, discounted cash flow analysis is the
foundation for what follows, with a slight twist
added to take into account expected mortality. To
illustrate the methodology, I will use a hypothetical company (ZYX) and a hypothetical ZYX middle management executive (M.M. Exec.). The following assumptions are used throughout unless
otherwise noted:

the
employee, also
has a cost of
capital...
which should be
considered. "
'...

ZYX Assumptions
Cost of capital
Tax rate

10%
50.6% (48% federal, 5%
state)
M.M. Exec. Assumptions
Current age
45
Cost of capital
5%
Tax rate
40% (pre- retirement)
30% (post- retirement)
Mortality
1958 Commissioners Standard
Existing group
$50,000
(pre- retirement
only), non - contributory
term
The compensation manager of ZYX has recognized for some time that the group of ZYX executives who have been granted stock options may
need additional life insurance because many of the
executives have borrowed (or will need to borrow)
heavily in order to exercise them. Also, the compensation manager has surveyed other companies
in the industry with respect to post- retirement insurance and has concluded that to stay competitive, some post- retirement insurance should be
provided by ZYX. The question is what type of
additional insurance plan is best. The compensation manager first checks with ZYX's current life
insurance carrier to make sure that additional pre and post- retirement term coverage could be purchased for such executives on a group basis. (This
could be a problem in smaller companies.) Once
assuring himself that more group term insurance
could be purchased, he sets out to calculate its
cost. As a start, he draws up the cash flow table
shown in Exhibit 1 for an additional $100,000 of
coverage for M.M. Exec.'s pre- and post- retirement years.
At first blush the premium costs in the latter
years look quite high, but the compensation manager realizes that a dollar paid out or received
many years from now is worth a lot less than a
23

"The next step
is . . . to
calculate the
present
expected value
for each
permanent
insurance plan

dollar today. For example, if a dollar of expense is
to be incurred by ZYX one year from now and
ZYX can earn 10 percent on its invested capital,
ZYX would only need 91 cents [$1/(1 + .1)] today to fund for the expense. The 91 cents is the
present value to ZYX of one dollar a year from
now. The present value to ZYX of one dollar two
years from now is 83 cents [$1(1 + .1) Z]. As the
reader can see, the generalized formula for calculating the present value of a dollar to be paid or
received in the future is [$1 /(1 -1- C)Y]where C is
the cost ofcapital and Y is the number ofyears in
the future the dollar is to be paid or received. To
further illustrate, if Z YX were to purchase a
three -year paid -up life policy on M.M. Exec. for a
premium of $2,000 per year, the present value of
that policy would be $5,480, which is simply the
sum ofthe three yearly payments times the appropriate present value discount factor, [($2,000 X 1)
+ ($2,000 X .91) + ($2,000 X .83)]. Of course,
$5,480 is somewhat of an overstatement of the expected cost because it doesn't consider the probability that M.M. Exec. may die before either the
second or third premium payment becomes due.
Therefore, a more accurate estimate ofthe cost of
the policy can be made by multiplying the present
value of the second and third premium payment
by the probability (using standard mortality tables) that a 45- year -old employee will be alive
when the premium payment is due. The result,
$5,454 [($2,000) + ($2,000 X .91 X .995) +

Exhibit 1
CASH FLOW TABLE-M. M..Exec. $100,000 Additional Group
Term
Age
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Exec. Costs
Imputed
income
Tax
$

480
480
480
48 0
480
81 6
81 6
816
81 6
81 6
1,320
1,3 20
1,320
1,3 20
1,320
1,956
1,9 56
1,9 56
1,9 56
1,9 56

$1 92
192
192
192
192
326
326
32 6
32 6
32 6
528
52 8
528
528
528
782
782
782
782
782

ZYX
Exec.
Total c ost
&

ZYX Costs
Gross
Net
prem.
prem.
$
449
$ 222
488
241
535
26 4
29 0
587
64 0
31 6
346
700
766
378
832
411
91 1
450
997
492
11089
538
1,188
587
642
1,3 00
1,412
698
1,53 1
75 6
1,657
818
1,7 95
887
1,9 54
96 5
2,1 19
1,047
2,297
1,135

$

414
433
456
482
508
672
705
737
776
81 9
1,066
1,115
1,1 70
1,226
1,284
1,6 01
1,669
1,747
1,8 29
1,917

-Retires65
70
75
80
85
90
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2,7 22
4,1 83
6,163
9,2 38
13,536
19,166

1,344
2,0 67
3,04 5
4,5 63
6,6 87
9,46 8

1,344
2,0 67
3,0 45
4,563
6,6 87
9,46 8

($2,000 X .83 X .99)], is what I call the present
expected value. The present expected value represents the amount which ZYX would on average
need to set aside today to fund for the insurance
cost if the fund could earn the rate ofreturn equal
to ZYX's cost of capital of 10 percent and mortality experience was the same as expected.
To calculate the present expected value for an
additional $100,000 of life insurance for M.M.
Exec., the compensation manager expands the
cash flow table shown in Exhibit 1 by multiplying
the net cost for each year by the appropriate discount factor based on the assumptions with respect to ZYX's and M.M. Exec.'s cost of capital
to determine the present value of each year's cost.
He then further "discounts" ZYX and M.M. Exec.'s yearly net present value to take into account
expected mortality. This results in the present expected value cash flow table shown in Exhibit 2.
The total of the present expected value columns
provides an accurate estimate of the total cost to
both ZYX ($5,582) and M.M. Exec. ($4,734) for
the additional $100,000 of group term coverage. It
represents the amount which would on average
need to be set aside today to fund for the insurance cost if the ZYX fund could earn the rate of
return equal to ZYX's cost of capital and the
M.M. Exec. fund could earn the rate of return
equal to M.M. Exec.'s cost of capital.
Armed with the above methodology for measuring the cost oflife insurance, the compensation
manager asks an insurance agent to make a presentation on both a split dollar plan and a Section
79 plan. Using the information gathered from the
insurance agent's presentation, the compensation
manager develops a net cash flow table for group
term coverages which exactly duplicates the proposed permanent insurance coverages. The cash
flow tables are shown in Exhibits 3 and 4. The
same two proposed plans were also used to show
the effect of borrowing the cash value at six percent interest. The cash flow tables showing the
impact of borrowing are illustrated in Exhibits 5
and 6.
The'next step is, of course, to calculate the present expected value for each permanent insurance
plan and compare it to the present expected value
for the same coverage using group term. For a
Section 79 plan the present expected value calculation is exactly the same as explained above for
the group term insurance, but the calculation for
the split dollar plan is slightly more complicated.
This is because the employer will recoup his net
investment when the employee retires, or if the
employee dies, prior to retirement. Therefore, for
a split dollar plan, for the pre- retirement years,
the employer's cash outflow is reduced by an
amount equal to the present value of the employer's total investment (the amount "loaned ") times
the probability the employee will die in the given
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

What If?

of

The beauty of having a generalized computer
program to handle the computations is that it
gives the decision -maker the flexibility to test the
impact
different assumptions. He can simulate,
create scenarios and sensitivity analyze to his
heart's desire. Shown in Exhibit 8 are the results
comparing the permanent insurance plan costs
to the costs for group term insurance for the same
coverage using four different sets of assumptions.
The "what ifs ?" tested are: What if ZYX's group
term costs are 30 percent higher or lower? What
ZYX's and M.M. Exec.'s cost of capital are 20
percent higher or lower? What if M.M. Exec.'s
pre- and post- retirement tax rates are 10 points
higher or lower? And, what if the expected mortality is five years better than average?
As would be expected, changes in ZYX's term
costs w i l l have a substantial impact on whether a
permanent insurance arrangement can be cost -justified- But note also that the employee is not affected by the employer's actual group term cost
since his only cost for group term is the tax on his
imputed income based on the Uniform Premium
Table value.
The impact of changes in cost of capital is interesting. For the employer, increases in the cost of
capital make term insurance less expensive rela-

" . . . it gives the

decision -maker
the flexibility to
test the impact
of different
assumptions. "

if

of

year. As was seen earlier, the cash flow and present expected value calculations even for the relatively simple group term plan can be quite tedious
if done by hand. Therefore, a generalized computer program was developed to do the chore.
The results of the present expected value computation are shown in Exhibit 7. It also shows the
ratios of the present expected values for the four
alternative permanent type insurance plans to the
present expected values for providing the same coverage using group term insurance. The ratios are
particularly useful in comparing alternative permanent insurance arrangements because they eliminate the impact of different coverage patterns.
The present expected value calculations and ratios shown in Exhibit 7 provide the compensation
manager with some extremely useful information.
It dramatically demonstrates that, based on the
assumptions, group term provides more pure insurance for the price than either the split dollar or
Section 79 plan. In comparing the two permanent
insurance arrangements, the Section 79 plan
comes out the clear winner. The exhibit also illustrates the desirability (in terms of reducing cost
per dollar of coverage) of borrowing the cash value of the permanent policies. And, finally, the exhibit illustrates the point made earlier that to determine the value of an employee's benefit you
must calculate the employee's cost.
Exhibit 2

PRESENT EXPECTED VALUE CASH FLOW TABLE -M. M. EXEC. $100,000 ADDITIONAL GROUP TERM

Tax
$1 92
192
192
192
192
326
326
32 6
32 6
32 6
528
528
528
528
528
782
782
782
782
782

X

Disc. fact.
(5 % )

Mort.
fact.

Pres.
exp. val.
_

Pres.
exp. val.

ZYX -Exec.
total
pres.
exp. val.

=

$222
219
21 9
218
215
215
212
210
212
207
204
205
205
202
197
196
195
193
188
182

1.00
.9 9
.9 8
.9 8
.97
.96
.96
.95
.9 4
.9 3
.9 2
.9 0
.8 9
.8 8
.86
.85
.8 3
.8 1
.7 9

$222
219
217
214
21 1
209
204
202
20 1
195
190
189
185
180
173
169
166
160
152
144

.15
.09
.0 6
.04
.02
.0 1

202
186
183
183
134
95

.77
.64
.4 9
.32
.17
.07

156
119
90
59
23
7
$5 ,5 82

.9 5
.9 1
.8 6
.82
.7 8
.75
.7 1
.68
.6 4
.6 1
.58
.56
.53
.5 1
.48
.4 6
.44
.42
.40

$1 92
182
175
165
157
254
245
23 1
222
209
322
30 6
29 6
280
269
375
36 0
344
32 8
31 3
Retires

$
-

.9 1
.83
.7 5
.6 8
.6 2
.5 6
.5 1
.47
.42
.3 8
.35
.3 2
.2 9
.26
.2 4
.2 2
.20
.1 8
.1 6

-

-

-

Mort.
fact.
-

1,3 44
2,0 67
3,0 45
4,563
6,6 87
9,4 68

Disc. fact.
(1 0 % )

Exec. costs
Pres.
val.
X

=

65
70
75
80
85
90

X

-

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Net
prem.
$ 22 2
241
26 4
29 0
316
346
378
41 1
450
492
538
587
642
69 8
75 6
81 8
887
965
1,047
1,135

Age

ZYX costs
Pres.
val.
X

1.00
.99
.9 8
.98
.97
.96
.9 6
.9 5
.94
.93
.92
.90
.89
.88
.8 6
.85
.83
.8 1
.7 9

192
182
173
162
154
246
235
222
211
196
299
282
266
249
237
323
30 6
28 6
266
247

$

414
401
390
37 6
365
455
439
424
412
391
489
471
451
42 9
410
492
472
446
418
391
156
119
90
59
23
7

$4 ,7 34

$10 ,3 16 0

' A mo unts not s ho wn b etwe en age s 65 and 9 0 are includ ed in to tals
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Exhibit 3
SPLIT DOLLAR VS. GROUP TERM CASH FLOW TABLE -NO BORROWING

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
10 1
102
104
105
106
108
109
11 1
112
113

ZYX costs
prem.
$2,300
2,30 0
2,30 0
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,300
2,3 00
2,300
2,300
2,3 00
2,300

65
70
75
80
85
90

67
67
67
67
67
67

(4 6 ,0 0 0 )
0
0
0
0
0

Age

Coverage
in $1 ,0 00

Split d o llar'
Exec. costs
Int.
Tax

Prem.
$ 80 0
800
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0
800
800
800
80 0
80 0
80 0
800
800
800
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,400
500
200
0
0
0

0
$1 ,9 32
1.9 32
1,932
1,9 32
1,932

$

80 0
80 0
80 9
851
90 2
950
1,003
1,052
1,107
1,158
1,211
1,264
1,3 18
1,376
1,4 40
1,500
1,557
1,614
1,6 72
1,730

$3 ,1 00
3,10 0
3,1 09
3,1 5 1
3,2 02
3,2 50
3,303
3,3 52
3,4 07
3,458
3,51 1
3,5 64
3,6 18
3,67 6
3,7 40
3,8 00
3,8 57
3,91 4
3,972
4,0 30

ZYX
prem.
$ 22 2
241
264
29 0
31 6
34 6
378
41 1
450
492
543
599
66 8
733
80 2
884
967
1,07 1
1,172
1,282

1,4 00
2,43 2
2,132
1,9 32
1,9 32
1,932

(4 4 ,6 0 0 )
2,4 32
2,1 32
1,932
1,932
1,932

901
1,385
2,0 40
3,057
4,480
6,3 44

Total

0
0
9
51
102
150
203
252
307
358
411
464
51 8
576
640
700
757
81 4
872
930

$

ZYX & Exec.
total c ost

Group te rm
ZYX & Exec.
Exec.
total co st
tax
$1 92
192
192
19 2
192
32 6
32 6
32 6
32 6
32 6
533
539
549
554
560
845
853
86 8
87 6
88 4

$

414
433
45 6
482
508
672
704
737
776
81 8
1,076
1,138
1,217
1,2 87
1,362
1,7 29
1,820
1,939
2,0 48
2,16 6

Retires
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

901
1,385
2,040
3,0 57
4,4 80
6,344

. P artic ipating who le lif e p olic y with dis ab ility waive r. Dividend used prior to re tire m e nt to purc hase o ne-ye ar term insurance no t to exceed
cash value with any excess used to purchase paid up additions; after re tirem ent dividend use d to red uc e p re mium.

Exhibit 4
SECTION 79 VS. GROUP TERM CASH FLOW TABLE -NO BORROWING

0
322
897
87 8
812
746
730
619
606
545
533
427
37 2
32 0
315
217
156
14 1
30
0

$1,079
1,0 79
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,079
1,0 79
1,0 79
1,0 79
1,0 79

65
70
75
80
85
90

0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$2,184
2,1 84
2,1 84
2,184
2,184
2,1 84

$192
45 1
913
89 4
83 6
90 1
88 1
785
765
709
85 4
758
703
644
630
716
650
615
509
469
Retires
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
192
45 1
913
89 4
83 6
901
88 1
785
765
709
85 4
75 8
703
64 4
63 0
71 6
650
615
509
469

$1 ,2 71
1,530
1,9 92
1,972
1,915
1,9 80
1,960
1,864
1,8 44
1,7 88
1,933
1,837
1,7 82
1,7 23
1,7 09
1,795
1,7 29
1,694
1,5 88
1,548

$2 ,1 84
2,18 4
2,1 84
2,1 84
2,1 84
2,1 84

$2 ,1 84
2,18 4
2,18 4
2,1 84
2,1 84
2,1 84

1,3 44
2,067
3,0 45
4,5 63
6,6 87
9,46 8

Group te rm
Exec. ZYX
Exec.
total c ost
tax
&

$1,079
757
182
201
267
332
34 9
460
473
534
546
652
706
759
764
86 2
923
938
1,049
1,079

ZYX
prem.
222
24 1
264
290
316
34 6
378
41 1
450
492
538
587
64 2
69 8
75 6
81 8
88 7
965
1,0 47
1,135

$192
192
192
192
192
326
326
32 6
32 6
326
52 8
528
528
528
528
782
782
782
78 2
782
0
0
0
0
0
0

$

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

$

0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
16
18
20
22
24
27
29
31
33
36
38
40

ZYX
Exec.
total co st
&

100
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
84
82
80
78
76
73
71
69
67
64
62
60

Se c tio n 7 9 '
Exec. costs
Prem.
Tax
$

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Age

$

Term

ZYX costs
Ord.

$

Coverage in $1 ,0 00
Term
Ord.
Total

414
433
456
482
508
672
70 5
737
77 6
81 9
1,066
1,1 15
1,1 70
1,2 26
1,284
1,6 01
1,6 69
1,747
1,8 29
1,917
1,34 1
2,0 67
3,0 45
4,5 63
6,687
9,4 68

• Non - partic ipating whole life policy.
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Exhibit 5
SPLIT DOLLAR VS. GROUP TERM CASH FLOW TABLE - EMPLOYER BORROWS

65
70
75
80
85
90

67
67
67
67
67
67

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1,3 63
0
0
0
0
0

1,363
0
0
0
0
0

1,400
500
200

$

1,400
2,4 32
2,132
1,932
1,9 32
1,9 32

2,7 63
2,4 32
2,132
1,932
1,932
1,9 32

Grou te rm
xec.
xec.
total cost
tax
prem.
414
222 $1 92
241
192
433
456
26 4
192
482
290
192
192
508
316
67 2
34 6
32 6
32 6
70 4
37 8
737
41 1
32 6
77 6
450
32 6
492
326
81 8
543
533
1,076
599
539
1,138
549
1,217
66 8
733
554
1,287
1,362
802
560
88 4
845
1,7 29
1,820
967
85 3
1,07 1
1,9 39
86 8
1,172
876
2,0 48
1,282
88 4
2,1 66
$

Total
80 0
80 0
80 0
851
90 2
950
1,003
1,052
1,107
1,1 58
1,2 11
1,264
1,318
1,376
1,440
1,500
1,557
1,6 14
1,6 72
1,730

ZYX & Exec.
total co st
$3 ,1 00
3,100
1,009
1,113
1,226
3,4 37
3,48 9
(6 ,3 6 1 )
1,287
1,315
1,448
1,8 81
2,1 06
2,133
2,1 68
2,402
2,5 30
2,555
2,7 90
2,8 19

$

Prem.
80 0
80 0
80 0
800
80 0
800
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0
80 0
800
80 0
80 0
80 0
800
80 0
80 0
80 0

Exec. costs
Int.
Tax
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
51
0
102
0
150
0
20 3
0
252
30 7
0
0
358
41 1
0
0
464
0
51 8
0
57 6
0
64 0
0
700
0
757
0
81 4
0
87 2
0
93 0
Retires
0
0
$1,932
0
1,932
0
1,9 32
0
1,932
0
1,932
0
$

Total
$2,300
2,3 00
20 0
262
32 4
2,487
2,487
(7 ,4 1 3 )
180
157
237
617
788
757
728
90 2
973
94 1
1,118
1,089

$

$

$

Prem.
$2,300
2,3 00
2.30 0
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2,3 00
2.3 00
2,3 00

(

Age
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

ZYX costs
Loan
Int.
0
0
0
0
(2 ,1 0 0 )
0
(2 ,1 0 0 )
62
124
2,1 00 )
187
0
0
187
(9 ,9 0 0 )
187
(2 ,6 0 0 )
480
(2 ,7 0 0 )
557
(2 ,7 0 0 )
637
(2 ,4 0 0 )
717
(2 ,3 0 0 )
788
(2 ,4 0 0 )
857
(2 ,5 0 0 )
92 8
(2 ,4 0 0 )
1,002
(2 ,4 0 0 )
1,073
(2 ,5 0 0 )
1,1 41
(2 ,4 0 0 )
1,218
(2 ,5 0 0 )
1,289

$

Sp lit do llar*
Coverage
in $1 ,0 00
100
100
100
100
100
100
10 0
100
100
100
10 1
102
104
105
106
108
109
11 1
112
113

901
1,385
2,0 40
3,0 57
4,4 80
6,34 4

0
0
0
0
0
0

901
1,385
2,0 40
3,0 57
4,4 80
6,344

•

Partic ip ating who le lif e p o lic y with disability waiver. Dividend us e d p rio r to retirement to purchase o ne -year term insurance not to exceed
cas h value with any exces s used to purc hase p aid up add itio ns ; af te r retire ment divide nd used to reduc e pre mium.

Exhibit 6
SECTION 79 VS. GROUP TERM CASH FLOW TABLE - EMPLOYEE BORROWS

•

65
70
75
80
85
90

0
0
0
0
0
0

60
60
60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60

0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
192
45 1
(1 ,3 8 1 )
(1 ,3 2 4 )
(1 ,2 9 9 )
1,150
1,130
(5 ,3 6 6 )
( 956)
( 933)
( 809)
( 722)
( 698)
( 677)
( 71 2 )
( 444)
43 0 )
48 6 )
409)
( 22 7 )

$

3,8 60
3,8 60
3,8 60
3,86 0
3,8 60
3,8 60

3,860
3,8 60
3,8 60
3,8 60
3,860
3,8 60

807
1,2 40
1,827
2,7 38
4,0 12
5,68 1

Group term
Exec. ZYX Exec.
tax
total cost
$192
$ 41 4
192
433
188
447
182
45 8
179
473
30 4
625
304
65 5
28 4
641
65 2
27 4
26 8
671
422
85 3
412
870
40 1
88 9
385
895
375
91 2
540
1,105
524
1,118
501
1,118
485
1,134
469
1,150
&

ZYX Exec. ZYX
total cost
prem.
$1 ,27 1
$ 222
1,530
241
(3 0 8 )
25 9
(2 4 5 )
276
(2 2 0 )
294
2,2 29
321
2,2 09
35 2
(4 ,2 8 8 )
357
123
378
146
404
270
430
357
458
488
38 1
402
509
367
537
565
635
64 9
594
592
61 8
64 9
67 0
68 1
80 9
&

Tax
$1 92
451
91 3
89 4
83 6
90 1
88 1
785
765
709
85 4
758
703
644
63 0
71 6
650
61 5
509
469

(

Se ctio n 79 '
Exec. costs
Prem.
Loan
Int.
$
0
0
$
0
0
0
0
0
(2 ,3 0 0 )
0
0
(2 ,3 0 0 )
83
0
(2 ,3 0 0 )
166
0
0
248
0
0
248
0
(6 ,4 0 0 )
248
(2 ,2 0 0 )
0
479
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
558
(2 ,3 0 0 )
0
637
(2 ,2 0 0 )
0
72 0
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
79 9
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
878
0
(2 ,3 0 0 )
95 8
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
1,040
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
1,1 20
0
(2 ,3 0 0 )
1,1 99
0
(2 ,2 0 0 )
1,282
0
(2 ,1 0 0 )
1,36 1
Retires
2,184
0
1,676
2,1 84
0
1,676
2,184
0
1,676
2,1 84
0
1,676
2,1 84
1,6 76
0
2,184
0
1,676

(

Term
$1 ,0 79
757
182
20 1
267
332
349
460
473
534
546
652
706
75 9
764
86 2
923
93 8
1,0 49
1,079

ZYX costs
Ord,
Total
$ 0
$1 ,0 79
1,079
32 2
897
1,079
1,079
878
812
1,079
74 6
1,079
1,079
730
1,079
619
60 6
1,079
545
1,079
533
1,079
427
1,079
372
1,079
32 0
1,079
315
1,079
217
1,079
156
1,079
14 1
1,079
30
1,079
0
1,079

(

Coverage in $1 ,0 00
Age Term Ord. Total
45
100
0
100
46
99
100
1
47
97
1
98
48
95
0
95
49
93
0
93
50
91
2
93
51
89
4
93
52
87
0
87
53
84
0
84
54
82
0
82
55
80
0
80
56
78
0
78
57
76
0
76
58
73
0
73
59
71
0
71
60
69
0
69
61
67
0
67
62
64
0
64
63
62
0
62
64
60
0
60

0
0
0
0
0
0

807
1,2 40
1,827
2,7 38
4,012
5,6 81

Non - participating whole lif e p olicy
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' :.. for many
companies
group term is
better because it
costs less than
certain
permanent
insurance
plans."'

tive to the permanent plans, but for the employee
the opposite is true, The reason for this can be
seen by studying the cash flow tables for the various plans shown in Exhibit 3, 4, 5, and 6. The
employer's cash outflow for permanent insurance
is high during the employee's pre- retirement years
and zero after retirement; for group term the employer's costs are low initially and gradually increase. On the other hand, the employee's cash
flow pattern for permanent versus group term
coverage is the opposite (although the relative difference between the permanent and term pattern
is not quite as dramatic). Increasing M.M. Exec.'s
tax rate makes the permanent insurance more attractive. It has a more significant impact on the
split dollar plan which reflects the fact that for the
split dollar plan the major portion of the employee
cost in pre- retirement years is premium contribution.
Increasing the probability the M.M. Exec. will
be alive at any given age has the same effect and
for the same reasons as a reduction in cost of capital,
Some Caveats
The suggested approach to comparing various
employer - sponsored insurance presupposes that
the objective is minimum cost per dollar of coverage. However, permanent insurance which has
substantial cash values does provide more than
pure insurance protection; it becomes very much
like a savings account. It can be cashed in, converted to an annuity, or changed to a reduced
paid -up insurance policy. Of course, the flexibility
of permanent insurance compared to group term
insurance is somewhat negated if the cash value is
borrowed in order to reduce the death benefit
cost. Also, if the employer's objective is to provide
the employee with an additional fund at retirement, then rather than compare permanent plans
to group term plans, they should be compared to
qualified and non - qualified deferred compensation
arrangements such as profit sharing, stock option
and salary reduction plans.
Another basic assumption of the analysis was

Exhibit 7
PRESENT EXPECTED VALUES AND RATIOS
Sp lit do llar
Gro up te rm (same cove rage)
Section 79
Group term (same cove rage)
Sp lit do llar (Z YX b orro ws )
Gro up te rm (same co verage)
Sec tion 79 (exe c. b orrows)
Gro up te rm (same co verage)
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ZYX
$13,127
5,1 00
2.6
9,54 9
5 5 82
1.7
5,89 1
5,1 00
1.2
9.5 49
4,2 11
2.3

Exec.
$19 ,4 40
4,8 76
4.0
14,260
4,685
3.0
19,440
4,87 6
4.0
1,715
3,7 22
.5

Total
$32,567
9,9 76
3.3
23 ,8 09
10,267
2.3
25 ,3 31
9,9 76
2.5
11,264
7,933
1.4

that a "group" of employees was to be granted an
additional amount of life insurance. Indeed, both
group term and Section 79 plans require that a
group be covered, but split dollar plans do not." If
an employer wants to grant additional life insurance as a reward for individual achievement, then
of the plans examined, only the split dollar plan
will fill the bill. It is for this very reason that a
split dollar plan is likely to be more expensive
than a group plan; the carrier's risk and administrative costs are higher.
An article which discusses the use of discounted
cash flow analysis would not be complete without
a discussion of risk. Obviously, a cash flow projection and the calculation of a particular life insurance policy's present expected value is subject to
error because the assumed cost of capital rates
and mortality probabilities are only estimates.
However, by testing various sets of assumptions,
as was done with the ZYX policies, the decision maker can get a handle on the magnitude of the
potential forecast. error, But perhaps a more significant risk is the financial risk due to the fact
that under a group term plan the employer's obligation to pay premiums continues long after the
employee retires, while under an employer -sponsored permanent insurance plan, the employer's
obligation ends at retirement. Depending on the
amount of coverage involved, sound financial
management considerations may require pre funding the future premium cost for post- retirement group term coverage through the use of a
qualified trust." Pre - funding retirement life coverages would tend to increase the employer's group
term costs relative to a permanent insurance plan
because the cash outflow would be higher in the
earlier years and because the gain realized on fund
assets is likely to be lower than the employer's
cost of capital.
One of the basic thrusts of this article is that for
many companies group term is better because it
costs less than certain permanent insurance plans.
Yet it is likely that regardless of the group term
coverages, some employees will still prefer permanent insurance; and if permanent insurance is not
made available through the employer, such employees will purchase their own individual policy.
However, even if the objective is only to decide
between different employer- sponsored permanent
insurance plans, the suggested method of calculating the present expected value of insurance is still
quite valid. Also, using group term as the standard for comparison would continue to be useful
to make cost comparisons for permanent insurance plans having different coverage patterns.
In Conclusion —Do You Really Want to Know?
Has your comfort level in dealing with decisions involving life insurance been increased? I
would guess that for some executives who have
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

already committed their company to a permanent
life insurance plan, the answer may be "no." I
would guess also that there are other executives
who, while recognizing the value of subjecting alternative life insurance proposals to the suggested
analysis, are uncomfortable working with all the
messy details and question whether there isn't a
shortcut. After all, developing a computer program just to do the calculations gets expensive,
too. In response, I would say that admittedly the
smaller the commitment, the less time and money
a company can spend to determine what each alternative life insurance plan really costs. But unfortunately, the real cost of employer- sponsored
life insurance for a group of employees is likely to
be many thousands, if not hundreds of thousands,
of dollars, with potential savings in the same order
of magnitude; and for that kind of money, cost conscious executives are willing to jump into the
messy details up to their necks!
❑
' IRC Sec. 162(a); Reg. §1.162-10 But no deduction is allowed if the employer is
directly or indirectly a beneficiary under the policy. IRC Sec. 264(x)(1).
' IRC Sec. 79; Reg. §1.79 -1
' The IRS Uniform Premium Table is found at Reg. §1.79 -3 (d)(2).
IRC Sec. 79 (b), Reg. §1.79 -2.
' IRC Sec. 163; Reg. §1.163.1. However, there are some exceptions which
should be considered. Only the person who owns the policy when the interest
accrues may deduct the interest. Also, interest paid to purchase in effect a single
premium life insurance contract is not deductible. IRC Sec. 264(x)(2). Nor can
interest be deducted if an insurance policy is purchased pursuant to a plan which
contemplates the systematic direct or indirect borrowing of part or all of the
increase in the cash value. IRC Sec. 264(x)(3). However, where no part of four of
the annual premiums during the first seven years is paid by means of indebtedness, the deduction for interest will be allowed. IRC Sec. 264(c)(1). The reader

will note that for the two examples used in the article (Exhibits 5 and 6) only
three of the first seven annual premiums are borrowed so that the interest is
deductible.
Rev. Rul. 64 -328, 1964 -2 CB 11.
The following table compares the annual "PS -58" cost for 51,000 of coverage
to the Uniform Premium Table cost (for amounts over 550,000):
Uniform
Age
PS -58
premium
35
S 3.21
S 1.68
40
4.42
2.76
45
6.30
4,80
50
9.22
8.16
55
13.74
13.20
60
20.73
9 , 56
65
31.51
19.56

" .

. . cos t

c ons c i ous

' Rev. Rul 66.110, 1966 -1 CB 12. If the employee receives dividends in cash, or
they are used to purchase one -year term insurance or paid -up life insurance
additions in which the employee has a non - forfeitable interest, the dividends will
be taxed as ordinary income. On the other hand, if the dividends are used to
purchase paid -up additional insurance and the employer is entitled to the cash
surrender value of the additions, the employee will have income based on the
"PS -58" value of coverage provided by the paid -up additions. The tax treatment
for dividends paid under a split- dollar plan is thus different from the general rule
that dividends arc not taxable. IRC Sec. 72(c)(1)(B); Reg. §1.72- 1I(b)(D) Of
course, after an employee retires, a split dollar plan is like an ordinary life policy
and the general rule would then apply.
' Section 79 plans have had a rocky history with the IRS and recently the IRS
announced that their tax status is being reconsidered and has suspended the
issuance of private letter rulings on such plans. Sec Internal Revenue Service
News Release IR -1689, Nov. 4, 1976, and proposed Reg. §1.79 -1 (1/24177)
which was later rescinded by an IRS notice filed in the Federal Register of
March 21. 1977 (42 FR 15340).
° IRC Sec. 162(a).
" IRC Sec. 79; Reg. §1.79.1(b)(1)(ii). Also see, supra, note 9.
" The portion of premium "properly" allocated to the permanent portion of the
policy will be treated as compensation to the employee. However, if the IRS
would deem the allocation of premium to the permanent and term portions as
improper, the entire premium would be treated as ordinary income. Because of
this risk, it is advisable to request a private letter ruling from the IRS to get
approval of the allocation formula before entering into a Sec. 79 contract. See
also. supra, note 9.
" Reg. §1.79- 1(b)(1)(iii). To constitute a plan of group insurance, the plan must
be arranged by an employer for a group of his employees, and based upon a
formula which precludes individual selection of participants and amounts of insurance protection.
" IRC Sec. 501(c)(a) exempts investment income from tax for a trust established
to provide payment of life insurance benefits of voluntary employees' beneficiary
associations. There are no specific tax laws governing the deductibility of employer contributions to a 501 (c)(9) trust, but if contributions are actuarially
determined, it seems fairly clear that such contributions would be deductible
under Sec. 162(a). The reader should not confuse the pre - funding of retirement
group term insurance premium using a 501(c)(9) trust with the purchase of life
insurance under a qualified pension, annuity, or profit sharing plan (where the
rmployee will be taxed on the "PS -58" cost of the insurance protection). IRC
Sec. 72(m)(3)(B); Reg. §1.72- 16(b); Reg. §1.402(e)- I(alll), 1.403(a) -1(d).

executives are
willing to jump
into the messy
details up to
their necks. rr

Exhibit 8
RATIOS OF PRESENT EXPECTED VALUES- PERMANENT PLAN /GROUP TERM PLAN
What If?
ZYX term costs
+30%
No change
-30%
Cos t o f c apital
ZYX 8 % , Exec. 4%
ZYX 10°/x, Exec . 5%
ZYX 12 % , E xec. 6%
Exec.'s pre- and post re tire me nt tax rates
Pre 30 % , Po st 2 0%
Pre 40 % , P o s t 3 0 %
Pre 50 % , P os t 40 %
Exp ected mortality
Standard
5 Years be tter

ZYX

Split Do llar
Exec.

Total

ZYX

Section 79
Exec.

Total

Split Doi. (b o rro w)
ZYX
Exec.
Total

Sec. 79 (b orrow)
ZYX
Exec.
Total

2.0
2.6
3.7

4.0
4.0
4.0

2.8
3.3
3.9

1.3
1.7
2.4

3.0
3.0
3.0

2.0
2.3
2.8

.9
1.2
1.7

4.0
4.0
4.0

2.2
2.5
3.0

1.7
2.3
3.2

.5
.5
.5

1.2
1.4
1.7

1.9
2.6
3.2

4.1
4.0
3.9

2.9
3.3
3.6

1.4
1.7
2,0

3.2
3.0
2.9

2.2
2.3
2.4

1.0
1.2
1.4

4.1
4.0
3.9

2.4
2.5
2,7

2.0
2.3
2.5

1.0
.5
.3

1.5
1.4
1.3

2,6
2.6
2.6

5.2
4.0
3.2

3.7
3.3
2.9

1.7
1.7
1.7

3.5
3.0
2.8

2.4
2.3
2.3

1.2
1.2
1.2

5.2
4.0
3.2

2.9
2.5
2.3

2.3
2.3
2.3

.4
.5
.5

1.5
1.4
1.3

2.6
2.4

4.0
4.2

3.3
3.3

1.7
1.5

3.0
3.3

2.3
2.3

1.2
1.1

4.0
4.2

2.5
2.6

2.3
2.1

.5
1.1

1.4
1.7
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Why do articles appear regularly in the accounting literature to
criticize the FASB and to insinuate that it has failed to live up to its
responsibilities?

By James S. Worthington
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The Financial Accounting Standards Board was
formed as an independent agency to establish accounting standards and principles. At its inception, the prevailing view was that this independence would help ensure the establishment of accounting standards and principles in an unbiased
manner. The assumption was that these standards
and principles would therefore be more readily accepted by all those interested in financial reporting. But has independence guaranteed the Board's
effectiveness? If it has, why do articles appear regularly in the accounting literature to criticize the
FASB and to insinuate that it has failed to live up
to its responsibilities? ' What is lacking that, if
present, would prevent the necessity of these articles being written? What needed component is
missing to make the FASB the effective body it
was envisioned as being?
Corporate Managers
The designation of accounting principles by the
Accounting Principles Board generally represents
only a selection among alternative practices developed by industry and corporate managers. These
corporate managers seem to be imbued with the
belief that their personal success and the success
of their companies are measured only by a stable
growth pattern of earnings and the resulting increase in the market values of their companies'
stocks. Because of this belief and in their effort to
achieve this growth, they seek to develop flexible
accounting standards and principles based on the
premise that maximizing the price of the stock is
in the best interests of present stockholders.
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But the objective of maximizing the price of the
stock should not be achieved by the development
of favorable and flexible accounting principles.
The objective should be achieved by employing
resources of a business as efficiently as possible
and compensating equitably the stockholders who
supply those resources. Equitable compensation
should be defined as a satisfactory return on capital employed. If this objective is legitimate, then
corporate managers may properly strive to attain
a stable growth pattern of earnings by employing
resources efficiently in order to increase the market value of the firm's stock for the benefit of its
stockholders. But it is not proper to create artificially a stable growth pattern of earnings by influencing the development of favorable accounting
principles.
In their capacity as trustees for (and advocates
of) present stockholders, corporate managers can
make valuable contributions toward establishing
accounting principles. As far as representing present stockholders goes, we will assume corporate
managers to be honest and sincere in their actions.
But we will also assume corporate managers are
interested in flexibility rather than uniformity in
accounting principles that help them achieve their
objective. In their zeal to pursue their own objectives and in representing the present stockholders,
corporate managers may ignore the views of others who are represented by another body.
Enter the SEC
The Securities and Exchange Commission,
through the various securities acts and subsequent
court decisions, has been empowered to represent
the interests of all users of financial statements.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

Although the SEC has been at least partially successful in fulfilling its obligation to represent and
protect such parties, the question arises: should
this include establishing accounting principles?
This article does not intend to imply that the
SEC is unqualified to establish accounting principles or that establishing accounting principles exceeds its obligations to the investing public. The
implication is that the SEC, like corporate managers, is fulfilling its obligations, but in doing so may
be advocating viewpoints advantageous to one
group and detrimental to another. Furthermore,
the SEC may be adding confusion to the establishment of accounting principles rather than creating
or promoting unanimity.
Consider the action of the SEC relating to the
investment credit in 1963 and in 1964, and APB
Opinions 2 and 4. A decision had been made by
the APB to establish and implement an accounting principle. It had concluded there was only one
acceptable method for recording the investment
credit.' The SEC then issued a pronouncement of
its own (Accounting Series Release No. 96) stating it was not necessary to follow the pronouncement of the APB, and either of two different
methods was acceptable.
The SEC was trying to fulfill its obligation, but
its pronouncements said, in essence, that corporate managers could use flexible rules to determine income. In the same way the SEC overrode
the APB and prescribed flexibility, could it not
just as easily countermand the FASB and prescribe either flexibility or uniformity in other situations as it chooses?
Just as corporate managers view accounting
principles as they affect the interests of their companies' stockholders, the SEC views accounting
principles as they affect other users of financial
statements such as potential stockholders. But the
investing public includes both buyers of stock who
want low stock prices and sellers of stock who
want high stock prices. If corporate managers are
obligated to one particular class ofinterests, and if
the SEC has obligations to others (whose interests
may be different from, and in conflict with, those
of the former), then it is only reasonable that accounting principles should be formulated by
someone not obligated to the interests of any given group.
Public Accounting Profession
Every profession has an obligation to express its
views without those views being controlled by
criteria other than its own intellectual conclusions. The accounting profession must, therefore,
express its views on accounting principles. It
would also seem to be the proper agency for establishing them.
The profession has been instrumental in this establishment process through the AICPA's ComMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

mittee on Accounting Procedures and its Accounting Principles Board. If it had fulfilled its "Every
professional obligation in this regard, however,
profession has
why was a successor to the APB needed? Will
whatever caused the demise of the APB also affect an obligation to
the FASB? Has there been some component miss- express its
ing in the past that, if properly recognized today, views ... "
could make the FASB effective? A review of the
climate and environment surrounding the public
accounting profession, the APB, and its successor
may help provide the answer.
It has been observed that a public accountant
confronts a dilemma in his attest function.' This
dilemma results from services ancillary to the auditing of financial statements. Stated plainly, the
performance of these services may be contingent
upon the public accountant's agreeing with the
corporate manager's viewpoints on the applitvation
of accounting principles in financial reporting. In
all fairness, we must assume the public accountant
is honest and sincere in his undertakings. But we
must also recognize the possible influence ancillary engagements can exert on the public accountant in his support of accounting principles, especially when these principles are not in harmony
with the client's views.
Another dilemma public accountants face both
as individuals and collectively as a profession lies
in the acceptance of pronouncements of the APB
and FASB. No one can fault the APB or the
FASB for selecting a principle they feel is preferable, nor can anyone fault an individual member
or individual firm if it expresses its views during
the selection process. But once a principle is selected, continued opposition does not seem warranted unless economic and environmental conditions change. Without acceptance by public accountants, all the profession will ever have is
"generally accepted accounting principles" sometimes acceptable.
Circumvention of APB and FASB pronouncements also looms as a threat to the deterioration
and ultimate destruction of these pronouncements. Suppose the SEC agrees to support the
public accounting profession in its position on a
particular matter —as it had assured the APB it
would —but the corporate managers deny their
support. Corporate managers can then exert considerable pressure in Congress to attain the enactment of laws circumventing and countermanding
the profession's position. This is precisely what
happened with a pronouncement of the APB. The
opinion held that no taxpayer could be required to
use a specific method of accounting for the investment credit if such a method was against his will.`
Corporate managers were able, in this case, to
countermand the APB's opinion by appealing to
Congress.
The possibility also exists that corporate managers may be able to negate the efforts of the SEC
31

as well as to circumvent any pronouncements on
"Moral support accounting principles by the APB and FASB. For
example, the AICPA had supported a position
forthe FASB
calling for the capitalization of leases on the basis
must be of whether or not the lease was, in substance, an
expressed installment purchase; for its part, the SEC reexplicitly, not quired that certain information be provided in the
just implied. " footnotes regarding these leases. Some of those
opposing this position attempted to bring Congress into the matter. One letter from a legislator
stated he hoped any decision on this issue "would
not be based on the theoretical niceties of accounting principles, but rather on the realities of economic costs and benefits." According to the former chief accountant of the SEC, John Burton,
those opposed to lease capitalization sensed they
had lost the battle in the accounting profession
and were looking to Congress to circumvent the
accounting principles as established by the accounting profession and supported by the SEC.'
It has been said that the public will forgive a
mistake in judgment but not a mistake in motive.
In this light, the public may well pass harsh judgment on the public accounting profession unless it
establishes accounting principles in an unbiased
manner and then exerts its professional influence
to implement those principles in financial reporting. But the pronouncements of the APB were not
readily accepted, and a successor was appointed in
an attempt to supply the necessary component to
implement accounting principles. This suggests
there was perhaps something lacking which may
have contributed to the demise ofthe APB.
The Missing Component
Because of the reservations and criticisms leveled at the APB, the AICPA established the
FASB. Operating with fewer members than the
APB did, the FASB includes representatives from
outside the public accounting profession, all of
whom are employed on a full -time basis. The
manner offunding the FASB is structured so that
many diverse groups contribute to its financing.
No one group can, therefore, impose its will by
threatening to withhold financial support.
The dependence of the FASB members on outside organizations has been reduced to a minimum in fact as well as in appearance. The method
of nomination and selection of members to the
Board reflects this. They also have been provided
with adequate compensation and have been precluded from having any continuing association
with any firm or company.
But even with these measures, the FASB has
not fulfilled the expectations envisioned for it. The
influence of corporate managers still looms over
its efforts to reach sound decisions, the SEC is
poised to impose its will, and those currently serving in Congress seem ready to exert their power at
the request of, and for the benefit of, the constitu32

ents who elected them. What component is missing which would enable the pronouncements of
the FASB to be fully implemented?
The missing component required to make the
FASB the effective body that was envisioned is
unconditional support, Assurances must be given
to the FASB that the formulation of accounting
principles lies completely within its professional
jurisdiction. If the members of the FASB are honest, sincere, and independent of all interest
groups, then a mandate can be given to them to
formulate and establish accounting principles objectively with no principle serving any interest
group. Finally, assurances should be given to the
FASB that accounting principles derived under
these guidelines, and with intellectual integrity,
will not be negated by the SEC, Congress, or corporate managers. It also would behoove the accounting profession to assist the FASB in its determination of accounting principles by offering
constructive criticism during the formulation of
accounting principles. But after a principle is formulated, it must give support rather than constant
criticism to the FASB.
The kind of support needed has been expressed
thus:
"For purposes of this policy, principles,
standards and practices promulgated by the
FASB in its Statements and interpretations
will be considered by the Commission as
having substantial authoritative support,
and those contrary to such FASB promulgations will be considered to have no such support."
The support needed by the FASB is also expressed in the recent statement: "no matter how
much we disagree with the standards board on
particular issues, it is still imperative that we support the concept of having accounting rules debated and resolved in the private sector." '
Moral support for the FASB must be expressed
explicitly, not just implied. Financial support
must be without obligation, and must be sufficient.
Threats to withhold financial support if (or unless) certain conclusions are reached must be eliminated. In short, the FASB must be given the final
authority for establishing accounting principles.
Conclusion
The kind of support espoused in this article
may cause many readers to cringe when they consider the unconditional support and the ultimate
authority advocated for the FASB. Before they
dismiss the idea, however, they might consider the
following consequences: (1) SEC mandated principles (subject to the current chief accountant of the
SEC), (2) Congressionally imposed rules (develContinued on page 40
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Planning, Organizing and
Conducting the Annual
Physical Inventory
The responsibility for conducting the annual physical inventory
should rest with the manufacturing function, but the finance
function —cost accounting in particular —is responsible for assuring
its accuracy.

By Raymond B. Jordan
Corporate and Internal Revenue requirements
dictate that a responsibility of any business is "to
state properly the profits of the business." Generally, this requirement cannot be fulfilled without
determining the surplus (or deficit) as evidenced
from the multitude of financial documents issued
during the past year. The costing of the physical
inventory (raw, in- process, and finished goods) is
one of the tools by which a surplus or deficit can
be determined.
Planning, organizing, and conducting the annual physical inventory is a complex undertaking.
The purpose of this article is to present a plan by
which this undertaking may be accomplished. The
steps to be followed are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish the proper climate
Organize the activity
Design necessary documents
Prepare pre- inventory
Assure the proper cut -offs
Get inventory day off to a good start

Establish The Proper Climate
The responsibility for conducting the annual
physical inventory should rest with the manufacMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/AUGUST 1977

turing function, but the finance function —cost accounting in particular —is generally responsible
for establishing the procedure, educating and
training the participants, and assuring the accuracy through a series of audits. Historically, manufacturing functions are concerned with getting the
product out the door to the customer, and do not
appreciate the need for a break in the manufacturing process in order to determine the surplus or
deficit.
The question frequently arises as to when the
inventory should be taken. There are several considerations:
The timing should be sufficiently in advance of
the end of the fiscal year to enable the finance
function to complete the costing of the inventory and to make the necessary adjustments.
Should inventory be taken on a regular work
day? If so, it will be necessary to close down
the manufacturing process. In a complex manufacturing organization, it is impossible to conduct the inventory while operations are being
performed and materials are moving from one
place to another. Conducting inventory on a
work day will cause a loss of production for at
least that day, which may be of concern if shipping schedules are critical.
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"The line
foreman is the
natural leader

3. If the loss of production cannot be tolerated,
the inventory will have to be taken on a nonworking day such as Saturday or Sunday. This
will be costly, because overtime pay may be
necessary.
In view of these considerations, the announcement of the inventory date should be made formally over the signature of the senior corporate
officer on site such as the plant manager. In addition to the date, which will determine whether or
not production will be lost, the announcement
should establish overall responsibilities.
Organize the Activity
Exhibit 1 is a sample organization chart of the
XYZ Corporation. Note that a member of the finance function has been relieved of all other responsibilities and assigned full time to coordinate
the inventory activities. The manufacturing function will be divided into areas with co- leaders. The
manufacturing leader will conduct the inventory,
and the cost accounting leader will instruct, advise, and oversee the audits that will assure the
accuracy of the inventory.
The line foreman is the natural leader because
he is most familiar with the products being manufactured in his area, His team should, as far as
possible, consist of individuals also familiar with
the products: for example, production men, dispatchers, and time keepers who are employed in
the area. Individuals unfamiliar with the area
should not be used unless it cannot be avoided.
Manufacturing team members will have distinct
responsibilities: one individual will identify the
part and its stage of completion, another will
count, and a third will record the information on
the inventory card (to be designed.) Traditionally,
women are better writers than men, so they, if
possible, should be used to record the information
on the inventory card. Auditors from finance, on
the other hand, do not have to be completely familiar with the area since their principal function
on inventory day will be only to check the accuracy of the count and to see that every part in the
area has been inventoried. Teams should be established well in advance of inventory day so that the
necessary pre- inventory work can be carried on by
the same individuals who will be working on inventory day.

INVENTORY CARD

The inventory card is the most important document used on inventory day. Its design should, at
a minimum, supply a tabulation of all raw materials, work -in- process, and completed parts on hand
so that perpetual inventory records (if maintained), can be brought up to date. Thus, a mechanical listing of some sort should be kept in
mind during the design phase.
As a maximum, the card should be designed to
accomplish the costing of the inventory by matching it against a standard cost master deck.
In addition to its use in determining the surplus /deficit, the inventory card can provide for:
1. A comparison of open purchase orders for raw
materials and finished parts. Occasionally, the
inventory shows several years' supply of commodities thought to be in short supply. At. other times, the risk of stock -outs is avoided when
empty bins are discovered on items thought to
be in adequate supply.
2. The opportunity to bring stockroom records
up to date. The human element involved in record- keeping too often finds that employees fail
to put through the proper documents when
parts are withdrawn.
3. The opportunity to discover and dispose of obsolete inventories on which there is no possibility of future demand. This will reduce tax liabilities and increase storage capacity.
The inventory card should be serially numbered
so that each card can be accounted for. When a
card cannot be accounted for, there is no way of
knowing whether or not it was worthless (an incorrectly written card that should have been voided and a new one written) or worth thousands of
dollars. A stub that can be left with the inventory
should be provided so that the original card can
be traced to its source. In order to facilitate control, inventory cards should be bound in books of
25 cards each.
STOCKROOM RECORD CARD

It is a good practice to use a set of documents
that can be identified solely with the physical inventory so as not to be confused with documents
used in the everyday conduct of the business. A
suggested series of documents might be:

If accurate stockroom perpetual inventory records are maintained, this card may not be necessary. During pre- inventory preparation, inventory
personnel will be involved with precounting stockroom items in advance of inventory day whether
to establish the count or verify the accuracy of the
perpetual records. Once the precount has been established, it will be necessary to record additions
and withdrawals as inventory day approaches.

I. Inventory card
2. Stockroom record card

Since an accurate inventory is mandatory, the

Design Necessary Documents
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3. "Do not inventory" card
4. Card control log
5. Record of inventory day audits

DO NOT INVENTORY CARD
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identification of items that should not be inventoried carries equal importance with items that
should be inventoried. There are times when items
such as special tools cannot be distinguished from
inventory items. For example, apparatus returned
for repairs on which no work has been done must
be separated from identical items still in inventory. A "Do Not Inventory" card should be attached to such items in advance so that teams will
not be required to determine disposition on inventory day. The responsibility for signing the card
should rest with a person of authority such as the
production manager.
THE CARD CONTROL LOG

It is imperative that the whereabouts of inventory books be known at all times during inventory
day. The card control log records the area and
responsible person to whom the books are
charged. It also affords the opportunity to list the
number of cards used.
RECORD OF INVENTORY DAY AUDIT RECORDS

It is desirable to have an overview of the accuracy of the inventory. Each financial manager auditing the inventory count records his findings,
listing the errors discovered and corrected.
Prepare Pre - Inventory

B parts probably should be sampled 50 percent of
the time. C items, because of their low value, can
be sampled scientifically by using the random
number theory or by simply counting every tenth
item. A policy decision must be made to consider
the number of errors as well as the percentage of
errors before determining that an area is out of
control and should be completely recounted.'
If perpetual inventory records are not kept, it
will be necessary to count everything in advance
of inventory day. Obviously, it would be too time consuming to consider doing the job on inventory
day. One caveat on pre- inventory preparation: the
earlier the count is taken before inventory day the
greater the risk of errors in posting the additions
and withdrawals to the stock record card.

"The financial
representative
on each team is
responsible for
educating and
training the
employees ... "

EDUCATE EMPLOYEES

The financial representative on each team is responsible for educating and training the employees who will be working in his assigned area.
Team meetings should be held with both the financial and manufacturing area leaders holding
joint responsibility. Special instructions or situations can be discussed at this time and questions
answered. In any case, using employees who have
had prior inventory experience will reduce the
amount of training required.

In a large manufacturing area, it would be impossible to complete the recording of the physical
inventory in a single day without adequate preparation. The following should be considered mandatory steps in inventory preparation (although
steps should not be limited to these alone):
I. Dispose of waste materials
2. Audit perpetual inventory records
3. Educate employees
DISPOSE OF WASTE MATERIALS

One of the first actions should be the identification of all rejected parts, recording them in accordance with the cost recovery system used, and
removing them from the area so that only parts
that have passed inspection will be inventoried.
The campaign to accomplish this can be carried
on during a specified period preceding the inventory (month, week, day(s)).
AUDIT PERPETUAL INVENTORY RECORDS

If stockroom records are kept up -to -date, a
sampling routine can be used to determine the
adequacy of the records, This can be accomplished by stratifying the records in an ABC system. For example, A parts are high value items, B
are of medium value, and C are of low value. Normally, A items always should be checked because
they generally make up a small number of items
but a relatively large percentage of the inventory.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977
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"There are a
number of
categories in
which extreme
care must be
exercised . . . "

Written instructions are recommended, but
they should be simple and as brief as practicable.
The more written instructions involved, the less
chance that they will be read and understood.
Since the inventory card is the most important
document, it will be found that a blowup of a sample card, say about three feet in length, filled out
to represent a hypothetical case and prominently
displayed in each area, is an effective educational
tool, and well worth the expenditure involved.
Assure the Proper Cutoffs
The nightmare in connection with the annual
physical inventory is that the surplus /deficit calculation will be influenced by transactions of one
form or another that are properly pre- inventory
but are treated as post- inventory. The reverse, of
course, is also possible.
There are a number of categories in which extreme care must be exercised in order to assure
the accuracy of the inventory. They include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Waste and spoilage
Work in process
Incoming materials
Shipments to customers
Consigned materials

WASTE AND SPOILAGE
We already have discussed preparing for the inventory by removing all defective materials from
the area and processing their documents so that
the scrap will be included in the previous inventory year. If a serially numbered scrap ticket is used,
the last serial number for the previous year should
be recorded and assurance given that the next
ticket issued goes into the following year.
WORK IN PROCESS
Care must be exercised to see that there is no
movement of work in process from one area to
another on inventory day. The danger in this case
is the possibility of a part being recorded in more
than one area, causing the inventory to be overstated. The result will be a false surplus that will
cause a corresponding deficit the following year.
INCOMING MATERIALS
This is perhaps the most difficult cutoff item.
On any given day, the receiving area will have
many items that have not been inspected and
booked to inventory because the invoice has not
been received. If the part is inventoried, the invoice must be recorded in the current year to prevent a surplus. Correspondingly, there will be
goods in transit from vendors on inventory day
for which the invoices are dated prior to inventory. There must be a matching of invoices with
receivers and goods on hand to assure that there
will be a one -to -one correspondence between in36

voiced parts and parts inventoried. If the volume
warrants it, a separate team should be assigned to
handle this problem.
SHIPMENTS TO CUSTOMERS
Shipments to customers that have not left the
plant at inventory time must he inventoried if the
shipping document removing them from the inventory will be dated after inventory day. Again,
if some form of serialized shipping document is
used, the last number of the current year must be
recorded and matched against the withdrawals
from inventory.
CONSIGNED MATERIALS
Many companies supply castings, forgings and
raw materials to subcontractors for machining
into finished goods. There are many occasions
when the value of these materials is greater than
the value contributed by the subcontractor. This
will make it impractical to bill the cost of the materials to the user. In such cases, the materials are
included in a consignment account and the consignment closed out as the finished goods are returned. An accounting is made for the difference
between the number of pieces consigned and the
number of finished pieces returned. At physical
inventory time there must be a reconciling to list
in the inventory all such items still in the subcontractor's hands. The assistance of subcontractors
to provide an inventory as of the inventory day
may be necessary.
Get Inventory Day Off to a Good Start
All preparation will be wasted if inventory day
does not get off to a good start. A good start
means that every team fills out the first card properly. Writers should be instructed to forego starting the second card until a financial representative
has reviewed the first card, suggested any needed
corrections, and answered any questions that may
be lingering.
Financial representatives will review as many
counts as possible to check the accuracy and record their findings. In addition to the count check,
these representatives will be screening their entire
area of responsibility to assure that every part has
been inventoried or there is a "Do Not Inventory"
card present.
Inventory cards should be kept in series, but the
stub should be attached prominently to the parts
inventoried so that an observer can readily see
that the items have been recorded. As the financial representative checks the stubs, he should initial them in the space provided so that another
auditor will not have to repeat the work.
When an area is completed satisfactorily (as determined by the team financial representative), the
cards should be checked to assure that no cards
Continued on page 40
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Two Years on the Road
As far as I was concerned, fitness was for the young. I was in my
mid - fifties; therefore I didn't qualify.

By John C. Adams
The world looks different, is different, at six in the
morning. Where I live, the six a.m. world is profoundly quiet and very beautiful in all seasons.
When I step out the door for my morning run,
which today was over four miles, I feel that this
morning world is especially mine. I've earned it,
you see, through running.
Moody and Unfulfilled
I'm a latecomer to the early morning world as
well as to the world of runners. Until I embarked
on a serious program of cardiovascular fitness in
September 1974, I rarely woke that early. Additionally, I was about 30 pounds overweight for my
height and frame. I led a basically sedentary life,
despite the mobility that became mine when I entered the life insurance business. And I was regularly moody, unfulfilled, and depressed. As far as
I was concerned, fitness was for the young. I was
in my mid - fifties; therefore I didn't qualify.

But that's all changed. Today, 24 months into
my fitness program, I have more energy than I
can remember having since my twenties. My
weight, which once hovered between 175 and 180,
is down to about 148. My appetite has diminished
as a direct result of the regular and exhilarating
exercise I get running. My depressions have disappeared. My problem - solving ability has tripled.
My self -image is superb. I feel magnificent. I'm
selling more life insurance now than I was two
years ago. And I'm certain that my production
reflects the benefits of my running program.
I'm in Real Trouble
Let's backtrack a bit, to the Spring of 1974, to
Acapulco, and to my first New England Life
Leaders Convention. I'd entered the life insurance
business in February 1972, after many years in
sales management for a chemical company. I'd
started selling life insurance in my fifties and had
made a good start. My 1973 production was $2.69
million.
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EXERCISE IDEAS
Getting started each morning

...
. a few sips of water will help too.

try a pre -run shower and shave

...

lots of stretching before you leave

...

always clean clothes

Clothes
...should be colorful and warm...it's better to be warm than cold...shoes...the most important item...be sure they
are comfortable.
Temperature...you'llwork harder on cold days to accomplish same distance you cover with ease when it's warmer
...humidity
also seems to reduce ability.
Morning after
...no matter what condition last night has left you in, jogging will make you feel better...it mitigates the effects of
overeating and other indulgences.

Sleep loss ...reduces ability to accomplish

...but again, better to run rather than skipping altogether.

Excuses

...more of these than there are people...let a physician be the one to tell you if you shouldn't run...if you're healthy,
ask yourself; why am I making excuses?
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"Getting into
better shape
was no longer
something I
could put off.

Acapulco was thrilling. I was named one of
four New England Life All Stars, an honor given
to first -time qualifiers whose production reflects
the qualities and commitment that make for success in the life insurance profession. After Acapulco, I slumped. I was trudging along in a depressed
state. The blues.
In September 1974, my wife and I attended an
agency outing on Cape Cod. It was a weekend of
sales ideas and fun, during which I had an opportunity to listen to my distinguished associates'
sales methods and ideas. My agency includes
among its associates some highly successful experts in the pension, HR 10, business insurance,
estate planning, and equities areas, so I was picking up valuable information from professionals
whose annual production was the result of high
activity in solid marketplaces.
During that Cape Cod weekend, I watched
some of these people, and I observed a couple of
things. First, the more successful the agent, the
more committed that person was to continuing
education. In my business, that means study for
the Chartered Life Underwriter designation, as
well as CLU "post graduate" studies. Second, the
more successful the agent, the more seriously involved he or she was in some program of continuing exercise — usually either tennis or running.
During that weekend, I remember seeing two
agents I admired and respected start out on a six

mile run. I recall saying to my wife, "I'd dearly
love to do that." She answered, "Well, why don't
you ?" Later that evening, we were on the dance
floor, and I watched my associates thoroughly enjoying the music —both the slow and fast numbers. In mid - evening, with the band playing a fast
set, I had to quit because I was out of breath. That
did it. "When you can't dance because the tempo
is fast, you're in real trouble," I told myself.
That weekend was my turning point. Getting
into better shape was no longer something I could
put off. I had to start immediately, or risk sinking
into an existence that was completely devoid of
enjoyment.
An Objective Reached
The following week I consulted with colleagues,
friends, and with my personal physician. Several
people referred me to the New Aerobics by Kenneth Cooper, M.D., suggesting it as one of the
best available guides to cardiovascular fitness.' I
read the book, determined to follow Cooper's program of gradually increasing exercise and to evaluate progress through the point system he established. Dr. Cooper's program enables one to proceed at his own pace— literally to walk into running. I recommend his book as a guide to fitness
for anyone dissatisfied with the results of sedentary living.
One beautiful September afternoon, I left our

ABOUT AEROBICS . . .
Aerobics is a Greek root word meaning air and life, which Kenneth Cooper adopted to describe a program he devised to strengthen
the cardiovascular (heart, lung, and circulatory) systems. Readers of Cooper's books know that a man of any age can accumulate
his necessary 30 points a week (for a woman, 24 points are required) by running, walking, swimming, cycling, or taking other
exercise four or five times a week. Points are based on intensity and duration of exercise. For example, a man who runs one and a
half miles in under 15 minutes, five times a week, gets 30 points.
The Cooper books, my physician, and a friend who is an instructor at the local "Y" are constant sources of inspiration, but without
the motivational carrot —the aerobics point system —I'm not sure I'd have stayed with the exercise program.
The aerobics approach enables a practitioner to improve cardiovascular fitness at his or her own pace. Dr. Cooper developed it in
response to statistics that showed a 14 percent increase in deaths from heart attacks in men between 25 and 4 0 during the 19501970 period. He concedes that heredity, diet, and stress are contributing factors to heart disease, but he also believes that the
accumulation of 30 aerobic points per week offers protection from heart disease.
What are the results of aerobics? According to an article in Business Week, exercisers report they need less sleep, are more alert,
and less tense. Those overweight report significant weight loss, mainly because the exercise reduces appetite.
One requisite for beginning an aerobics program is a complete physical that includes a three -part stress test: an inclined treadmill
electrocardiogram, a displacement test, and a p ulmonary fun ction test.
Of course, aerobics, with its point system, is not the only approach to exercise. But the aerobics activities —brisk walking, running,
swimming, bicycling —were carefully selected for their benefits to the cardiovascular system. It happens that these four activities are
also convenient forms of exercise. You might prefer to exercise by playing handball, or tennis. If so, says Dr. Cooper, you'll need
more time to achieve maximum fitness (an hour three times a week for handball, and seven hours of tennis). If you want to golf your
way to fitness, the doctor says you will need to play 36 holes each day, five days a week for maximum benefit. Isometrics, Dr.
Cooper adds, builds muscles without benefiting the heart, lungs, and circulation.
Before you sta rt on any exercise cam paig n —an d th is in clud es h andba ll a nd tennis —visit your doctor, regard less of your age.
Doctors mandate a complete physical, a resting electrocardiogram, and a stress test for any adult embarking on an exercise regime.
It's also recommended that you take it easy for the first six weeks or so, especially if you haven't been active for a while.
And, if you're really overweight, the experts don't recommend starting a strict diet and an exercise program at the same time.
Short on motivation? So are a lot of people. Maybe the following will help. It's the unofficial slogan of one large corporation's
fitness program for executives. We make young colts out of old forty - fives.
Good luck!
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home on Governors Island in Guilford, New
Hampshire, and set off down the dirt road that
joins with one of our local paved thoroughfares.
With me were our two dogs, who set a brisk pace.
That dirt road is two - tenths of a mile long. On the
way down I had to stop several times for breath. I
won't attempt to describe my condition going
back uphill. But it was a start. In testing my capacity on that dirt incline, I realized again how
poor my condition was. But Fall is the time for
new beginnings, and it's better to start late than
not at all.
Over the next several days, I described a circular course of two- and - six - tenths miles, which included two hills, one with a good grade. My first
goal, to be accomplished by December, was to
cover that distance walking without stopping. It
took persistence and more than a few dozen
breath - catching pauses the first month, but by December the objective had been reached —and I
could even run a few steps.

-/ feel terrific!
I've lost 30
pounds..."

.411MA,

„t4

Running Buys Time
Let's turn to the effects of this program. If you
check my journal, you'll see the progress made in
24 months of running. I feel terrific! I've lost 30
pounds through sensible dieting and because the
daily exertion of running reduces appetite significantly. My suit size has changed, and I look much
better without my protruding pot.
What else has changed? I have more energy.
Before running, I needed all my strength to get up
(relatively late), get to work and get home. Evenings were spent sitting. Since I've been running,
I'm active 18 hours a day. I get up earlier, work
fewer hours far more effectively at selling life insurance, and am far more active both at home and
socially. Further, since I've been running, my
sales production has improved dramatically.
Why? Because I feel good, which enables me to
work more efficiently to accomplish more in less
time: prospect, approach, interview, present,
close, deliver, and service far better than I ever
have. Because I feel good, there's more energy for
study. I'm learning more and applying more of
what I learn. Because I feel good, I'm far more
effective in interviews. Energy is contagious; people respond to it. Because I feel good, I'm happier.
The effect on everyone around me is positive.
The phrase "running for your life" is heard a
lot today in connection with the benefits a running
program has on the cardiovascular system. It's a
compelling expression —and it suggests a documented fact. Running buys time. I believe, as do a
number of physicians, that runners live longer, on
the average, than non - runners.
Enjoy the Rest of Your Life
If you have read this far, it's probably obvious
that although we are in different professions, my
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

..fit

JOHN ADAMS' JOURNAL
1s t thre e mo nths
September - November, 1974

Walking. Ran maybe 50 yards. No real
aerob ic po ints.

2nd thre e m o nths
December, 1974 - February, 1975

Walked 2 6 / 1 0 miles without stopping.
2/3 p o ints pe r day.

3rd thre e mo nths
March -May, 1975

Develo ping lower leg cramp s, shin splints,
lower back pains. Firs t e f f o rt' exte nds to
1
12 mile. 5 1/4 po ints per day, 3 0 points
per wee k. Tim es: 1 mile in 13 m inutes ; 2
miles in 23 minutes; 2 6 / 1 0 miles in 34
minutes.

4th thre e mo nths
June - August, 1975

Le gs s till a problem. First eff ort is 1 mile
fo r f irst tim e . Switc he d to 2 m ile s . 7 o r 8
points pe r day. T im es : 1 m ile in 11 minute s; 2 m iles in 2 4 minute s.

5th thre e m o nths
September- November, 1975

Doing 1 mile regularly. First snow and
cold weather. Still have leg problems. 49
po ints p e r we ek. Times: 1 mile in 1 0 /1 2
minutes; 2 miles in 23 3/ 4 minute s.

6th thre e mo nths
December, 1975 - February, 1976

Roads covered in ice and snow. Tempera.
ture range: 22 below to 28 above. First
effort re d uc e d to 7 /1 0 mile. Leg cram ps,
49 points per week. Times: 1 mile in
1 0 /1 2 m i nute s ; 2 mile s in 2 2 1/ 2 minutes.

7th thre e mo nths
March -May, 1976

Temp erature range: 10 to 4 0 . Roads clear
and d ry. Exte nd ed d is tanc es to 4 mile s on
both good and bad days. Legs getting
better; shin splints gone. First effort is
8 / 1 0 mile. 15 points per day! Warmer
weathe r e xte nds ability. Time: 4 miles in
47 1/ 2 minutes.

8th thre e m o nths
June - August, 1976

First effort is 4 miles in 41 minutes.
Weekend runs are 5 to 7 miles. No shin
splints. No mus cle cramp s. 15 po ints p er
day.

' First d aily e ff ort at running witho ut stop p ing
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„. . . my
experience has
some transfer
value. ”

experience has some transfer value. Let's look at
your situation as accountants.
You're desk - bound. You spend many hours a
day sitting. You're under continuous pressure to
produce for your clients or for management, and
what you produce for them must meet exacting
standards of accuracy and reflect a high degree of
professional responsibility and creative thought.
That's a large order. And if you're not in good
physical condition, your ability to fill it is probably adversely affected. That's not just my guess.
Dr. George Sheehan, a cardiologist, has stated
that anyone who can't find one hour a day for

self —an hour in which some physical exercise is
involved —is in danger of being eaten alive by the
combination of mental work and inactivity .2
Oddly enough — amazingly, wonderfully enough
—the exertion involved in a physical condition
program like aerobics doesn't add to fatigue. It
banishes fatigue. The energy expenditure of regular running helps tap reserves you need to perform
on the job and enjoy the rest of your life. Think
about it; and look at the evidence of my two years
on the road.
❑
' Kenneth H. Cooper, M.D.. New Aerobics, Bantam Books 1970.
' George Sheehan On Running. 1975 World Publications, Runners World Magazine, Mt View, Calif.

AND NOW WE HAVE . . .
Continued from page 32
oped in election years and tendered with political
considerations), or (3) accounting principles espoused by corporate managers interested in maintaining their stable growth pattern in earnings
through flexible accounting "principles" that
maximize stock prices.
If this support is not granted to the FASB,
sometime in the near future you may read another
article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING that begins: "The FASB was given inadequate moral,

financial, and legal support. And
have .. ."

now we
❑

' John V. van Pell wrote in MANAGEMENT AccoUNT1NG in March 1972 regarding "The Future of Accepted Accounting Principles." In January, 1974 he was a
guest lecturer for the DR Scott Memorial Lectures in Accountancy at the Uni.
versity of Missouri and his subject was "And Now We Have FASB." This article
is written as a response both to his comments and to recent articles that have
been critical of the FASB. For example, see "Arthur Andersen Says Accounting
Board Hasn't Met Responsibilities, Asks Review," Wall Street Journal, November 11, 1976.
APB Opinions Nos. 1 and 4, AICPA, 1962 and 1964.
D R Scott Memorial Lectures in Accountancy, Volume Vl. University of Missouri, 1974, pp. 16.17.
' DR Scott Memorial Lectures in Accountancy, Volume V, University of Missouri. 1973, p. 45.
"Decision on Leases May Be Left Up To Congress," The Journal ofAccountancy, January 1975.
' ASR No. 150, Securities and Exchange Commission.
"Support Voted for FASB," The CPA Letter. AICPA, November, 8, 1976.

PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING
THE ANNUAL PHYSICAL INVENTORY
Continued from page 36
are missing. They should also be reviewed for
completeness. Missing quantities, incorrect accounting distribution numbers, missing utility
codes, missing or incorrect drawing numbers, and
the last operation completed also should be examined and sent back for correction, if necessary. In
the final examination to see that an area is complete, team members from areas that have been
released should be used in order to expedite the
work. Likewise, once an area has been completed,
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the team members, both manufacturing and financial, should be sent to other areas to assist so that
the inventory can be completed in one day.
Conclusion
The annual physical inventory is a serious financial responsibility. Good planning and organization can contribute to the accuracy of the calculation of the surplus /deficit. This helps to determine the corporation's tax liability.
❑
' An exc ellent text is Herbert Arkin's Handbook of Sampling for Auditing,
McGraw -Hill Book Co. Inc., New York, N.Y., 1963.
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Financial Investments and
the True Rate of Return
We anticipate that some readers will object to such estimates of the
prime rate as an impossible or fruitless exercise. However, we
believe that those who prefer to mak e decisions based on the
current prime rates are implicitly predicting that the current rate will
hold indefinitely.

By Harold E. Wyman and J. Edgar McFarland
Violent fluctuations in short -term interest rates
have been noticeable in recent years and have
been only subjectively recognized by those making
investment decisions. The prime rate has ranged
between six and twelve percent within a two -year
time span. This has had serious implications and a
more objective method of evaluation is seriously
needed to improve the quality of the decisions
made. Particularly, we are concerned with decisions made by managers of financial institutions
concerning alternative investments of their funds
with maturities of five years or less, because these
are heavily affected by short term interest rate
fluctuations.
We regard the details of different financial arrangements as alternative investments made from
the financial managers viewpoint. Optimal investment decision- making according to the text book
approach involves defining cash flows and using
either a net present value or an internal rate of
return (yield) methodology to choose investments.
With net present value, one discounts the cash
flows at the firm's cost of capital and accepts all
those investments with a positive net present value. With the internal rate of return method one
calculates the yield of the investment and accepts
all those investments with yields greater than the
cost of capital.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /AUGUST 1977

While net present value and internal rate of return both give consistent results for deciding
whether opportunities should be accepted or not,
it has been noted that in many instances the
measures give conflicting results when one attempts to rank opportunities by their order of desirability. The cause of the conflict stems from different implicit assumptions about the rate used to
discount the cash flows in the alternative opportunities. The net present value method discounts
cash flows implicitly at the cost of capital and the
internal rate of return method discounts cash
flows implicitly at the internal rate of return. The
differences in rankings of alternatives stem from
different implicit assumptions about the rate at
which the cash flows are reinvested, the reinvestment rate.
Net present value and internal rate of return
methods are developed from an economic theory
which assumes no restrictions on raising additional capital to finance all desirable investments.
Hence, the problem of ranking opportunities is
not relevant. Due to the many legal and regulatory restrictions placed on financial institutions they
do not fit the classical economic model and are
closest to a situation which has been described as
"capital rationing."
There have been many suggested solutions to
the capital rationing situation. These range from
simple decision rules to complex mathematical
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programming routines. In this article, we have developed a strategy based on conclusions reached
in a well -known capital budgeting text which says:
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"In the more severe forms of capital rationing, the present -value method may still be
used, but it is now less correct to use a constant rate of discount for all future years.
The rate of discount used for each future
year must reflect the cost of obtaining additional funds, the value of external investments available to the firm, or the desires of
the owners for present versus future proceeds," '

principal repaid in equal amounts annually
2. Loan B— Interest at a fixed 11.5 percent on the
outstanding balance with principal repaid in
equal amounts annually
3. Loan C— Interest at fixed 11.5 percent on the
outstanding balance with five equal payments
covering both principal and interest
4. Loan D— Interest at a fixed 11.5 percent on the
outstanding balance with four equal payments
of principal for 40 percent of the loan and a
balloon payment equal to 60 percent of the
loan as the fifth payment

The decision -maker also knows that although
the money is available for a term loan now, the
Specifically our strategy is based on discounting future cash flow generated from repayment may
with reinvestment rates derived from estimates of have to be loaned at short term interest rates bethe external investments available to the firm, giv- cause the structure of the bank's liabilities is exing due recognition to the fact that rates vary con- pected to change, Indeed, this conservatism leads
him to assume that he will have to reinvest funds
siderably.
at the prime rate,
Example
It is not immediately evident which of the alterWe have chosen to illustrate our method with natives is best. The five prime rates predicted for
an example from commercial banking, but we be- 1977 through 1981 average nine percent. For allieve that our conclusions will be applicable to a ternative A, this would be 12 percent on the avervariety of situations where a financial institution age. Does this mean that A is better than B, C,
or other kind of organization must choose how to and D? Since B, C, and D each have the same
allocate a limited amount of available funds. A interest rate are they equal? One needs a formal
commercial banker can almost always lend at the analytical framework to evaluate the alternatives.
prime rate and we have chosen this as our The amounts available for reinvestment and the
reinvestment rates will determine the relative demeasure of the reinvestment rate,
Since the prime rate has fluctuated so violently sirability of the alternatives.
Before considering reinvestment it is necessary
in recent times, the decision -maker should start by
to
define the cash flows that each alternative will
estimating the prime rate during the next five
years. We anticipate that some readers will object generate and its timing. This is illustrated in Exto such estimates of the prime rate as an impossi- hibit 1.
Assuming that the cash flows are received at
ble or fruitless exercise. However, we believe that
those who prefer to make decisions based on the the end of the year and reinvested for a year at
current prime rates are implicitly predicting that each prime rate then the amount accumulated for
the current rate will hold indefinitely. We think each alternative would be as shown in Exhibit 2.
this is equally impossible. Like it or not, if we are Notice that Loan A which apparently had the
going to make decisions based on future condi- highest interest rate, an average of 12 percent, has
the lowest value in 1981;and that B, C, and D
tions we have to estimate the future.
In our example, the decision -maker estimates which all had interest rates of 11.5 percent give
different results. In essence we have determined
the prime rate as follows:
the terminal value of the alternatives by making
explicit
reinvestment assumptions. This is in acPercent
Year
cord
with
modern financial theory.'
7
1977
It is also possible to arrive at the same result by
1978
8
discounting the cash flows at the reinvestment
9
1979
rates as shown in Exhibit 3. Thus, the decision 10
1980
maker can choose the best alternative using either
11
1981
a terminal value or a present value framework.
Based on his experience, the decision -maker However, one of the problems with using present
knows that there are several ways he can structure values or terminal values for decision- making is
a term loan in accordance with current practice in that it is difficult to describe what the figures
his competitive environment. They are:
mean.
Working with financial institutions, we are
1. Loan A— Interest at three percent over a float- most accustomed to thinking and discussing altering prime rate on the outstanding balance with natives in terms of interest rates. For instance,
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Exhibit 1
ALTERNATIVE -LOANS CASH FLOWS

there are two ways of expressing our alternatives
as interest rates. One way is to calculate the rate
at which the principal would compound to the
amount of the terminal value. This assumes that
all profits are reinvested and is somewhat contrary
to the economic idea that profits are what can be
consumed while maintaining the principal intact.
Another way of expressing the alternatives, which
we have found to be effective, is based on the
"true rate of return." The true rate of return represents the percent of the original investment that
can be consumed each period while leaving the
principal intact at the end of the investment pen od.'
The true rate of return assumes that the cash
flows not consumed are reinvested to maintain the
principal intact. For example, in the case of Loan
A the true rate of return is 10.7282 percent. See
Exhibit 4. The true rate of return may be calculated from the terminal values as follows: divide the
excess of terminal value over principal by the sum
of the interest factors, then divide this quotient by
the principal: For example, the excess terminal
value is equal to $1,654,339 - $1,000,000 =
$654,339. Then (1.08) (1.09) (1.10) (1.11) +
(1.09) (1.10) (1.11) + (1.10) (1.11) + (1.11) +
(1) = 6.09926. And, $654,339
6.09926 =
$107,282. The quotient, $107,282 - $1,000,000
= 10.7282 percent, the true rate of return.
The true rate of return may also be calculated
from the net present value by first establishing the
amount of excess terminal value for a line of credit or seasonal loan that is left to compound at the
estimated prime rate. This is done in two steps:
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100,000
900 ,0 00
1 1 .5 %
103,500
203,500

197,650
663,753
1 1 .5 %
76,332
273 ,9 82
100,000
800 ,0 00
1 1 .5 %
92,000
192,000

200 ,0 00
400,000
1 1 .5 %
46,000
246 ,0 00
220 ,3 80
446,103
1 1 .5 %
53,602
273 ,9 82
100,000
700,000
1 1 .5 %
80,500
180,500

$
$

$

200 ,0 00
600 ,0 00
1 1 .5 %
69,000
269,000

$

177,265
841,018
1 1 .5 %
96,717
273,982

$

200 ,0 00
800,000
1 1 .5 %
92 ,0 00
292,000

$

200,000
400,000
13 %
52,000
252,000

1987

$

200,000
600 ,0 00
12 %
72,000
272,000

$

200,000
800 ,0 00
11 %
88 ,0 00
288,000

$

1980

$

$

1979

$

100,000
1,0 00,000
1 1 .5 %
115,000
215,000

1978

$

158,982
11000,000
1 1 .5 %
155,000
273,982

$

200 ,0 00
1,000 ,000
1 1 .5 %
115,000
315 ,0 00

$

$

200,000
1,000 ,000
10 %
100,000
300 ,0 00

$

Loan D
Princip al p aym ent
Principal outstand ing
Interest rate
Interest revenue
Cash flow

$

Loan C
Princ ipal payment
Princip al o uts tand ing
Interest rate
Interest revenue
Cash flow

$

Loan B
Princip al p aym ent
Principal o uts tanding
Inte res t rate
Interest revenue
Cash flow

$

1977
Loan A
Principal payme nt
Principal outstand ing
Inte re st rate (p rim e + 3 % )
Interest revenue
Cash flow

200 ,0 00
200,000
14 %
28,000
228,000

"The true rate
of return may
also be
calculated from
the net present
value . . . -

200 ,0 00
200.000
1 1 .5 %
23 ,0 00
223 ,0 00
245,723
245,723
1 1 .5 %
28 ,2 59
27 3,98 2
600 ,0 00
600 ,0 00
1 1 .5 %
69,000
669 ,0 00

$1,000,000 X (1.07) (1.08) (1.09) (1.10) (1.11) _
$1,537,976. Then $1,537,976 - $1,000,000
$537,976, the excess terminal value. Next, the e.Kcess terminal value divided by the sum of the interest factors: $537,976 - 6.09926 = $88,203.
Dividing this amount by the principal gives us a
base true rate of return, $88,203 _ $1,000,000 :=
8.8203 percent. Since we are working with the net
present value it is necessary to add the discount
factor as follows: (1/1.07) + (1/1.07) (1/1.08) +
(1/1.07) (1 /1.08) (1/1.09) + (1/1.07) (1 /1.08)
(1/1.09) (1/1.10) + (1/1.07) (1/1.08) (1/1.09)
(1/1.10) (1/1.11) = 3.9658. The net present value
is then divided by this total. For Loan A, this
would give the following: $75,658 = 3.9658 ==
$19,077. The quotient divided by the principal
gives a percent to add to the base true rate of
return: $19,077 -- $1,000,000 = 1.9077 percent.
Then 1.9077 percent + 8.8203 percent = 10.728
percent, which differs only by a rounding error
from what we derived before.
There is a certain lending situation where the
true rate of return and the internal rate of return
(yield) are the same. If the term loan were granted
for five years with no amortization of principal, so
that the total principal becomes due at the end of
the loan, then the true rate of return would be the
same as the yield. This is true because the annual
interest revenue is profit, available for consumption through dividends. In the case of a term loan
at 11.5 percent with principal repayable at the end
of five years, the $115,000 annual interest on the
outstanding balance of $1,000,000 is available for
consumption while maintaining the principal in43

Exhibit 2
ACCUMULATED FIVE -YEAR TOTALS FOR ANNUAL REINVESTMENTS AT PRIME RATES
Loan A
Value at end
Cash flow
of 19 81
$30 0,0 00
431 ,2 08
288,000
383 ,2 99
332 ,1 12
272 ,0 00
252 ,0 00
27 9,72 0
228 ,0 00
22 8,00 0
$1,65 4,3 39

Loan B
Value at end
Cash flow
of 19 81
$3 15 ,0 00
452,768
388,623
292 ,0 00
269,000
328 ,4 49
246 ,0 00
273 ,0 60
223,000
223,000
$1,66 5,9 00

End of
year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Estimated
inte rest fac tor
(1 .0 8 ) (1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .1 1 )
(1 )

Loan C
Value at end
Cash flow
of 19 81
$273 ,982
393 ,8 11
273 ,9 82
364 ,6 40
334 ,5 32
273 ,9 82
304 ,1 20
27 3,98 2
273 ,9 82
273,982
$1,67 1,0 85

Loan D
Value at end
of 19 81
Cash flow
$21 5,0 00
309,032
270.838
203 ,5 00
234 ,4 32
192,000
200 ,3 55
180,500
669 ,0 00
669 ,0 00
$1,6 83,657
$

$

Estimated
inte rest fac tor
(1 .0 8 ) (1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .1 1 )
(1 )

$

End of
year
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

$

"It is also
possible to
consider the
effect of
changing the
maturity of the
loan using our
framework. "

Exhibit 3
DISCOUNTED CASH FLOWS FOR ANNUAL REINVESTMENTS AT PRIME RATES

1

)

1

1

)

1

1.08

1

1.07

1.08

292 ,0 00

252 ,6 83

272 ,0 00

21 5,94 1

26 9,00 0

213 ,5 59

252 ,0 00

181,875

246,000

177,545

228 ,0 00

148 ,2 47

22 3,00 0

144 ,9 96

1

1.09

1.10

1

( -) ( -) (

24 9,22 1

1.09

( -) ( -) ( -) ( -)
1

28 8,00 0

1.09

1

) ( -)
1.10

1
( - )
1.11

$1,07 5,6 58

1977

(

1978

1
- )
( 1.07 ) ( 1.08 ) ( 1.09
1
1
1
1

1979

1

1

1

1

( -) ( -) ( -) ( -)
1.08

Loan D
Value at begin.
Cash flow
of 1 97 7

256 ,0 58

$21 5,0 00

273 ,9 82

23 7,09 1

203 ,5 00

176 ,0 99

273,982

21 7,51 4

192,000

152,429

273 ,9 82

197,740

180,500

130 ,2 72

273 ,9 82

178 ,1 44

699 ,0 00

434 ,9 87

200 ,9 35

1

( -) ( -) (
) ( 1.10 )
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.07

$1 ,0 83 ,1 76

1

( 1.07 ) ( 1.08 )
1

19 81

$2 73 ,9 82

-)

1.07
1

1980

Loan C
Value at begin.
Cash flow
of 1 977

Present value
fac tor
1

$

End of
year

294,393

1
)(

1.08
1

1.07

$31 5,0 00

1.08

)(
1.07

1981

(

-)

1.07

(

1979

28 0,37 4

1

$

(

$3 00 ,0 00

-)

Loan B
Value at begin.
of 1 977

Cash flow

1.07

1
1978

Cash flow

$

(

1977

1980

Loan A
Value at begin.
of 1 977

Present value
factor
1

$

End of
year

1.09

1.10

(

1
- )
1.11

$1 ,0 86 ,5 47

$1 ,0 94 ,7 22

Exhibit 4
TRUE RATE OF RETURN FOR LOAN A

•
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Cash flow
$30 0,0 00
288 ,0 00
272,000
252 ,0 00
228 ,0 00

Co ns um p tio n`
$1 07 ,2 82
107 ,2 82
107,282
107,282
107,282

Reinvested
$1 92 ,7 18
180,718
164,718
144,718
120,718

Interest f actor
(1 .0 8 ) (1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .0 9 ) (1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 .1 0 ) (1 .1 1 )
(1 -11)
(1)

Value at the
end of 19 81
277 ,0 05
240 ,5 16
201,123
160,638
120 ,7 18
$1 ,0 00 ,0 00
$

Year
1977
1978
19 79
19 80
19 81

True rate o f re turn e quals 10.728 2 percent.
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tact. Therefore, the internal rate of return (yield)
equals the true rate of return and they both equal
11.5 percent.
It is also possible to consider the effect of
changing the maturity of the loan using our
framework. For example, Loan B could be written
for a term of four years instead of five. Lets call
this Loan E. The true rate of return would then be
10,77 percent. Notice that reducing the term of
the loan lowers its attractiveness, given our other
assumptions. In fact with the reduced life the loan
is only slightly better than Loan A. To show that
all three methods of evaluating the alternatives
give the same ranking we have prepared a comparison in descending order of merit:

Conclusion

True
rate of
return
11.21%
11.00%
10.92%
10.77%
10.73%

In conclusion, we want to reiterate that when
short term interest rates are not stable, it is necessary to estimate what they will be for the duration
of one's decision - making horizon. The methodology for combining the estimate with different alternatives is a variation of present value with explicit
assumptions about reinvestment opportunities and
reinvestment rates. Because present value or terminal value gives measures expressed in dollars
when we are accustomed to think in terms of
yield, it is convenient to transform the measures
into a percentage expression, the true rate of return, which we have introduced and explained.
We feel that in many situations where the net
present value or terminal value is the correct theoretical method to decide between alternatives, it is
desirable to express the measure as a rate of return. The internal rate of return (yield) is not appropriate for this because it implicitly assumes
that cash flows are reinvested at the same internal
rate of return when such opportunities may not be
available.
O

' Harold Biofman. Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision, the
MacmiIIan Co.. 1971, p. 189.
' In a classic article, Ezra Solomon suggested this method as a means to compare
investments correctly and as a method to eliminate the problems of dual internal

rates of return. See Ezra Solomon, "The Arithmetic of Capital Budgeting Elecisions," The Journal of Business, April 1956.
' Michael Adler. 'The True Rate of Return and the Reinvestment Rate." F ragiveering Economist. Spring 1970.

Loan D
Loan C
Loan B
Loan E
Loan A

Terminal
value

Present
value

$1,683,657
1,671,085
1,655,900
1,657,020
1,654,339

1,094,722
1,086,547
1,083,176
1,077,401
1,075,658

"...itis
convenient to
transform the
measures into a
percentage
expression, the
true rate of
return ... "

LETTERS
Continued from page 18
maintenance, or location of the asset
which are substantially different than
rights under ownership; to the extent
that to imply through capitalization
that the lessee has ownership rights in
the asset may result in an overstatement
of the lessee's assets.
It would appear that Mr. Pond is trying to "have his cake and eat it too." He
rebuts the "damage to the firm's financial position" and "damage to the economy" arguments against capitalization
by indicating that analysts are capable
of grappling with leases. If so, analysts
should also be capable of correctly analyzing fully disclosed (non- capitalized)
leases.
In conclusion, I believe the article
greatly oversimplifies a complex and ongoing issue and does not do justice to
either of the two positions of advocacy.
R.J. Hanlon, Jr.
Boston, Mass.
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A Generation Must Pass
John K. Harris and Jack L. Krogstad
have done a workmanlike job of assessing progress of the CMA Program and
providing information useful to accountants in their article, "Assessing
Progress of the CMA Program," in the
February 1977 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING.
With regard to the present status of
the CMA certificate, they have evaluated the central issue by observing
that,"...substantial economic and job related benefits have not yet been associated with the CMA." Their research results reflect the fact that the program
has not attracted the number of candidates it should, nor is it growing at a
desirable rate. This led to the related
conclusion: "The NAA membership
must become enthusiastic about the
program and eager to participate in it."

Most accountants would probably
agree.
But there is one question which
should be raised, "Ultimately," the authors say, "...the success of the CMA
program depends on the business community acceptance of the CMA and the
individual Certificate holder." True, but
does the goal implied therein square
with their recommendations: "The
CMA Program must be sold
A substantial promotional push is...
needed to
create a self - reinforcing demand for the
CMA." Isn't it more nearly correct to
say the real need is for a generation to
pass, during which improvement in
CMA prestige can occur, and respect
for it can develop?
Kenneth W. Schempf
Associate Professor of Accounting
Morningside College
Sioux City, Iowa
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NEW
FROM
NAA,
The latest in our popular series of Self -Study Programs . .
0

TIMELY
FROM
NAA,
One of the hottest topics in accounting . .
0

ZERO -BASE BUDGETING: THE WHAT AND HOW
WILL IT WORK FOR YOU?

13 Modules. The course covers material on Zero -Base Budgeting concepts, practices
and applications. With emphasis on decision packages regarding criteria, focus, content, systems design and mechanics of implementation. Liberal examples and illustrations throughout. Price includes cassette, workbook and answer sheet booklet.
Cassette, Workbook and Answer Booklet $40.00
Extra Workbooks and Answer Booklets $10.00
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - --

ORDER FORM

TO: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
SPECIAL ORDER DEPT.
919 THIRD AVE.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
Please send

sets of the Self -Study Program "ZERO -BASE BUDGETING: THE WHAT AND HOW " at `$40.

extra workbooks at $10.
Total remittance enclosed
NAME
COMPANY
SHIPPING ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Price includes: Cassette, Workbook and Answer Booklet
NOTE: ALL SHIPMENTS POSTAGE PAID, DOMESTIC AND OVERSEAS, BY SURFACE TRANSPORTATION.
FOR FASTER SERVICE BY AIR, WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES.

NAA in Chicago
At 1977 Annual Conference the message is loud and clear:
Accountants should get active. "You're in politics whether you know
it or not," asserts U.S. Representative Collins

The dream of every convention organizer is to
present a technical program that will absorb the
attention of attendees from the moment the gavel
falls at the opening session until the final question
is answered at the last meeting. NAA very nearly
achieved this with an outstanding group of speakers at the Annual Conference in Chicago, June 1922.
Dr, Gerald D. Bell intrigued members at the
outset on Monday morning when he presented his
theory of leadership styles. Based on extensive research which he published in The Achievers, Dr.
Bell divides managers and leaders into seven
types: the Achiever, the Performer, the Pleaser,
the Commander, the Attacker, the Avoider and
the Blender.
His major thesis is that "Our behaviors aren't
random or purposeless. They are aimed at satisfying our psychological needs and each of our behaviors takes on certain patterns." Most of us are
mixtures of each type, Dr. Bell said, and we are
like we are because of the way we were raised by
our parents.
The "ideal" leader or manager, for example, is
at peace with himself and wants to maximize his
potential. Self- confident and self - reliant, he has
the ability to lose himself in his job and do his
best. Examples of the Achiever are Thomas Jefferson and John Wooden, retired record- breaking
basketball coach at UCLA.
Dr. Bell discovered that managers usually act
the same at home as they do in the office. He
interviewed both office workers and spouses to
reach this conclusion, He is professor of organizational behavior at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.
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Following this thought - provoking discussion,
convention -goers were in for a little change in
style whey they heard multimillionaire Jeno Paulucci lambaste government regulations. Mr. Paulucci charged, "We are beginning to strangle the
free enterprise system not with bureaucracy but
with paper."
An entrepreneur from Duluth, Minn., who
made a fortune selling Chun King, Mr. Paulucci
scored big government and big business. He criticized giant corporations for monopolizing control
of working capital. He said the free enterprise system needs a new crop of entrepreneurs year after
year in order to keep the economy healthy and
growing.
In reference to the report by Sen. Lee Metcalf's
Subcommittee, he said that it was typical of "bureaucrats who don't have the faintest idea of what
they are doing." He called on NAA members to
speak out as individuals as well as an Association
and come to the defense of the free enterprise system before it is destroyed. Mr. Paulucci is chairman of the board of Paulucci Enterprises.
Echoing his theme on Tuesday was James M.
Collins, a U.S. Representative from Texas and one
of three speakers on the theme, "On the Establishment of Accounting Rules and Regulations."
Rep. Collins' intimate views of the House of Representatives in action kept the audience enthralled
when it wasn't chuckling. "If Congress wrote
standards for accounting it would be comparable
to letting Adolph Hitler write the charter on human rights," he told the businessmen.
He said that before Congress tries to establish
accounting standards for private business and
CPA firms it should first establish a model for its
47

Speakers included Richard Adkerson from the Securities & Exchange Commission; Edward J. Bailey, vice president and assistant comptroller, International Telephone and Telegraph, New York,
N.Y.; Ettore Barbatelli, president, Valuation Research Corp., Milwaukee, Wis., and Robert W.
Berliner, partner, Arthur Young & Co., New
York, N.Y.
A Successful Experiment

Dr. Bell on leadership styles.

own internal accounting. "Government accounting is a code of complete confusion," he said.
For example, he pointed out, Government reports only $1 of every $8 of actual liabilities it has.
The Federal government needs to go to a more
realistic accrual accounting system, strengthen its
pension reserves, index income taxes with inflation, provide adequate provision for replacement
of assets, and allow environmental expenditures to
be deducted. He also suggested that business
should have a right to sue every agency and every
bureaucrat in order to challenge burdensome regulations and unnecessary paperwork.
He concluded by saying, "You ought to get into
politics. You're in it already whether you know it
or not,"
James Don Edwards, a trustee of the Financial
Accounting Foundation, sketched the efforts of
the FAF to defend itself against the charges made
by the Metcalf Subcommittee staff. He estimated
that the Foundation had spent $300 or $400 thousand on legal assistance. He reminded his audience that the Congressional inquiry was not just a
public accounting problem. "When they regulate
the accounting profession, they are really regulating business."
In a forceful and often humorous speech, Dr.
Edwards outlined some of the changes that the
FAF was making to render the standard- making
process more equitable and representative. "We
must make changes because they ought to be
made; not because Congress says they should," he
said.
"We as trustees are counting on your support,"
he concluded. Dr. Edwards is J,M. Tull Professor
of Accounting, University of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
The third speaker on the Tuesday program was
William S. Gray, senior vice- president, Harris
Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago. Speaking from
the viewpoint of creditors and investors, he said
he thought a recent FASB statement on concepts
reflected the needs of creditors and investors.
The Monday afternoon session on replacement
cost accounting also drew an attentive audience.
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In the first experiment of its type, this year
Conference planners scheduled three series of five
concurrent sessions on Wednesday. This program
was designed to give members an opportunity to
attend at least three meetings on different topics
during the same time period. The concurrent sessions were well attended and most seemed happy
with the innovation, designed to give attendees
more for their money.
Topics of the sessions —a total of 12 different
subjects— varied from zero -base budgets to CMA
preparation. One ofthe most popular sessions was
"Zero -Base Budgeting —Fact or Fiction."
Program chairman Stanley A. Pressler was
pleased with the quality of the speakers at the
Chicago Conference. "People have told me that so
far it's the best program they've ever had." Mr.
Pressler, partner, Harry Stephens & Co., Bloomington, Ind., also served as president of the Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society during 1976 -77.
On the spouses' program, Dr. Peggy L. Borsay,
an associate with A.L. Burgin & Associates, management consultants, advised the spouses on how
they should plan for retirement. She said, "It is
essential for your own health, both mental and
physical, to find time for yourselves now
the
...
highest form of leisure."
She emphasized that dealing with changes that
cause stress is extremely important in terms of living a long and healthy life. Spouses were asked to
rate recent changes in their lives, using a life change chart.
As conference -goers proceeded through the
technical sessions, tours and shows, it was obvious
that the spirit and energy of the chapter members
of the sponsoring Mid - America Council had
much to do with the success of this Conference.
Led by Edward Paluga, the Council made a major
effort to demonstrate the hospitality of midwesterners. A five -piece band entertained conventioneers on Monday night and on the final night the
Council featured a sing -along accompanied by a
banjo and electric piano.
Throughout the Conference, the spirit of NAA
members was obvious, displayed on ingenious
badges, headgear and in hospitality rooms. And
when the Conference ended after the colorful Annual Dinner on Wednesday night, those who had
attended this Annual Conference could cherish
memories of a wonderful experience.
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5 Authors Wiry
Lybrand Awards
Gold Medals Awarded to Hartman, Laxton, and Walvoord;
Brueningsen wins Silver Medal; Collins, Bronze Medal. 13
Certificates of Merit and 9 Certificates of Recognition are
presented.

Bart P. Hartman, David D. Laxton, III, and William Walvoord won the 1976 -77 Lybrand Gold
Medal for their manuscript, "A Look at Employees Stock Ownership Plans as Financing Tools."
The winning article was published in the March
1977 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.

Arthur F. Brueningsen, Rochester Chapter,
was awarded the Lybrand Silver Medal for his
manuscript, "SCAT —A Process of Alternatives."
The article was published in the November 1976
issue.
Frank Collins, Albuquerque, won the Bronze
Medal for "Contingency Management Approach
to Budgeting." The manuscript will be published
in September 1977. It also was written by a co -author, John J. Willingham, who is not an NAA
member and therefore ineligible under the rules to
receive an NAA award.
The Lybrand Medal winners were selected from
the authors submitting the ten best manuscripts
during the 1976 -77 manuscript competition, as
determined by the grades given each manuscript.
A committee consisting of Scott G. Thompson,
vice president and controller, American Southern
Insurance Co.; Frank R. Rayburn, associate professor of accounting, University of Alabama;
Richard B. Troxel, partner, Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., and A. Kenneth Benson, director,
finance and accounting division at NAA, selected
the award- winning manuscripts.
The Lybrand Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
are sponsored by Coopers & Lybrand in honor of
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William M. Lybrand, a founder of the firm and
second president of the Association. Each year the
medals are presented to NAA member - authors
whose articles place first, second and third in the
manuscript competition.
The Association presents Certificates of Merit
to the authors ofthe 16 best articles, plus ties, and
Certificates of Recognition to the authors of the
short articles rated the highest six, plus ties for
sixth place.
Following is a list of the authors who were
awarded Certificates of Merit. The issue of MAN-

AGEMENT ACCOUNTING in which the winning article was published, or is tentatively scheduled to
be published, is listed with the name ofthe author
and the chapter that submitted the article.
Certificates of Merit
Frederick D.S, Choi, Hawaii, "Foreign Inflation and Management Decisions." (Published,
June 1977).
Robert L. De Welt, Milwaukee, "Replacement
Cost — Another Nightmare for Accountants." (To
be published in October 1977).
Robert E. Feller, Tulsa, "Joint. Cost Accounting Within the Petroleum Industry." (To be published in August 1977).
Robert R. Giacoletti, Member -at- Large, " The
Auditor's Liability for Fraud." Submitted
through the Wabash Valley Chapter. (Published,
July 1977).
David L. Gittes, Suburban Northeast Philadel49

Risks in Capital Budgeting." (Published, April
1977).
Eugene A. Imhoff, Jr., Syracuse, "The Learning
Curve and Management Control." (To be published in January 1978).
Elbert. L. Menees, Spartanburg Area, "Macro accounting —Why Not ?" (To be published in February 1978).
Bruce R. Neumann and James D. Suver, Colorado Springs /Pueblo, "Patient Mix and Breakeven Analysis." (Published January 1977).
David W. Wycoff, Central Pennsylvania, "Profit Determinates." (Published, February 1977).
A Joint Effort Pays Off
Lybrand Medal winners are congratulated by Robert
Scharff, former chairman of the Committee on
Publications. L. -r., gold medal winners William
Walvoord, Bart P. Hartman and David B. Laxton, Nl;
Scharff, silver medal winner Arthur F. Brueningsen;
and bronze medal winner Frank Collins.

phia, "The Effects of Adjusted Income Statements: A Research Study." (To be published in
October 1977).
Roger J. Grabowski, Chicago, "Implementing
Replacement Cost Disclosure Requirements." Coauthored with Lawrence B. Gooch, nonmember.
(Published, June 1977).
Robert E. Hampel, Evansville, "Pricing Policies
and Profitability." (Published, July 1977).
Cloyd G. Howell, Mid - Florida, "CASB: An
Assessment." (Published, April 1977).
Larry J. Kasper, Columbus, "Evaluating the
Cost of Financial Leases." (Published, May 1977).
John C. Kostolansky, Elmira Area, "Preparation of a Budget Control Program for a Glass
Manufacturer." (To be published in November
1977).
Paul B.W. Miller, Salt Lake Area, "What Is
Accounting Research Supposed to Do ?" (To be
published in November 1977).
Stephen A. Moscove, Hawaii, "Accountants'
Legal Liability." (Published, May 1977).
John E. Treacy, Calumet, "For Direct Costing
in the Steel Industry." (Published, June 1977).
Certificates of Recognition
The authors winning Certificates of Recognition for short articles are:
Gordon L. Chapman, Peoria, "Linear Approximation: Good Enough," with Prem S. Singh, nonmember. (To be published in December 1977).
Karen M. Frey, Akron Cascade, "Federal
Trade Commission Line of Business Program."
(To be published in December 1977).
Charles H. Gibson, Toledo, "Budgeting by Objectives— Charlotte's Experience," submitted
through Northwestern Ohio Chapter. (To be published in January 1978).
James A. Hendricks, Rockford, "Analysis of
50

Dr. Hartman, one of the three Lybrand Gold
Medal winners, is an associate professor of accounting at Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge. A member of the Baton Rouge Chapter,
he says that his co- authors, David D, Laxton, III,
and William Walvoord were working on their
master's degree at Louisiana State when they conceived the idea of writing an article on employee
stock ownership plans (ESOP).
All three authors contributed to the writing of
the paper and Mr. Walvoord gathered much of
the material. Subsequently, both Mr. Walvoord
and Mr. Laxton moved to Houston where they
are employed as staff accountants with Ernst &
Ernst. They both earned their M.S. degrees.
Although this is the first time, Dr. Hartman has
published an article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, he has published articles in the Accounting
Review and Louisiana CPA. He also has made
several presentations before regional accounting
meetings. He says he has several things in the
works for the future_
Since Mr. Brueningsen published his article on
zero -base budgeting last November, the phone figuratively hasn't stopped ringing. "It's been virtually a steady stream of requests for more information," he says. The article was published the same
month that the most prominent advocate of zero base budgeting was elected President, so his time
ing could not have been better.
Mr. Brueningsen, who is on special assignment
in the controller's office at Kodak's Rochester
headquarters, also earned a Certificate in Management Accounting last year. He's kept busy speaking before organizations —AMA seminars, chambers of commerce, and NAA chapters. Meanwhile
he's working on a refinement of the system that he
described in "SCAT —A Process of Alternatives."
SCAT, by the way, is an acronym for "School
Cost Analysis Team." Mr. Brueningsen makes the
point that although he described the concept applied to a school district in Greece, N.Y., the principle is the same when applied to corporations.
After his article was published and he had reContinued on page 60
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Information About the
Certificate in Management Accounting
The December 1977 Certificate in Management Accounting examination will be
held on the following dates:
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14
Part 1 Economics and Business Finance

1:30 p.m. -5 p,m.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15
Part 2 Organization and Behavior, including
Ethical Considerations
Part 3 Public Reporting Standards, Auditing
and Taxes

8:30 a.m, -noon
1:30 p.m. -5 p.m.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16
Part 4 Periodic Reporting for Internal and External
Purposes
Part 5 Decision Analysis, including Modeling
and Information Systems

8:30 a.m. -noon
1:30 p.m. -5 p.m.

The examination will be conducted at many sites in the United States. The cities
tentatively scheduled for the examination are:
Atlanta
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbia, S.C.
Columbus, Ohio

Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Hartford
Honolulu
Houston
Juneau, Alaska
Los Angeles
Memphis

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Nashville
New Orleans
New York
Norfolk, Va.
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Portland, Ore.
San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Tampa
Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D.C.
Winston - Salem, N C.

Summary of Procedures and Events Leading to Earning the Certificate in
Management Accounting
1. Apply for membership in the Institute of Management Accounting. Arrange
to have proof of educational credentials and character references sent to the
Institute. Applications should have been submitted as soon as decision to enter
program is made but no later than September 1, 1977, to assure processing in
time for the December 1977 examination.
2. Applicant is notified of acceptance into the Institute of Management Accounting when educational credentials and character references are received.
3. Institute members and applicants apply for the examination, identifying parts
to be taken and selecting the city location from announced examination cities.
Examination application should be submitted no later than September 1, 1977, for
new candidates and October 1, 1977, for continuing candidates.
4. Examination candidates are sent authorization letters for requested examination parts and the exact address of the examination in the city selected early in
November.
5. Examination is given in the various cities on December 14, 15, 16, 1977.
6. Candidates are notified of examination results in March.
7. Candidates are awarded the Certificate in Management Accounting upon
passage of all five parts of the examination and completion of two or more years
of appropriate management accounting experience. (This requirement can be
satisfied by experience gained prior to, or subsequent to, completion of the five part examination.)
More detailed information is available from Chapter Vice Presidents for Education
or from the Institute of Management Accounting, 570 City Center Building, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104,
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 10

MAP Committee Addresses
Lease Disclosure Proposals
The MAP Committee's attitude was
mixed as to proposed lease disclosure requirements issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission in
its release No. 34- 13322.
The Committee applauded the
Commission's effort to conform its
lease accounting and disclosure rules
to those adopted by the Financial Accounting Standards Board. It commented that "recognizing one authoritative source (the FASB) for generally
accepted
accounting
principles
(GAAP) will improve the user's ability
to comprehend financial statements."
On the other hand, the MAP Committee disagreed with the SEC's proposal to change, in certain instances,
the date requirement for retroactive
application of the FASB's Statement
No. 13, Accounting for Leases. Underlying the Committee's position was
its contention that requiring two different dates would mean one set of
GAAP for those required to report to
the Commission and another set for
others. "Moreover, it would be likely
to make comparisons between companies more difficult," the Committee
remarked.

SEC Seeks to Amend Segment
Reporting Rules
The Securities & Exchange Commission has proposed "to revise certain
disclosure forms and rules, in part to
coordinate the Commission's line of
business information with the industry
segment information required by a recent statement issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board and
to avoid any duplication resulting from
compliance with such statement."
As the SEC states in the summary
to Industry and Homogeneous Geographic Segment Reporting (Rel. No.
33 -5826, 34- 13525), "Certain of
these proposals would require presentation of detailed descriptions of
industry segments in which a regis52

trant engages in business. Other
amendments would require five -year
financial information relating to industry segments and foreign and domestic operations."
If the proposed amendments are
adopted, segment financial information will be included in certain proxy
and information statements and in annual reports to shareholders. The
Commission is specifically requesting
comments on whether segment financial information should be required in
quarterly Form 10 -Q reports; they
would not be required by these proposed amendments.
The Commission's proposed rule
changes generally follow the requirements of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14, except
the SEC wants additional data with regard to intersegment sales or transfers, a five -year segmented summary
of operations, and improved textual
disclosure.

CASB Restates Objectives
The Cost Accounting Standards
Board issued its Restatement of Objectives, Policies and Concepts. It
represents a revision of a statement
on its operating policies, procedures
and objectives which was published
in March 1973.
The Restatement is intended to
make known the current views of the

MAP Statement
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

YES, I want a copy of Statement 9A:
Management Accounting Terminology Selected Terms: Managerial Accounting to which I am entitled as an
NAA member.
Name (Please Print)

NAA Account Number
My mailing address on NAA records is
correct, Don't change anything.
Please change my mailing address on
permanent NAA records as indicated
below or attached.
(Allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery; 6 -12
weeks overseas.)

Requests postmarked after Nov. 15, 1977
(U.S.A.) or Feb. 15, 1978 (other countries) will
not be honored.

CASB in these matters. Anticipating
periodic revision, the Board invites
comments by interested parties on
the objectives, policies and concepts
stated therein.
The Objectives section discusses
concepts such as uniformity, consistency, allowability and allocability, fairness and verifiability. Under Operating Policies are such considerations
as relationship to other authoritative
bodies, transition method, applicability to non - defense contracts, responsibilities for compliance, interpretations,
and exemptions and waivers. The Restatement also explains the process
of developing Standards.

DATA SHEET
Continued from page 9
agement research at the Board. The
Board's own latest Road Maps of Industry charts show that government
employment in the U.S. has more
than doubled in the last 20 years to
15 million.

Canada Society Changes Its
Name
The Society of Industrial Accountants
of Canada has changed its name to
the Society of Management Accountants of Canada. The Society has
jointly sponsored with NAA a series of
research studies on business decision models.

Arthur Andersen Opposes
Peripheral Services
In its response to the Commission on
Auditors' Responsibilities appointed
by the AICPA, Arthur Andersen took
issue with the Commission on its view
of the propriety of auditors offering
peripheral services outside pure auditing. "In our view, the scope of practice of auditing firms engaged in audits of publicly owned companies
should be limited to auditing and accounting, taxes, and administrative
services, including the design and installation of systems such as computer -based systems and procedures related to the accounting process- .. .
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WINNERS ALL:
Akron, Syracuse and
Cuyahoga Valley
Colorado Springs - Pueblo takes
Remington Rand Trophy; Virginia
Skyline wins J. Lee Nicholson Award;
Akron also sweeps third -place Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy;
Carter and Keller Trophies for most
improved chapters go to East
Tennessee and Battle Creek.
1'

Records lay shattered when the dust cleared and
the final results of the 1976 -77 competition were
announced. Akron Chapter, under the leadership
of President James H. Norman, established a
"first" when it captured the Presidents' Award
and the third -place Stuart Cameron McLeod Society Trophy.
In winning the first -place Stevenson Trophy,
Syracuse repeated its performance of last year and
together with Cuyahoga Valley, which also repeated its performance by winning the Warner
Trophy, broke another record. It was the first
time that two chapters in both competitions in the
same two consecutive years put together back -toback victories.
Colorado Springs- Pueblo, under the leadership
of President Larry L. Perry, won the second -place
Remington Rand Trophy in the Stevenson competition, while Virginia Skyline took the J. Lee
Nicholson Award in the Warner Trophy Competition.
For most improvement over the last three
years, East Tennessee took the Carter Trophy, advancing 135 places to fourth place in the Stevenson competition. Battle Creek Chapter was the
winner of the Keller Trophy in the Warner competition, advancing 141 places over a period of
three years.
"A Lot of Hard Work"
There were "very few weak links," says President Norman of Akron's outstanding performance. The Presidents' Award is awarded to the
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Akron Chapter's James H. Norman is flanked by past national presidents
right and left as he accepts Presidents' Award. L. -r, Donald G. Eder, J.
Brooks Heckert, Grant U. Meyers, Colin A. Stillwagen, George D. Gee, 1.
Wayne Keller, Lafe Fox, Ettore Barbatel i, Robert Beyer, A. P. Bartholomew,
Firman Hass, Norman, and Robert G. Chapman.

Vice President Leslie J. Knox (left) and President George D. Gee (right)
present Stevenson Trophy to first place winner. Thomas P. Montgomery,
president of Syracuse Chapter, accepts. The chapter repeated its
performance of last year, again capturing the top trophy in the competition
among the larger chapters.
53

"We've always
aimed high. "

Anita B. Hayes, president of Cuyahoga Valley,
accepts Warner Trophy. President Gee and Vice
President Donald C. Jensen make the presentation.

k

1

Vice President John C Arme (left) presents second place Remington Rand Trophy to Randy Chappell
from Colorado Springs - Pueblo Chapter.

chapter that shows a consistently good performance over the last five years. Akron has been consistent. It won a seventh -place banner last year
and has won four banners in the last five years.
In putting together its unprecedented capture of
the Presidents' Award and the third -place trophy,
Akron also managed to pick up a Public Relations
Award, its first, and a Certificate of Recognition
for a member who submitted a manuscript.
What makes its achievement even more noteworthy is the fact that the chapter managed to
achieve this performance while going through a
partitioning. As of June 1, the chapter split into
Akron Summit and Akron Cascade.
Syracuse, under President Thomas P. Montgomery, showed the mark of the professional organization by making it two in a row. It won the
Stevenson Trophy last year for the first time and
then duplicated that feat. Its membership acquisition program was consistent, too. The chapter
again came in second in the membership achievement competition, with a 123 percent net gain in
54

membership, as compared to last year's 127 percent.
Anita B. Hayes, president of Cuyahoga Valley,
is the first woman president of the chapter and she
demonstrated through her leadership that she
wouldn't settle for anything but first place, even
though the job was made more difficult because
the chapter had grabbed off first place the year
before.
Winning the Warner Trophy meant a lot of
hard work, arm - bending, phone calls and follow up, she said. "We did not stress points too much
but doing things for our members and our community." She said the chapter takes pride in the
fact it has never lost an administrative point.
"We've always aimed high."
A spin -off from achievement- oriented Akron
Chapter, Cuyahoga Valley has compiled an impressive record: In its seven years ofexistence, it
has won three banners, two second -place trophies
and two Warner Trophies.
About ten percent of the chapter's membership
is comprised of women, according to President
Hayes. She experienced no difficulty as the first
woman president leading the chapter to another
victory. She says, "They are just super about
women."
In winning the Remington Rand Trophy, Colorado Springs - Pueblo compiled an excellent record.
It led all Stevenson Trophy chapters in membership achievement, ending with a net gain in membership of 162 percent. In addition, while directing the chapter's win of the first trophy in its history, President Larry L. Perry found time to write
a manuscript, with Kip E. Deitemeyer, on the
chapter's socio- economic program. The article
was published in June.
Virginia Skyline, under the leadership of President Jack D. Reich, continued its drive to preeminence in the Warner Trophy competition. It won
third place and the Keller Trophy last year; this
time it grabbed off second place and the J. Lee

!tLUND
Second -Place J. Lee Nicholson Award in Warner
competition goes to Jack D. Reich, president of
Virginia Skyline. Vice President Michael Teach
makes presentation.
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Nicholson Award. The results indicated that the
chapter was continuing to improve.
The trophies and banners were presented to the
winning chapters during the Annual Dinner of the
Association at the Annual Conference in Chicago,
June 22. Following is a list of the banner - winning
chapters and their presidents.
Stevenson Trophy
1. Syracuse, Thomas P. Montgomery
2. Colorado Springs- Pueblo, Larry L. Perry
3. Akron, James H. Norman
4. East Tennessee, Carroll L. Cockrum
5. Piedmont Winston - Salem, Alvin M. Bodford
6. Spartanburg, Truman L. Leopard
7. Florida West Central, Harry D. Baker
8. Chattanooga, Paula G. Keen
9. Dallas, Herb E. Billings, Jr.
10. Atlanta North, James R. White
11. Rochester, Charles R. Canan
12. Kalamazoo, Harlan H. Maurer
13. Brooklyn, Peter B. Baker
14. Southern Maine, John C. Yohe
15. Bridgeport, P. Michael Kelley
16, Charleston, Bryant J. Heaton, Jr.
17. Illowa, Dwight E. Collison
18. Greater Youngstown Area, James D. Marshall
19. Cleveland East, Allen A. Carr
20, Pittsburgh, Edgar C. Lighthiser
21. Olean- Bradford Area, Robert J. Brooks
22. Milwaukee, A.J. Prenger
23, Detroit, Timothy P. O'Hara
24. Minneapolis Viking, Dean F. LaVelle
25. Columbus, Richard D. Telkamp

President Carroll L. Cockrum of East Tennessee
holds fourth -place banner and stands behind Carter
Trophy presented by President Gee and Vice
President James H. Toy.
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President Norman of Akron Chapter holds Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society Trophy. President Gee,
SCMS President Stanley A. Pressler, and Vice
President Jensen do the honors. At podium is
Carlyle O. Livingston, chairman, Committee on
Chapter Operations.

Warner Trophy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Cuyahoga Valley, Anita B. Hayes
Virginia Skyline, Jack D. Reich
Parkersburg - Marietta, Charlie D. Clayton
South Central Minnesota, Samuel R. Dessalet
South Central Kentucky, Harold E. Wills
Bloomington Indiana, Jerome C. Neely
Central Pennsylvania, Robert A. Frederick
Ithaca - Cortland, Norman L. Chrismer
El Paso, Jack W. Fairall
Dubuque Tri- State, LaVern J. Siegworth
Pennsylvania Northwest, J. Peter Klingenberger
12. Altoona Area, James J. Popp
13. Pomona Valley, Frank B. Clarke
14. Sheboygan Lakeshore, David N. Mesick
15. Wabash Valley, Henry W. Longfield
Under President Eduardo Villalobos, Lima,
Peru Chapter again won the first -place Arthur B.
Gunnarson Award. Medellin Chapter, led by Bernardo Gil, won the second -place Rawn Brinkley
Award.

Past President 1. Wayne Keller and Vice President
Jensen present Keller Trophy to Daniel Kunitzer,
representing Battle Creek Chapter,
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Membership Achievement plaques are displayed by these
members of winning chapters. Charles T. Smith, Jr., chairman of
the Committee on Membership, is at center.

Representing the five chapters who won Public Relations
Recognition A wards are, 1. -r., James H. Toy, Spartanburg Area;
Rose Marie Heun, Milwaukee; Chuck Canan, Rochester,. Martin
S. Smith, Akron; Marsha Sakamaki, Hawaii. Robert Oakleaf,
right, chairman of the Committee on Public Relations, made the
presentations.

On behalf of Lima, Peru Chapter, Willis Leonhardi
accepts Arthur B. Gunnarson A ward presented by
Vice President Robert J. Johnston and President
Gee.

MEMBERSHIP ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
CHAPTER
Stevenson Competition Chapters
Colorado Springs - Pueblo
1.
Syracuse
2.
3.
Charleston
4.
Dallas
5,
Polk County Florida
6.
Austin Area
7.
Southern Maine
Blue Grass Area
8.
9.
Minneapolis Northstar
10.
Florida West Central
11.
Atlanta North
12.
Chattanooga
13.
Lansing- Jackson
14.
Houston
15.
Southeast Los Angeles
County
16.
Brooklyn
Warner Competition Chapters
Middle Georgia
1.
South Central Minnesota
2.
3.
Parkersburg- Marietta
Virginia Skyline
4.
5.
El Paso

PRESIDENT

VP-MEMBERSHIP

L.L. Perry
T.P. Montgomery
B.J. Heaton, Jr.
H.E. Billings, Jr.
K.W. Smith
F.S. Schulte
J.C. Yohe
M.J. Debell
R.A. Smalkoski
H.D. Baker
J.R. White
P.G. Keen
J.D. Parr
R.L. Hargrave

D.A. Cingoranelli, Jr.
G.E. Kunkel
W.W. Hathaway, Jr.
D.R. Garner
M.D. Sellers
J.R. Johnson
L.J. Jaworski
K.R. Dougherty
J.B. Hickman
D.R. Johnson
R.C. Bishop
L.B. Phillips
R.A. Flading
B.H. Speckels, Jr.

H.L. Schoeman
P.B. Baker

N.M. Stewart
L.S. Maisel

W.H. Wells, Jr.
S.R. Dessalet
C.D. Clayton
J.D. Reich
J.W. Fairall

G.W. Morton
J.L. Kosbab
C.K. Hayhurst
L.S. Younker
E. Rey
L.N. Gotfin (ME)

MEMBERSHIP ROUND -UP AWARD
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Dallas

Public Relations Awards
For outstanding efforts in obtaining publicity
for their chapters and the Association, Public Relations Recognition Awards were presented to five
individuals. The chapters, their presidents and
publicity directors are: Akron, James H. Norman,
Robert J. Balogh; Hawaii, Thomas T. Tajima,
Marsha R. Sakamaki; Milwaukee, A.J. Prenger,
Rose Marie E. Heun; Rochester, Charles R. Can an, Kenneth P. Janette, and Spartanburg Area,
Truman L. Leopard, and John A. McArthur.
Membership Achievement

Gunnarson /Brinkley Competition Chapters
Belgium
M.L. DeKarver

99 Members

On behalf of Medellin Chapter, Luis Vilate/a accepts
second -place Rawn Brinkley Award presented by
President Gee and Mrs. Rawn Brinkley.

H.E. Billings, Jr.

D.R. Garner

Colorado Springs - Pueblo led Stevenson Trophy
chapters in membership achievement with a 162
percent net gain in membership, while Middle
Georgia led Warner Trophy chapters with a 153
percent net gain. Dallas won the Membership
Round -Up Award with 99 members. In the international competition, Belgium chapter won with a
191% net gain in membership.
0
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Chapter /Member News
00111um IBM M EN

Em eritus Life Asso ciates

Sperry Hutchinson Co. as corporate
s e n io r a ud i t o r .

LEO J. BoI:TTNER, Ft . La ud erda le.
ROBERT S. BRADLEY, Racine - K e nos ha.
NORMAN J . BROWN ,

Member -at- Large,

DA V I D

R.

T.

HA L E

K. PROULx, Colorado Springs Pueblo, was named director of finance
for El Paso County.

Dayton.

C L E MEN T S ,

R US S ELL

LINDA

Canada.
F R AN C IS H. B U S C H ,

...

has joined Clopay Corp. as assistant
controller.

Birmingham

past president.

JAMES J. FRAATZ, Delaware Count y

EMERSON S . C LIMER, In di an ap ol is .

Pennsylvani a, has been prom oted to
trea sur er a nd con troller of Mos ser Industries, a subsidiary of Ecolaire. . . .

RO GE R K. D AILEY ,

Bridgeport.

FRANK E. DOELER, In d ia n ap o li s pa s t

president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
M A D E L I N E D O N A L D S O N , Baton Rouge.
RALPH J. GONCE, Muscle Shoals.
M A U R I C E V . H E N K H A U S , Calumet.
WILLIA M M . HO US UM , E s s e x C o u n t y .
HENRY C . HORS T MANN, S t. L ouis.

LEON D. HOWELL, Blu e Grass Area;
Chattahooch ee Va lley past presiden t.
SCMS.
HA R O LD

G.

HU NS B ER G E R

,

North

Penn.

WILLIAM

On tenth anniversary of the NAA France
Chapter, Executive Director W. M. Young,
Jr. (left), presents plaque to one of the
founders, Roger E. Blin. Mr Young also
visited NAA affiliates in Brussels, Belgium
and Frankfurt, West Germany.
Pro mo tion s and New Positions

Sub urb an

Nort heast Philadelph ia.
EDWARD L. ROWE, Bridgeport.
C H A R L E S E . S AN D F O R D ,

Muskegon.
Albuquerque.
R A L P H W . S E I L E R , Buffalo, National
Director, 1956 -58,
LUDW IG J . SEIF ERT , J R. ,

MAT T H EW E . S T ALA, Ch ica g o.
ER NS T S T EIG ER ,

Princeton.

J OSE PH N. T ER ZO, Cinc inna ti.
C A LVIN H. ULR IC H, Read ing past pres-

ident.
JAMES G . UMBAR G ER
LEON E. WELLS ,
BER NAR D

J.

, Chattanooga.

Lansing- Jackson.
Syra cu se

WHIT B R EAD ,

past presid en t.
BYR O N M. W O O D ,

Atlant a Cen tra l.
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J . C R O N I N , E a s t Bergen Rockland, has been appointed treasurer
of Foster Wheeler Energy Corp.

DAV ID H . B EY ER

RY F. DEEGAN, J R. ,

R T T T ENHO US E,

WILLIAM

BA R T P . H A R T M A N ,

J OHN J . KABE ALO, C o l u m b u s ,

RO BERT C . RAG AN, Washi n gton.

J O H N W . R U S W I N C K E L , Detroi t, is now
director of finance, Gratiot Com m unity
Hospital, Alm a, Mich. . . . DOUGLAS
W. SMITH was named controller, Burk land, Inc.

was appointed controller of Mineral Pigments Corp.

JA M E S V. A C K E R M A N

THO MAS G .

c on-

Two East Tennessee members were promoted to ASG Industries, Inc.: NELL
C L A Y M A N to plant accountant at the
Kingsport plant, and DORIS A. LADD
to cost and budget accountant, Greenland plant.

Seattle.
DA VID J. JONES, Northern Wisconsin
past president.

Cleveland.
R A Y M O N D W . L O N G , Pittsburgh.
VI C T O R L O T A , New Orleans past president. SCMS.
C.W. MATTOx, Northern Virginia.
J O HN J . M C C LUR E , Lehigh Valley past
president. SCMS.
FRED H. NUYEN, Grand Rapids.
G.W, PARTLOW, Chicago.
B Y R O N W . P I E R C E , Omaha.

is n o w

troller with Lion Brands Corp.

JAM ES S . JE NK IN S ,

PA UL A . KER T IS ,

L. G A G L I A R D I

, Balt i more, was
nam ed treasurer and elected to the
b o ard o f d ire ctors, Hero's Inc.... HAR-

Bat on Rouge, was
nam ed associate professor of acc ountin g, Lo uisian a State University.
ST EPHEN

B.

LEO NAR D ,

Birmingham,
recently was promoted to assistant secretary —taxes at Liberty National Life
Insurance Co.
P.

MIC H AEL

KELLY

, Bridgeport past
presiden t, has been elected vice presiden t o f Am erican Appraisal Co. He will
co n t in u e a s m a nager of the com pan y's
Eastern Region.

, Erie, is now controller with Pram Industries.

J A C K B, S P E N C E R

, Florida West Central, has joined the Institute of Internal
Auditors as controller.
R IC HAR D

E.

KEL LY,

Gra nd

Rapids,

was appointed vice president, Clipper
Belt Lacer Co.
n � 7a

T I M O T H Y F . F O L E Y , Buffalo, has been
ap p oin ted ad m inistrative vice president,
Pet er J. Sch mitt Co. . . . STEPHAN W.
SAULT EN was

promo ted

t o v ic e p r e s i -

dent in charge of the Western New
York operations of Robert Half Personnel Agencies.
JOHN P. ROZINSKY, Chicago, has been
named assistant controller of Borg Wa r n e r C o rp . . . .

ROBERT F . ST ED-

RONSKY ha s b e e n

P.M. KELLY
Bridgeport
S HIR LEY

K.

J. HALLDORSON
Minn.- Viking
AKI YO S HI,

Hawaii,

ha s

been appointed controller of Servco Pacific's financial group. , .. DON L. RAY-

was named president of Response of Hawaii, Inc.
MO N D

named a vice president of James B. Beam Distilling Co.

S ANT O S

GARY L. DIGBY, Cincinnati, has joined

rector of finance and comptroller.

LU IS

VI LL AR ,

Ho u s to n ,

ha s

'oined Don H Ford & Assoc iates as d'
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SHIRLEY L. PALMER, Kalamazoo, is
now secretary- treasurer, Scope, Inc.

Primitive methods just don't work
anymore.
You need an effective way to get
the news of your availability to the
right people and places quickly,
quietly. Let the experts help you.

JAMES F. ROWLAND, Louisville, is now
assistant controller with Belknap, Inc.
DOUGLAS B. GEORGE, JR., Lynchburg,
was named administrative vice president, W iley & Wilson.
DENNIS D. BROCKMANN, Madison, has
been named assistant controller, Ray-0Vac, divis ion of ESB. .. , MARGARET
R. LARSON has been promoted to controller, Madison -Kipp Corp.

National

We are the members of

1JSociates

nel

/

P2

who deal extensively in the accounting field. Our clients are
looking for good people like you.
Together with our NPA associates
around the country, we can take
your message to the right places.

PHILLIP B. THOMPSON, Member -atLarge, US A, recently was appointed
corporate manager of inventory planning for Hobart Corp.

Send your signals selectively —
and get results.
AdministrationlFinance
Professional Personnel Services
One Embarcadero Center,
#2710/N
San Francisco, California 94111
(415) 956.6700

HENNEMAN
Portland Willamette

SNOW
Shreveport

ROBERT L. HARRIS, Miami, has joined
Ryder Truck Rental as vice president —
finance.

SVC Personnel
37 Station Drive
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
(609) 799 -9595

THOMAS B. WEIS, Milwaukee, has been
named group controller, material handling and Outdoor Power Equipment
Group, Allis- Chalmers.

Management Registry, Inc.
7002 Graham Road, Suite 200
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 842.0533

Tw o Minneapolis Viking members have
been named at National Car Rental System, Inc . JERRY H. HALLDORSON is
now vice president and controller, and
FRED L. LOCKWOOD, vice president —
finance. Mr. Lockwood will continue as

Mae Daly Agency, Inc.
6 East 45th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 687-3911
Brentwood Personnel Associates
Accounting Division
1280 Route 46
Parsippany, N.J. 07054
(201) 335 -8700
Randall Howard & Associates
5350 Poplar Avenue,11412
Memphis, Tenn. 38117
(901) 767 -5150

Yours
Free!

treasurer.
ROBERT F. MORISON, Morristown, has
been elected vice president— finance, Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.
STANLEY A. PRATNICKI, New York,
has been named coordinator — uniform
reporting and accounting systems, State
of New York Department of Health....
Margaret M . Price is now controller,
Pineapple Beach Resort, St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands.

The Source Finance 1977 Accounting
and Finance Salary Survey is now
available. This authoritative and up -tothe- minute report will allow you to
compare your compensation directly
with thousands of other accounting
professional and management
people across the country. It also
examines in detail specific planning
strategies and techniques you may
employ to enhance your career
Source Finance knows how you can
broaden your professional exposure,
maximize your compensation and
break into management. It's all in the
1977 Accounting and Finance Salary
Survey from Source Finance, the
specialized accounting recruiting firm
staffed by accounting professionals.
Special note to employers:Source
Finance also offers interested hiring
executives an informative report, The
People Challenge, without charge.
This comprehensive study analyzes
the reasons accounting and financial
professionals leave their jobs and the
steps management can take to
reduce costly turnover. For your free
copy, call your nearest Source
Finance office this week.
For your FREE copy,
call the Source Finance
office nearest you.
Atlanta
404/325 -7000
Boston
617/482 -7850
Chicago
312/372 -9192
Dallas
214/630 -3410
313/352 -8860
Detroit
Fort Worth
817/338 -4750
Los Angeles
213/385 -0333
415/328 -2050
Palo Alto
SanFrancisco
415/956 -4740
If unable to call, write.
Source Finance
Department A2
100 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606
*

NOW THAT YOU'RE
AVAILABLE, SHOULDN'T
THE RIGHT PEOPLE
KNOW?

ROBERT E. PATTERSON, Lancaster, recently was elected treasurer of Blue
Shield. He is vice president, finance, of
Pennsylvania Blue Shield.... DONALD
E. WAGNER was named assistant chief
auditor, Arm strong Cork Co.

SourceFinance

PAUL G . CLEVELAND, North Central
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Indiana,

ha s jo ine d

De l t a

El e c t ri c a s

THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

c o nt r ol l e r .
GE N E K. BA UG HM A N ,

urban Chicago,

Northwest Sub-

CMA REVIEW

ha s b e e n a p p o i nt e d a s -

s is ta nt vic e pre s i de nt— t rus te e d fu nd s ,
D e S o t o , Inc .

C.

DONALD

WAT KINS,

ha s be e n e le c te d to

Bay,

AN
INT ENSIVE
REVIEW COURSE
FOR THE CERTIFICATE IN
MANAGEMENT AC C OUNT ING T O BE HELD ON T HE C AMPUS OF T HE
UNIVERSIT Y OF ALABAMA UNDER T HE DIREC T ION OF EXPERIENCED
FACULTY WHO HAVE BEEN C ONDUCT ING C MA REVIEW C OURSES FOR
FOUR YEARS.

Oakland -East
t he b o a r d of

dir e c t ors of So ule St e e l. He is vic e p re s i-

of

d e nt

fi na nc e a nd t r e a s u r e r .

ern,

(Nov. 28 -29) — Ec onomi c s a nd Bus ine s s Fina nc e . . .

Part I

RA LP H E. M OR EHEA D,

Ohio Mid -East-

(Nov. 30 -Dec. 1) — Orga niza t ion a nd B e hzvi or, Inc lu ding
E t hi c a l C o n s i d e r a t i o n s . . . . . . . . . .

Part II

ha s j o i n e d M c Kni gh t T r u c k s , Inc . ,

a s b u s ine s s ma na ge r .
WILLIA M
HORNE,

F. C LIN G MA N a nd PE RR Y A .
Piedmont Winston- Salem,

we r e na me d a s s i s t a nt c o mp t ro l l e r s , R . J .

Co.

R e y no l d s T o b a c c o
MILT ON

J.

KE E NE ,

Pittsburgh,

lamette,

HEN NEM AN,

de nt - c o nt ro ll e r for t he O r e g o n B a nk .
. . . GARY L. NUT TALI_ ha s be e n a p vic e

pr e s i d e nt

of

Part IV

(Dec. 5 -7) — Pe riodic Re porting for Inte rna l a nd
Ext e rn a l Pu rp o s e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 5

Part V

(Dec. 8 -10) — De c ision Ana lys is , Inc luding Modeling
a nd Inf o rma t i on Sy s t e ms . . . . . . . . . $ 7 5

is

Portland Wil-

ha s b e e n a p p o i nt e d v i c e p r e s i -

po i nt e d

(Dec. 2 -3) — Public Re porting Sta nda rds , Auditing
a nd T a x e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6 0

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE ABOVE PARTS
limite d. T o re s e rve a pla c e , s e nd a le tte r s a ting the pa rts for
- Re gis tration
which you wis h to enroll. Fe e s must be rec e ive d by Octobe r 28,1977.
-T he C MA Re vie w te xt of s tudy s ugge s tions , re a ding a s s ignme nts , que s tions ,
proble ms , s olutions a nd a r tic le s is a va ila ble in a d va nc e for a fe e of $21. 00
($20.00 plus $1.00 postage).
-For res e rva tions or a dditiona l informa tion write :

fo r ma t i o n s e r vi c e s , A t hl o ne Ind u s t r i e s .
INEZ M .

fina nc e ,

Dr. Fra nk R. Rayburn, CMA
CMA Review
Box I
Unive rsity, Ala ba ma 35486

Mc C a l l O i l & C he mi c a l C o rp . . . . R A Y

P. SAUNDERS re c e nt ly jo i ne d
Willock a s d i vi s i o n a c c o u nt a nt .

Dra ke -

LE W IS E. ANT ONE,

Providence,

e le c te d

Bl u e

tr e a s u r e r

of

Shi e l d

wa s
of

Rho d e Is l a nd . . . . RA LP H Bu m r e c e nt l y wa s e l e c t e d v i c e p r e s i d e nt a nd tre a surer

of the

t r e a s u r e r , N e c he s B u t a ne P r o d u c t s C o .

Seattle, is

no w v i c e

pr e s i d e nt , fi na nc e a n d a d mi ni s t r a t i o n,
Pa c i f ic P a rt i t i on S y s t e ms , Inc .
T wo

Shreveport

me mb e r s

na me d

me mb e r s

a t Se ve n -Up

ha v e

be e n

Co.

DAN IEL E.
CORBIN wa s p r o mo t e d t o ma na ge r of

F. GR IM M
wa s p r o m o t e d to c o r p o r a t e c o nt r ol l e r ,

DUD LEY P. BOUDREAUX, Sabine, wa s
e l e c t e d a s s i s ta nt s e c r e t a r y a nd a s s i s t a nt

E D W IN G . M ILLE R ,

T h r e e St . L o u i s

a c c o u nt i ng s e rv i c e s , ALF RE D

Outlet Co.

ha v e

be e n

a nd M Y R O N L. S E M R A D na me d ma na ge r o f t he i n t e r n a l a u d i t d e p a r t m e n t . . . .
ED WA RD

F.

BECKT AME

na me d

c o nt r o l l e r

na nc i a l

a na l y s i s

ha s

be e n

of

Mi s s o u r i Pa c ific
Ra i l r o a d . . . . C . A . DEL R i o , na t i o na l
di r e c t o r , re c e nt ly wa s p r o m o t e d to fima na ge r ,

M o ns a nt o

E. M . G A LIE T T A ,

C AT HERINE P. G RAHAM,

64, Waterloo Cedar Falls, 1956.
S.C. HARSHMAN, 62, Houston, 1946.
DAN IEL L. MANC INELLI, 31, New
York, 1976
J O HN A . N O E L, 57, Jackson pa s t p re s i d e nt , 1947.
L. C . RADC LIFFE, 52, Beaver Valley,
1957.
VERNON W . REHM, 77, Akron, 1946.
E LA .

LA R R Y A . BROWN, Tucson pa s t p r e s i d e nt , ha s b e e n na me d p r e s i d e nt of P i ma

GE R HA R D

de Il t— f i na nc e a nd C HA R LES L. WEST LE Y , c o nt r o l l e r . M r . S no w i s a p a s t na -

S a v i ngs & Lo a n A s s n.

C o . W. H. S N O W wa s e l e c t e d v i c e p re s i -

ti o na l d i re c to r .

In Memoriam

THOMAS J . O' C O N NE LL,
ha s be e n e le c te d tr e a s u r e r
C e nt r a l

Co.

South Bay,
of B r a d n e r

H e is a pa s t pr e s id e nt of

S o u t h we s t Lo s A ng e l e s . . . . R O B E R T E .
GO VE ha s be e n a p p o i nt e d A A H

pr o -

gr a m fina nc i a l ma n a ge r , Hu g h e s He li c o pt e rs , d i vi s io n

of

S u mm a C o r p . He i s

a c u r r e nt na t i o na l d i r e c t o r .
J OHN J . ME SKO,

County,

Southeast Los Angeles

ha s j oi ne d S p e c ia l t i e s T o ol s a s

c o nt r ol l e r .
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GEORGE BINZER,

66, Atlanta North,
1972.
C.C. DODSON, 57, Albuquerque pa s t
pr e s i de nt , 1959. E me r i t u s Life As s oc ia t e . S t u a r t C a me r o n M c Le o d S o c i e t y .
GEO RGE

P.

DOERING,

79, Denver,

1936. E L A .
G. H. ED G A R ,

83, Akron, 1946. E L A .
56, Saginaw Valley,

M A x A . ELKINS,

1968.
E. F. FON T ANE LLA,

57, Hartford, 1950.

38, Long Island -Nas-

sau, 1975,

T e xt il e s C o .

na me d a t S o u t h we s t e r n El e c tr ic P o we r

$60

Part III

ha s

b e e n na me d d i r e c t o r o f ma na ge me nt i n-

$60

F. SAUER, 41, Member -atLarge, Canada, 1964.
A . W , SOW ELL, JR., 64, Atlanta Central, 1954.
H. R . S P R UILL, 57, Akron, 1965,
EDM UND R . SULLIVAN, 70, Akron,
1943. E L A .
DAVID A . T HIE L, 6 0, Alameda County South, 1971.
WILBER B. T u B B s , 78, Washington,
1931. E L A .
JOSEPH W . T UR NE R, 54, South Birmingham, 1957.
J O SE PH B . WE SE R, 67, Lake Erie Central, 1934,
J AM ES N . W IN SKI, 60, Dayton, 1973.
59

He served as
president of
three chapters.

Lent Is President of McLeod Society
Charles W. Lent, Jr., Charlotte Gold, has been
elected president of the Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society for 1977 -78. Mr. Lent, president of the
Business Resource Center, Charlotte, N.C., was
elected at the Society's annual meeting in Chicago.
Members also elected two vice presidents, John
T. Kokos, Indianapolis, and Robert J. Weafer,
Boston. W. Atlee Davis, Jr., Delaware, was
named secretary, and Charles S. Myerly, Charlotte Gold treasurer.
Elected to serve two -year terms as governors
were Harry W. Cherry, Wilmington; Bliss R. Finlay, Detroit; Joseph R. Gilhooly, Boston; Marshall M. Johnson, Los Angeles; Charles R. Miller,
Pittsburgh, and Vernon Owens, Jr., South Birmingham.
Those members elected governors last year
whose terms expire in 1978 are: Carl M. Koontz,
Knoxville; James E. McMillen, Central Texas;
William F. Nichols, Peninsula -Palo Alto, Vincent
A. Piucci, Worcester Area; Raymond A. Rehfeld,
Alameda County- South, and Vernon G. Sheffield,
Houston.
Chuck Lent joined the Association in 1940 and
subsequently went on to serve as president of
three chapters: Lansing, Charlotte and Catawba
Valley. He was elected national vice president,

SCMS President Stanley Pressler (left) turns over
badge of office to incoming President Chuck Lent.
1966 -67, and later served three years on the Committee on Planning, 1968 -71. During 1971 -72, he
was president of the Carolinas Council of NAA.
The Stuart Cameron McLeod Society, named in
honor of the first secretary of NAA, is composed
of current and past national officers and directors
of the Association. Its objectives are to promote
and perpetuate the acquaintances and friendships
developed through service in NAA and to provide
a reservoir of experience to be used by the Association in carrying out its objectives.
❑

5 AUTHORS WIN LYBRAND AWARDS
Continued from page SO
ceived the CMA designation, some of his colleagues at the Rochester Chapter wondered how
Mr. Brueningsen would top these achievements.
They have their answer now: the Lybrand Silver
Medal.
Frank Collins, who with John J. Willingham
authored the Bronze Medal- winning manuscript,
is assistant professor of business and administrative sciences at the University of New Mexico. Dr.
Willingham is professor of accounting at the University of Houston and supervised the preparation
of his colleague's dissertation.
This article was not their first collaborative ef-

60

fort. They also jointly wrote an article appearing
in the Journal of Contemporary Business. Both
professors also have written numerous articles and
accounting textbooks. Dr. Collins expects shortly
to see publication of the 3rd Edition of Accounting Principles for Management. An Introduction,
which he collaborated on with a colleague.
He is working on three projects: a comparison
of participative budgeting with operant conditioning budget approach, a laboratory experiment he
is conducting with the help of his students; a
study of range estimates in financial statements,
and a field study on operational auditing to determine how people react, both those audited and the
auditors.
❑
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In NAA The Accent
is on Learning.
Man' age -ment Ac- coun'ting Mag' a -zine
Re- search' Studies
Li' brar -y
Con -tin' u -ing Ed' u- ca'tion Courses
Self -Stud' y through cas- sette' tapes
An' nu -al Confer- en•ces
Tech' ni -cal An'swer -ing Service
Chap'ter Ac• tiv'i•ties
Cer- ti'fi•cate in Manage-ment Ac- coun'ting
Every syllable helps build toward self- improvement and career advancement.
Use all the ad- van'ta•ges NAA offers to your ad-van'tage.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
919 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

One of the best
known accountants
doesift do
01-i
a
1�

16i

I s

Robert Half is a Certified Public
Accountant. But he hasn't practiced
accounting since 1948 when he
� i
established Robert Half Personnel
x:
Agencies ... an organization devoted to
finding the best talent in accounting,
finance, banking and data processing.
Robert Half's offices are staffed by CPAs, CAs, Controllers, Bankers and Systems
Engineers. They're specialists... they're professionals... they know their market
and they know their people. Robert Half does what he does best ... finds
competent financial and EDP personnel for employers throughout the world.
There are 55 Robert Half offices in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
Look in the White Pages.

MROOMT HALF

PERSONNEL ArsENCIES

ALBUQUERQUE�•�ALLENTOW N�•�ATLANTA�.�BALTIMORE�•�BOSTON�•�BUFFALO�•�CHICAGO�•�CINCINNATI�•�CITY�OF�COMMERCE�(CA)
CLEVELAND�•�CLIFTON,�N.J.�•�COLUMBUS�•�DALLAS�•�DAYTON�•�DENVER�•�DES�MOINES�•�DETROIT�•�GREENSBORO�•�HARTFORD
HOUSTON�•�INDIANAPOLIS�•�KANSAS�CITY�.�LANCASTER�•�LONG�ISLAND�•�LOS�ANGELES�•�LOUISVILLE�•�MEMPHIS�•�MIAMI
MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK • OMAHA • ORANGE (CA) • PALO ALTO • PHILADELPHIA • PHOENIX • PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND�•�PROVIDENCE�•�SACRAMENTO�•�ST.�LOUIS�•�SALT�LAKE�CITY�•�SAN�ANTONIO�•�SAN�FRANCISCO�•�SAN�JOSE
SEATTLE�•�STAMFORD,�CT.�•�TAMPA�•�W ASHINGTON,�D.C.�•�W ILMINGTON
CANADA:�CALGARY�•�EDMONTON�.�TORONTO�•�VANCOUVER�•�GREAT�BRITAIN:�LONDON

